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PREFACE
 

Second Edition
 

The wide interest in the First Edition of this guide to better
 

irrigation has been encouraging. It has been used by irrigators, mana

gers, techn: zians and students with varying backgrounds in irrigation.
 

For some, I - explanations have been too detailed, and others would like
 

to se- ,Lk3 advanced materials presented. 

In the interest of wider usage of the evaluation techniques and
 

suggestions for better irrigation management practices, the first edition
 

prepared by John L. Merriam, has been expanded by including basin irriga

tion, simplified techniques of all methods, more explanation of standard
 

procedures and more advanced details in the Appendices.
 

The section of sprinklers has been enlarged to include several varia

tions. The enhancement of the booklet by some of the 
new sprinkler and
 

trickle information has been made possible by having Dr. Jack Keller,
 

Professor at Utah State University, as co-author. Dr. Keller is widely
 

experienced in the research and application of these two methods.
 

Dr. Jose F. Alfaro from Utah State University has also assisted in
 

the general revisions and has undertaken the challenge of re-writing the
 

text using the Spanish language and metric units.
 
The authors wish to express their appreciation to Safa Noori Hamad for
 

his tremendous effort in supervising the revisions and typing of the Second
 

Edition; and to the Secretaries for their patient typing.
 

To help eliminate confusion with other more general definitions, some
 

definitions from the First Edition have been re-named. 
Application Effi

ciency has been re-named Actual Application Efficiency; Irrigation System
 

Efficiency is now called Potential irrigation system Efficiency; and
 

Distribution Efficiency has been changed to Distribution Uniformity.
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ABSTRACT
 

This second edition of the manual contains detailed procedures
 

for the field evaluation of sprinkler, surface, and trickle irrigation
 

a
It contains details such as: 
performance and management practices. 


list of equipment needed; step by step instructions 
for carrying out
 

the field work; sample forms for recording and organizaing the field
 

data; and sample studies demonstrating the entire process. It also
 

studies
 
includes an analysis and recommendations for the actual 

care 


used.
 

The introduction deals with the general uniformity, 
efficiency,
 

The
 
and management concepts employed in the evaluation 

of each system. 


sprinkler section covers both simple and full evaluations 
of regular fixed
 

as will be under tree orchard, center pivot and
 grid sprinkler systems 


There is a brief section dealing with trickle
 traveler sprinkler systems. 


(or drip) irrigation and a section on basic irrigation. 
Both the furrow
 

and border irrigation sections contain a simple 
(short cut) evaluation
 

complete full evaluations.
procedure as well as 


Key Words: Irrigation, Efficiency, Uniformity, Sprinklers, 
Trickle,
 

Basin, Border, Furrow, Soil, Moisture, Evaluation.
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CHAPTER I
 

INTRODUCTION
 

Irrigation systems may or may not be well designed and properly used.
 

The system evaluation techniques which follow are designed for evaluating
 

the Actut operation and management conditions which exist and determining
 

the Potentt}a for a more economical and efficient operation. This type
 

of study is necessary to provide direction to management for either con

tinuing exiqt4ng practices or making essentiq1 imnrovements.
 

Improved on-farm water management may result in conservation of water,
 

soil and labor as well as increases in crop yields. An evaluation can
 

show the effectiveness of existing irrigation practices. A study of the
 

evaluation will indicate what improvements can be made and provide manage

ment with a basis for selecting potential economical and practical modifi

cations.
 

Most modifications involve simple changes in management practices.
 

Evaluations frequently indicate the need for soil moisture deficiency
 

checks and better maintenance practices. Indicated changes often save
 

labor as well as water. Sometimes capital investments to provide mechan

ization or automation are in order.
 

Sprinkler systems may be greatly improved by simple changes such as:
 

altering operation pressures, nozzle sizes, riser heights, and durations
 

of water application; operating at different pressures at alternate irriga

tions; using alternate set sequencing; obtaining larger size lateral pipes;
 

tipping risers along the edge of the field, etc.
 

For moving-water surface irrigation methods (furrows and border-strips)
 

the following simple changes may greatly improve performance: larger,
 

smaller or cut-back streams; irrigating at a different soil moisture de

strip width
ficiencies; different furrow spacing or shapes; revision of 


or field length; supplemental pipe lines often utilizing portable gated
 

pipe; runoff water recurn-flow systems; etc. Capital investments such as
 

land grading for a smoother surface or more uniform soil, constructing re

servoirs, increasip,' water delivery capacity, semi-automation, etc., are
 

often profitable and also improve water use efficiency and save labor.
 

Basin irrigation systems may be greatly improved by changing the loca

tion of a dike to conform to soil changes, more careful land grading to
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achieve a level surface, or changing the basin area to better match
 

available stream size.
 

Trickle systems may requir- a different length of application or
 
irrigation frequency. Additional filtration may be needed. 
 Some systems
 
may need a higher density of tricklers.
 

Labor and water saving are usually closely correlated with a water
 
supply which is flexible in frequency, rate and dmation. Efficient water
 
use is only achieved if water can be: 1. supplied close to the day it is
 
needed to match the crop and weather, frequency; 2. furnished at a rate
 
that 
can be changed to match different field sizes, cut-back streams, vary
ing intake rates and large enough to keep the irrigator busy, a.t; 3.
 
turned off when the soil moisture deficiency and leaching requirements are
 
satisfied, since all flow after this time is wasted, duwtion.
 

A principle cause of low efficiencies is over-irrigation. With
 
furrows and border-strips, excess water is largely runoff which may be re
covered with a return-flow system. With basins, sprinklers and trickle
 
systems, excess water infilters and contributes to the ground water and
 
may be recovered by wells if it goes deep, or may cause a drainage pro
blem if restricted at a shallow depth.
 

Basic Terminology
 
There are several concepts and definitions that are basic to all irri

gation methods and evaluations. Some of the most important ones are pre
sented below, and others are included in the Glossary along with some addi

tional explanation.
 

Evaluation consists of an analysis based on field measurements taken
 
under the conditions and practices normally employed, plus on-site studies
 
of potential modifications such as presures other than the one being used,
 
larger and smaller furrow streams, change of duration, etc. Measurements
 
needed for the analysis include soil moisture deficiency, inflow rate,
 
application and infiltration uniformity, application duration, advance
 
rate, soil conditions, infiltration rates, irrigation adequacy, etc.
 

Soil moi6t 
 e.de 6iciency, .md, is expressed as a depth indicating the
 
dryness of the root zone at a particular time. This depth is numerically
 
identical to 
the depth of water to be replaced by irrigation under normal
 
management. Therefore, the idea of moisture deficiency in the root zone
 
is preferable to the commonly used concept of depth of water in the soil.
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How dry the soil should be before irrigation is needed, is related to
 
the soil moisture tension at that smd and how well the crop will grow at
 
that stress. 
Some crops produce better when kept moist by frequent irriga
tions, however, diseases and pest problems may also be increasee. Other
 
crops may produce more economically when allowed to become quite dry be
tween infrequent irrigations which also reduces irrigation labor costs.
 

Management AWowed De6iic ncy, MAD, is expressed aE the allowed soil 
moisture deficiency used to schedule irrigations so that net crop returns 
are maximized. The MAD is first related to soil moisture and crop stress
 
and is expressed as 
the percent of the total available soil moisture that
 
can be extracted from the root zone between irrigations to produce the best
 
economic balance between crop returns and irrigation costs. Secondly, it
 
is expressed as the corresponding depth deficient for a given root depth
 
and soil having a specific available moisture content. This deficiency is
 
related to a soil moisture stress, at which an irrigation should be applied.
 

The evaluation of furrow and border-strip irrigation systems should be
 
made when the MAD is reached, since intake rate, water movement and dura
tion of irrigation are greatly affected by soil moisture conditions. Be
cause of the appreciable effect of the MAD on these factors, small varia
tions in the 14AD become one of the improvement management tools for obtain
ing desired operation improvements for surface systems, especially border
strip. 
This is true because of the rapid decrease in infiltration rate
 
as the duration of application continues.
 

I'Uiga.tion syztem opematon depends as much on the I.rrigator as on
 
the quality of the system. The system may be properly used, or abused.
 
To determine the best use involves making a thorough evaluation of the
 
system, or having appreciable experience and using short cut evaluation
 
procedures. 
However, the following questions must always be considered to
 
obtain the best possible efficiency from any given system.
 

I. Is it dry enough to start irrigating?
 

2. Is it wet enough to stop irrigating?
 

The soil moisture deficiency must be known to answer the first ques
tion. It should be the same as the MAD. 
The simplest method for deter
mining smd is by field observation of the color and plasticity of the soil.
 
This only requires comparing soil samples taken from the root zone 
(prefer
ably the full depth) with the chart given in Appendix A. Other methods for
 
evaluating smd include the use of tensiometers for low MAD values (high
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moisture situations) and absorption blocks or similar equipments for
 

high MAD values. Weighing and drying samples is quite precise, but slow
 

and cumbersome.
 

Water budgets using climatic based methods, such as evaporation and
 

other methods for estimating the water consumed by the plants, Potential
 

Evapo-transpiration, are also satisfactory. The estimated smd from the
 

water budgets should occasionally be checked by field observations in the
 

lower part of the root zone to see that an accumulative smd is not occurr

ing. Unfortunately, such checks will not indicate over-irrigation.
 

The second question of when to stop irrigating is of equal importance,
 

because all water applied after satisfying the smd and leaching require

ments is completely wasted from the root zone. A probe, typically a 5/16
 

in. or 3/8 in. steel rod about four feet long with a slightly bulbous (not
 

pointed) tip and a tee handle, can be used in most soils to quickly check
 

the penetration of irrigation applications at numerous points throughout
 

the field. It will easily penetrate to a moderate depth of about three
 

feet through the nearly saturated soil being irrigated, but encounters con

siderable resistance as it meets the drier soil or plow pans below. The
 

proper depth of probe penetration will be appreciably less than the desired
 

final depth of water penetration, since water will drain deeper after
 

irrigation. This requires that the probe depth be correlated later with
 

an adequate irrigation.
 

A number of soil moisture sensing devices can be used to give an
 

indication of when to stop irrigating, but none are easier to understand
 

and construct than the simple probe. Some devices may be connected to
 

turn the system on and off automatically. However, they must be correlated
 

with values at the sensing point to values representative of the entire
 

field under control.
 

With sprinkler and trickle irrigation systems the rate or volume of
 

application is usually known. When the uniformity of application is
 

reasonable, the depth of application can easily be controlled by the
 

duration of the irrigation. However, field checks must be made as for
 

all methods to make certain the desired depth of application has been accom

plished and an excess is not being applied.
 

So4i~6 arnd ot/op .inoAUotton are fundamental to all irrigation work. 

The optimum MAD is interdependent on the specific soil, crop, root zone 
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depth, climate and irrigation system. It shoald be established as it
 

affects the depth, duration and frequency of irrigation.
 

The available moisture, intake rate, method adaptability and choice
 

of crop are all related to soil texture; whereas root zone depth, intake
 

rate, lateral wetting, perched water tables and adaptability to land grad

ing are mostly affected by soil profile and structure. The uniformity of
 

a soil in a field is also important as it affects the uniformity of infil

tration and choice of irrigation methods. It must be thoroughly investi

gated during field surveys. For all methods, the frequency and depth of
 

irrigation within a field should be related to the soil with the lowest
 

MAD.
 

Sprinkler or trickle irrigation is recomnended for fields with varia

ble soils and topography, since the depth of application is independent
 

of surface variations. The application rate should be below the basic
 

infiltration rate of the slowest intake areas.
 

Reasonable soil uniformity is important for efficient furrow or
 

border-strip irrigation. The possibility of improving the soil uniformity
 

within each field should not be overlooked during the land grading process.
 

In basins the intake rate uniformity is of even greater importance. How

ever, a high level uniformity can often be obtained by making the basin
 

boundaries conform to soil boundaries. The ridges can be farmed over or
 

termporarily removed as needed and the shape or sizes of basins varied as
 

required.
 

/iL9at-wiOkL MILOd can be classified into five basic techniques, 

each with several variations. Each technique and variation has character

istics which are more or less desirable for different locations and crops. 

The basic component and concept of each of the five techniques are: 

1. Basin: A level area of any size or shape bounded by borders
 

or ridges which retains ponded water until it infiltrates. Water loss is
 

by deep penetration.
 

2. Border-strip: A sloping area usually rectangular in shape,
 

bounded by borders or ridges to guide a moving sheet of water as it flows
 

down the bordered strip. The supply of water is typically cut off when
 

the advancing shcet is eight to nine-tenths of the way down the strip.
 

Water loss is by deep penetration and runoff.
 

3. Furrow or corrugation: A small sloping channel cut out or
 

pressed into the soil surface. It is usually "desirable" that the irriga
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tion stream reaches the end of the channel in about one-fourth of the
 
time of irrigation. The stream is not shut off until the lower end of the
 
channel is adequately irrigated. 
The wetted front moves laterally as well
 
as vertically from the channel, so that infiltration is a slow process.
 
Water loss is by deep penetration and runoff.
 

4. Sprinkler: A device for spraying the water over the 
 sur
face. The water is discharged from a sprinkler into the air and should
 
infiltrate the soil where it falls and not saturate the soil surface in
 
the process. With closely spaced sprinklers, a good uniformity of applica
tion can be achieved even in high winds. 
 Water loss is by evaporation,
 
wind drift and deep penetration.
 

5. Trickler: A device for discharging water at very low rates
 
(less than 3 gallons per hour) through small holes from tubing placed on/or
 
slightly below the soil surface. 
Water moves through the soil sideways
 
as well as downward away from the point of application to form a bulb of
 
wet soil. Typically, only a portion of the soil mass 
is kept quite moist
 
by very frequent or continuous application. 
 Water loss is by deep penetra

tion.
 
Table I-l presents the major physical characteristics affecting the
 

adaptability of each of the five basic irrigation techniques. 
 The Poten
tial irrigation system Efficiency, PE, of a well designed and properly
 
used system, employing each technique where adaptable, is also presentee.
 
Automation or mechanization of most systems is possible to reduce labor.
 
Such items as salinity, micro climate control, etc., 
were not considered
 
and personal desires and costs have been omitted.
 

E6iciency terms used in irrigation have been variously defined.
 
To avoid confusion, the three primary terms which will be used in the
 
field evaluation procedures are defined below. 
They are also included in
 
the Glossary, along with some other useful definitions. These terms are
 
given new descriptive names relative to the First Edition and other publi
cations to help avoid confusion with other terms and definitions.
 

High efficiency values may or may not be economical. However, the
 
efficiencies must be evaluated before economic management decisions can
 
be made. Efficiencies computed from ordinary field data are only accurate
 
to about the nearest 5%. Therefore, variations in efficiency values of
 
less that 5% may not be significant except where comparisons are being made
 
from the same data.
 



-- - - - -------------------------------------------------------------

-- - - - -------------------------------------------------------------

-- - - - -------------------------------------------------------------

Table I-i. Major physical requirements and potential efficiencies of the basic irrigation techniques.
 

Potential
 
Method Soil Infiltration Ground Stream Labor Irrigation
 

Uniformity Rate Slope Size Requirement Efficiency
 

large
 

Basin uniform level, or relative intensive at
 
within graded to to basin infrequent 75% to
 
each basin any level size intervals 85%
 

large

Border- uniform 
 relative
 
strip within any but mild and to strip same as 70% to
 

each strip extremes smooth area above 80%*
 

intensive to
 
Furrow or uniform for but very mild, or medium intermittant
 
Corrugation full length rapid "contour" 
 at infrequent 70% to
 

intervals 80%*
 

Sprinkler 
may be 
intermixed any but 

any
farmable 

soils very slow slope 

-- - - - -------------------------------------------------------------

Trickle 
may be 
intermixed 

any
farmable 

soils any slope 

Values of 90% can be attained if runoff water is re-used.
 

small, few hours 75% to
 
continuous daily 85% 

small, 80% to 
continuous very low 90%
 



1. Distribution Uniformity, DU, gives an indication of the uniformity
 

of infiltration throughout the field.
 

minimum depth infiltered
DU 
average depth infiltered
 

The DU is useful as an indicator of the magnitude of the distribution pro

blems. A low DU value indicates there will be excessive deep percolation
 

losses and a potential high water table if adequate irrigation water is
 

applied to all areas. If excessive deep percolation is controlled, the
 

area receiving the minimum depth will be badly under-irrigated.
 

2. Actual application storage Efficiency, AE, obtained in the field
 

gives an indication of how well a system is being used, or if it is being
 

misused.
 

AE = minimum depth infilteved and stored in the root zone x 100
 
average depth applied
 

Implicit in this equation is a measure of uniformity and the concept that
 

the minimum depth stored satisfies the soil moisture deficiency. It shows
 

that all the area is receiving water for any value greater than zero. Low
 

values of AE generally indicate management and/or system problems associated
 

with over-irrigation. Additional factors must be considered as presented
 

later, when a field is intenionallv under-irrieated.
 

3. Potential irrigation system Efficiency, PE, gives a measure of
 

system performance attainable under reasonably good management when apply

ing a full irrigation.
 

PE minimum depth infiltered just equaling smd or MAD
 average depth applied
 

The PE is a particular and identical value of AE when the desired depth of
 

water has been infiltered. A low value of PE is usually associated with
 

poor system design (unless intentional for economic reasons). The differ

ence between PE and AE is a measure of management problems.
 

Meaningful comparisons between several systems modifications or
 

methods can only be made by comparing values of PE. They must be made
 

when applying similar MAD depths, and with identical specification of
 

"minimum" depth. Economic comparisons must also include costs and crop
 

production factors.
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Minimum depth infitteAed as used in the several equations, is
 

defined in three ways: 1. the absolute minimum measured; 2. the average
 

of the lowest 1/4 of the values (proposed by the Soil Conservation Ser

vice, USDA); 3. the average of the lowest 1/2 of the values (used in
 

Christiansen's Coefficient of Uniformity). The first one implies that no
 

area receives less than the measured minimum, the second that 1/8 of the
 

area receives less and the third that 1/4 receives less.
 

For the concept of efficiency to be practical, the area below "mini

mum" must be small but also greater than zero. the SCS minimum is recom

mended for normal use in evaluations.
 

Intentional Under-Irrigation
 

Most often systems are designed or managed to fill the smd through

out the entire root zone at each irrigation; however, this is not always
 

the objective. Furthermore, sometimes the irrigation interval is extend

ed to reduce the water use rate below peak values. Such practices are
 

utilized to aid other cultural practices, reduce system capacity require

ments and/or to obtain maximum yields per unit of water or per unit of
 

capital cost. This intentional under-irrigation may be imposed rather uni

formily throughout the field, only in areas receiving minimum infiltration
 

or selectively.
 

Maximizing water-ptoduction efficiency is quite important where
 

the water supply is inadequate and the value of water is measured by
 

productiveness per unit of water. In such cases operating at a high MAD
 

results in extending the irrigation interval. This practice, which is
 

termed Stress, 7rigation may reduce yields per unit area but produce
 

more total crop per unit of water on an increased area and a greater net
 

return. This practice also allows for better ut lization of rainfall.
 

Except for some of the variations mentioned below, intentional under

irrigation puts a premium on having high values of Distribution Uniformity,
 

DU, and Actual application storage Efficiency, AE, to reduce water losses
 

and results in a higher Transpiration Ratio, TR.
 

With a root zone full of moisture at the beginning of the peak water
 

use growth period, under-irrigation can improve water use efficiency with

out reducing yields. (This procedure is a variation of limited i-uzigation.)
 

This is unly possible, however, if the peak use period is relatively short
 

and followed by a period of lesser use, or by harvest. The moisture stored
 

deep in the root zone from early or off season irrigation and rain water
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will be consumed during periods of under-irrigation, thereby making more
 

water available for crop production. It involves having an assured
 

deep root zone water supply from rain or early full irrigations on a maxi

mum area, and then not replacing the smd at each irrigarion during tie peak
 

use period. This reduces deep percoiation losses if DU is high but allows
 

a cumulativw smd to develop in the bottom portion of the root zone which
 

serves to augment the limited irrigation supply. Frequent checks of the
 

smd are essential to obtain the maximum berefit of this practice and to
 

avoid the danger of running out of deep moisture reserves and stressing
 

a crop at a critical period (such as corn at tasseling). The amount of
 

land irrigated should not exceed that which can be economically irrigated
 

with the limited irrigation water supply plus the deep soil moisture re

serve.
 

Another means of maximizing water use efficiency and reducing system
 

capacity is accomplished by irrigating only part of the area in orchards
 

or vineyeards, with furrows. tricklers or orchard sprinklers. The full
 

soil profile throughout the area should be wet from rain or early season
 

irrigation. During the peak water use period irrigation should be restricted
 

to applying the smd to only a portion of the surface area surrounding each
 

tree. This will reduce surface evaporation and thereby decrease TR. A high
 

or low MAD may be used in the area wetted which will or will not stress
 

the crop slowly as it draws from the un-irrigated areas. In either case
 

this practice will utilize the available water supply very efficiently.
 

The term stress irrigation applies where yields are reduced and limited
 

irrigation where yields are unaffected by such practices. The location
 

of the tree area watered is unimportant, since root systems in a mature
 

orchard are extensive.
 

Irrigation procedures which tend to excessively stress the crop can
 

be combined with alteAn te side iA4Jigtion to reduce the maximum stress.
 

The technique is to irrigate the crop at about 1/2 the normal interval but
 

only irrigate one side each watering alternating to the other side on the
 

following irrigation. This practice is practical for orchards as well as
 

row crops.
 

Other cultural practices sometimes require modification in irrigation
 

design and management. The pre-harvest irrigation depth could be reduced
 

permitting the limited water to be spread wider and shallower. Thus, the
 



deep soil moisture would be utilized leaving the surface dry shortly
 

before harvest.
 

Sometimes furrows cannot be constructed close to the tree because
 

cf branches or props, or sprinklers are placed only in the tree row to
 

reduce problems with foliar interception. A common practice in young
 

orchards under basin, furrow, sprinkler, or trickle irrigation is to
 

irrigate only the area immediately adjacent to the trees until the roots
 

become more extensive. Even in mature orchards, only a portion of the
 

surface area may be wetted to improve trafficability. In fact, this is
 

one of the prime features of trickle irrigation which is seldom, if ever,
 

designed to wet the total soil area. Under such conditions the reduction
 

in area is compensated by more frequent irrigation in inverse proportion
 

to the area reduced, e.g., half the area, twice the frequency, which is
 

a prime example of £inted -ivigation.
 

Reduced capital investments are possible by reducing system capacities
 

as discussed above and/or reducing the uniformity of application. With
 

low uniformity systems the smd may not be fully replaced in portions of the
 

field even where there is an adequate water supply. In such cases there
 

is planned acceptance of a reduced yield in the dry portions of the area.
 

Such systems require careful management, knowledgeable design, soil moisture
 

deficiency checks and periodic evaluations to measure the success of the
 

operation. relatively low uniformity and some under-watering of the driest
 

areas is particularly applicable to solid set sprinklers and longer than
 

normally desired or poorly graded surface irrigated fields of low value
 

crops.
 

This above design procedures anticipate moderate to low values of DU
 

and AR as a trade off for reducing system development costs. Wide sprinkler
 

spacing and low pressures will cost less but cumulative soil moisture de

ficiencies will occur in the drier spots unless excessively large quanti

ties of water are applied, which could be uneconomical or cause drainage
 

problems. The dry spots will produce less crop, however, profits may be
 

maximized because the reduced capital costs more than offset crop losses.
 

For furrows and border-strips reduced land grading or longer than
 

normally desired run lengths may be used to decrease capital and labor costs.
 

Only where the cost reductions are adequate to more than compensate for
 

reduced production at the under-irrigated far end of the furrow or strip
 

should such practices be employed.
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Trickle irrigation systems are almost always designed to irrigate less
 

This is done in
than the whole surface area in widely spaced tree crops. 


Great caution should be exercised, however,
part to reduce capital costs. 


where systems are designed to irrigate less than 1/3 of the potential root
 

soil volume. 

.mited i.ggation, the valueFor all of these variations of stress or 


of the crop decrease should be more than offset by the savings in capital,
 

labor, water and management required.
 

High Frequency Irrigation
 

(or full coverage) sprinklers, center
Portable and permanent solid set 


pivot sprinklers and trickle (or drip) systems are normally managed to apply
 

The reasons for using high frequency irrigation
light frequent irrigations. 


are to: maintain a continuous high soil moisture level for higher yields
 

or better crop quality; reduce run-off problems associated with high 
appli

as discussed in the section on center pivot sprinklers; and
cation rates 


control temperature, humidity and wind erosion.
 

Under high frequency irrigation the depth of each application is often
 

less than an inch. Unless intentional under-irrigation is being practiced,
 

It is
the soil moisture deficit, smd, would also be less than an inch. 


practically impossible to estimate the smd with enough precision to be 
of
 

value for determining if it is dry enough to irrigate when such a low 
Man

agement Allowed Deficiency, MAD, is being used.
 

Estimates of the crop water use rate give a good basis for scheduling
 

high frequency irrigation. The crop water use estimate can be made from
 

climatic data, taken from evaporation pan measurements, or based on experi-


Except where intentional under-irrigation is being used, the ideal
 ence. 


system management would exactly replace the water consumed (in the areas
 

receiving the minimum application).
 

It is not practical to get an exact estimate of the water actually con

sumed between irrigations. Since over-irrigation is difficult to determine,
 

a good management practice is to slightly under-irrigate. Periodic smd
 

checks can then be made to spot any areas of cumulative soil moisture de

ficits and the irrigation scheduling can be corrected accordingly.
 

High frequency irrigation is particularly well suited for use in con

where the deep soil moisture is being
junction with Li nded iiigatiof 
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gradually depleated. The light frequent watering of the top soil plus
 

the gradual moisture withdrawal from the sub-soil can produce optimum pro

duction with a limited system capacity. However, where the sub-soil mois

ture is not sufficient, light frequent irrigation may result in the ineffi

cient use of a limited supply and less frequent deeper irrigations may pro

duce better results.
 

Under supplemental irrigation in high rainfall areas a good practice
 

is to apply high frequency irrigation while maintaining the smd between 1
 

and 2 inches. Thus, there is always storage capacity for some rain and
 

plenty of water for the crop.
 

Uniformity, Efficiency, and Economics
 

The efficiency of an operation is a measure of how well it is per

forming compared to some ideal level of performance. The purpose of irri

gation is to maximize profit and/or production, not to save water.
 

Econommic (iAVigation) e6Zc6iency is the ratio of the total production 

(net or gross profit) attained with the operating irrigation system, com

pared with the total production expected under ideal conditions. This
 

parameter is in effect a measure of over-all efficiency because it relates
 

the final output to input.
 

The evaluation procedures which follow generally imply that full
 

irrigation with a high uniformity is the desired ideal. The concept of
 

full irrigations in the areas infiltering the minimum depth of application
 

is useful for standardizing field evaluation procedures. However, it
 

may provide a poor basis for evaluating and managing a system to optimize
 

economic c6iciency. 

As a general guide, the most economic systems for various crops
 

and soils should have the following Distribution Uniformities:
 

1. High value crops, especially those with shallow roots - DU
 

above 80%.
 

2. Typical field crops with medium root depths on medium textured
 

soils - DU between 70 and 80%.
 

3. Deep rooted orchard and forage crops and where there is a sub

stantial quantity of supplemental rainfall - DU between 60 and 70%. (Some

times DU values as low as 50% may even be the most economical in sup

plemental rainfall areas with low value crops.)
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As mentioned earlier, intentional under irrigation in the areas
 

receiving the minimum depth of application may provide the optimum
 

economic efficiency. Rather than replenishing the water in almost all of
 

the area, as is implied by PE, it may be more economical to leave a
 

substantial area under-watered. This would be especially crue for deep
 

rooted crops, low value crops and/or in humid areas. If the average depth
 

infiltered in the low half of the pattern is used as the minimum depth
 

one-fourth of the area will be under-watered.
 

A detailed study, which is beyond the scope of the following
 

evaluation procedures, is needed to optimize economic efficiency. In
 

addition to the field evaluation of the system it would require a thorough
 

knowledge of economic system inputs plus the relationship between crop
 

production and water for the study area.
 



CHAPTER II 

SPRINKLER IRRIGATION 

A number of different types of sprinkler systems have been developed.
 

Techniques for evaluating the most widely used of these are presented
 

below. The sprinkler systems discussed include the following:
 

Fixed gkid where the sprinklers are spaced in a grid pattern with
 

sufficient overlap to spread the water fairly uniformly over the entire
 

surface area. Hand move, side roll, end tow, side move with multiple trail
 

lines (or block move), portable full coverage (or solid set) and permanent
 

solid set systems are included in this category. (See Figures I-1 and 

11-2.)
 

OkbcIwd where there is little or no overlap between sprinklers whict.
 

are placed under the tree canopy and spaced to provide a uniform amount
 

of water to each tree.
 

Water should be fairly uniformly applied to the wetted areas even
 

though some of the area around each tree will receive little or no irriga

tion water. (See Figure 11-3.)
 

Cente pivot where water is sprinkled from a pipe line which is 

supplied from a stationary pivot point and rotated while watering to
 

irrigate a large circular field. (See Figure 11-4.)
 

Giant t'aveteA where a high capacity sprinkler is fed by a flexible 

hose and travels while watering. (See Figure 11-5.)
 

The first extensively used sprinkler systems employed the fixed grid
 

concept using rotating sprinklers spaced along portable "hand move" lateral
 

pipe. To reduce labor, the lateral pipelines may be mechanically rove3 after
 

each set. To make the systems automatic and practically eliminate labor,
 

the systems are laid out with sufficient pipe and sprinklers so the entire
 

field can be irrigated by switching valves on and off without moving any
 

pipe.
 

The simple and full evaluation techniques which immediately follow
 

are useful for all of the over canopy or open field systems which are
 

irrigated by rotating sprinklers at a fixed position while watering. The
 

sprinklers on all of these systems distribute water in a conical pattern
 

and depend on overlap from several sprinklers to obtain relatively uniform
 

wetting.
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A simple evaluation can provide an awareness of the more obvious
 

management problems with a minimum of effort. It can be done quickly
 

with simpl.' equipment; however, insufficient information is provided for
 

designing system changes. In contrast, a full evaluation not only iden

tifies problems but also indicates corrective design alternatives.
 

Most sprinkler systems are efticiently designed to meet the peak
 

evapo-transpiration requirements which only occur during part of the sea

son. The manager should be aware of :he system's capabilities in order
 

to adapt the operation to changing :zu.ditions imposed by the crop and
 

weather.
 

Figure II-1. Hand move psrinkler lateral - for fixed grid nattern. 
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Figure 11-2. Side roll snrinkler lateral for a fixed grid n~attern.
 

Figure 11 -3. Orchard sprinkler system. 
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Figure 11-4. 
 Center pivot sprinkler syttm in a mItar beets field.
 

4. . - '- -

-~7-, 10. .. .710. " ,1r. -" 

Figure 11-5. Giant traveler sprinkler system. 
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Simple Evaluation - Fixed Grid Sprinklers 

The main objectives of the simple evaluation are to identify the
 

more obvious design, operation and management problems or errors.
 

Equipment needed
 

An alert and observing evaluator will only need a one to two-gallon
 

container of known volume, a watch with a second hand, a soil probe and
 

a soil auger if available. Soil samples obtained with the auger can be
 

used to aid management in answering the question, "Is it dry enough to
 

irrigate?" However, more sophisticated procedures and equipment can also
 

be used.
 

Field measurements
 

Only a few simple field measurements and observations are required.
 

OpAating t6wg6 should be within the medium range for each
 

specific nozzle size and not vary too greatly throughout the system. The
 

medium pressures produce jets with a variety of drop sizes and smooth
 

sprinkler rotation. The large drops travel the furthest and the small
 

drops fall close to the sprinklers which tends to produce uniform cover

age when the patterns from several sprinklers overlap.
 

To aid in spotting excessive pressure variations within a system, a
 

few of the sprinklers should be observed while running at the widest range
 

of pressures available -- high, medium and low. Fogging or irregular
 

turning will tend to result from excessive pressures and many small drops
 

will fall close to the sprinkler. Improper jet breakup causing a doughnut
 

type pattern results from low pressures and very little water will fall
 

close to the sprinkler. The proper pressure within the so called mid-range
 

can only be determined by more extensive evaluation techniques. To main

tain a high uniformity of coverage, pressures must also be uniform and
 

gauges should be employed to aid in setting lateral inlet pressures.
 

Fow 'Latcs of several sprinklers should be measured under normal
 

operating conditions to check the uniformity of flow and to determine the
 

average flow rate. Rates should be checked at each end of several lateral
 

lines located at the extremes of elevations and distances. The a'nerage
 

rate usually occurs at about 1/3 of the way from the inlet end.
 

The time to catch a given volume can easily be converted to a flow
 

rate. For example, it if takes 45 seconds to fill a two-gallon container,
 

then the flow rate is 2.0 gal. per 45/60 min. = 2.7 gpm. A typical design
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limit is to allow a 10% variation of flow between the first and last
 

sprinklers. This corresponds to a pressure variation of 20% which usually
 

does not alter the sprinkler patterns enough to produce poor uniformity.
 

A check of the flow rates against catalog values will give an indi

cation of pressures which should confirm the field estimates of the
 

correct pressure. Often nozzles are erroded by silt or sand in the irriga

tion water. This will cause flows to be higher 'han the initial catalog
 

values. The degree of nozzle erosion can easily be -hecked with a feeler
 

gauge such as a drill bit of the same diameter.
 

Un Zo,0i apptLatcion is obtained by properly overlapping sprinkler 

wetted areas. The amount of overlap requized for a given degree nf uni

formity depends on the nozzle size, pressure, sprinkler operating charac

teristics and wind conditions. The optimum uniformity, however, is a
 

function of economics which usually results in a compromise between the
 

medium uniformity achieved under a wider fpacing and 
the reduced operating
 

costs and crop returns.
 

To obtain a medium uniformity, the spacing along the lateral should
 

be close enough for adjacent sprinkler patterns to completely overlap. The
 

spacing between laterals is usually such that for low wind areas one line
 

of sprinklers throws about 2/3 of the distance to 
the next line. In areas
 

where typical winds exceed 5 mph the lines should be even closer to

gether.
 

Without making a full evaluation, the uniformity of the sprinkler
 

pattern may be approximated by probing. This is accomplished by probing
 

many spots within the area between two sprinklers on the side of the
 

lateral which was irrigated during the previous set. The areas with min

imum infiltration are readily identified, especially late in the season when
 

cumulative soil moisture deficits have had time 
to build up. This tech

nique will not work if full or excess irrigations are always applied. In
 

such cases, the probe will tend to indicate adequate moisture by deep pene

tration everywhere.
 

Management practices
 

AtteAnate setz 
is a practice that tends to greatly improve uniformity.
 

This practice involves setting the lateral midway between previously used
 

sets during every other cycle of hand or mechanically moved systems. It
 

is not applicable to permanent or solid set systems.
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SpndinkALr6 should all be erect with the risers perpendicular to the 

ground. Obviously, the sprinkler nozzles should all be flowing freely
 

and the sprinklers turning uniformly. Maintenance and correct operation
 

are essential for efficient use and where the irrigation water carries
 

trash adequate screening devices are necessary.
 

Tippjg 4ieA at field borders where overlap does not occur is help

ful. For the typical condition -ith the lateral lines from a third to a 

half move distance from the boundary, some water is thrown out of the 

field. A practical improvement for crops not damaged by the jet impact 

is to tip all the risers toward the boundary so the jets just barely reach 

the edge of the field. This procedure results in fairly uniform coverage
 

along the field boundary (especially where the lateral line is only 1/3 of
 

a move distance inside) and also eliminates much uf the objectionable over

throw.
 

Similar results can be obtained at the ends of the lateral lines by
 

tipping the end sprinkler. This is accomplished by bending the risers.
 

For uniform coverage, these end sprinklers should be set closer than normal
 

to the boundary. A half circle sprinkler with about 2/3 of the standard
 

discharge and operating at the edge of the field is also practical.
 

Running the sprinklers too tong for the existing soil moisture defi

ciency, smd, is the most common mis-management practice. Such over irriga

tion is a potential problem except during periods when the full system
 

capacity is required to meet peak use rate demands. The smd should equal
 

the design Management Allowed Deficiency, MAD, at the time of irrigation
 

or the duration of irrigation should be reduced accordingly.
 

VuAation o6 i&4-igation can be calculated from the sprinkler applica

tion rate, the smd, and an estimate of the Potential system irrigation
 

Efficiency, PE. The first step is to find the average rate of water appli

cation, Rat which is computed by
 

96.3 x sprinkler gpm
R in./hr.
a sprinkler spacing, ft. x ft.
 

Using an estimate of the Potential irrigation system Efficiency, PE, the
 

minimum rate, Rm, at which water is infiltered in the driest 1/8 of the
 

area can be computed by
 

Rm R x PE/I00m a 
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and the duration or time of irrigation, Ti, is equal to
 

smd

Ti R~
 

m 

the sprinkler flow
For example, assume the PE is 80%, smd is 4.0 in., 


rate is 4.4 gpm, the sprinkler spacing on the lateral is 
30 ft. and the
 

The average application rate is
lateral move distance is 50 ft. 


R = 96.3 x 4.4 gpm - 0.28 in./hr. 

a 3O ft. x 50 ft.
 

and
 

R - 0.28 in./hr. x 80/100 1 0.23 in./hr.m 

Then the duration of irrigation
 

4.0 in. - 17.5 hrs.
 

Ti = 0.23 in./hr.
 

If the system is run for 17.5 hours, the Actual application storage
 

If the system is run
Efficiency, AE, would equal the assumed PE of 80%. 


for 23 hours while making one set per day, the last 5.5 hours of watering
 

would be wasted. The AE would be reduced to about 60% and there would be
 

5.5 hours x 0.28 in./hr. - 1.7 in. of excess deep percolation which would 

contribute to high water table problems. 

A probe can be used to give an indication of when to turn the water 

off if the above calculations are not possible because the smd is unknown.
 

The probe can be used to follow the wetting front and when the water has
 

penetrated enough for a full irrigation, it should be turned off. (See
 

soil moisture probe, Appendix G.) Taking time to gain sufficient experi

ence to effectively use a probe is most worthwhile. It helps you answer
 

the question, "Is it wet enough to stop irrigating?"
 

Summary
 

An experienced observer with a sharp eye and a few quick easy measure

ments made with very little equipment can obtain much useful information
 

concerning the design and management of a sprinkler system. Operating
 

pressures may be too high or low resulting in poor sprinkler patterns. The
 

flow rate at various places in the system can be compared for uniformity of
 

operations. Flow measurement can also be used to determine the average
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water application rate which relates to how long the system should be run.
 

Checks to determine when to start and stop each irrigation are excellent
 

guides for good water management. Keeping the mechanical parts in good
 

condition and operating the systems properly is important. Poor water
 

application along the boundaries of a field can often be alleviated by
 

slightly tilting the sprinkler risers toward the field boundary. Running
 

the sprinklers too long, causing excessive deep percolation is common.
 

The correct duration of irrigation can easily be computed from a knowledge
 

of the smd, application rate and PE.
 

Always keep these two key questions in mind: "Is it dry enough to
 

irrigate?" and "Is it wet enough to stop?"
 

FuJ- Evaluation - Fixed Grid Sprinklers
 

The full evaluation procedures which follow do not apply to perforated
 

or nozzle pipe line or giant sprinklers. However, the catch-can pattern
 

may be used for any sprinklers.
 

Evaluation
 

The following information is required:
 

1. Rate of flow from the tested sprinklers.
 

2. Pressures of the nozzles at the test site and along the laterals.
 

3. Depth of water caught in the catch containers.
 

4. Duration of the test.
 

5. Spacing of the sprinkler along and between the lateral lines.
 

6. Additional data as indicated on the data form.
 

Knowledge of the patterns at different pressures and the pressures
 

along the main line and at the pump is also useful. A general study of
 

the field data will permit determination of: Distribution Uniformity, DU;
 

Potential irrigation system Efficiency, PE; Actual application storage
 

Efficiency, AE.
 

Further study could determine the uniformity and economics of the
 

spacings and/or alternate sets, the economics of main and lateral pipe
 

sizes, the desirability of other operating pressures and durations and
 

the effect of wind.
 

Equipment needed
 

1. Pressure gauge (0-100 psi) with pitot attachment. (See Figure
 

11-6.)
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Figure 11-6. 	Pressure gauge with pitot attachment for measuring
 

spr nkLer pressure.
 

it.
 

cotie fknw oue
 

:,i": •.:Figure'11-7.' Mqeasur~ing si~snkler idischarge "by means; ofia hose and a
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2. Watch. 

3. Bucket of known volume (1 gallon, or larger for large sprinklers).
 

4. Piece of flexible hose about 4 ft. long. (See Figure 11-7.)
 

5. Catch containers.
 

6. Measuring stick to measure depth caught in container, or 500 ml
 

graduated cylinder.
 

7. Soil auger.
 

8. -ape to layout catch containers.
 

9. Forms for recording data.
 

Field procedure
 

1. Choose a location along a lateral for the test. It may be either
 

a location at which the pressure is typi.cal, or two locations near the
 

ends of a lateral to study effects of pressure differences. As shown in
 

Figure 11-8, the pressure loss due to friction in a lateral with one pipe
 

size is such that 50% of the loss occurs in the first 20% of the length,
 

and about 80% in the first 50%. On a flat field, however, the most re

presentative pressure is near the 1/3 point.
 

0
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Figure 11-8. Friction loss along a lateral with one pipe size.
 

Where there are large pressure variations within the system, test
 

locations should be selected to cover the range of pressure encountered.
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Figure 11-9 shows the effect of pressure variation and spacing on DU, with
 

It also shows the comparison between
wind velocities of less than 4.0 mph. 


different nozzle sizes.
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Figure 11-9. 	Variation in distribution u,,iformity for various pressures,
 

move distance, and nozzle size.
 

2. Set out a minimum of 24 catch containers on a grid not to exceed
 

10 ft. by 10 ft. The symetrical pattern should be laid out between two or
 

three sprinklers covering the entire width upon which water may be applied.
 

It is better to cover two adjacent areas between three sprinkler since
 

there are often deviations among the sprinklers. The containers should be
 

layed out as shown in Figure II-10.
 

For solid set or block move-systems where several laterals are
 

operated simultaneously, the catch containers should be placed in the
 

area between four sprinklers. However, such tests cannot be used to
 

study other lateral spacings. The containers should be carefully set in
 

an upright position and the surrounding vegetation removed.
 

If necessary, the containers may be fastened to short stakes with
 

rubber bands, 	weighted with a known depth of water (which is later sub

tracted from the catch), moved a foot or so from their correct positions,
 

or set in shallow excavated holes. Suitable catch containers can be one
 

quart oil cans, plastic freezer containers which are either square or
 

round with slightly tapered sides 	for nesting, or any smaller container.
 

3. Set aside a container with the anticipated catch to check the
 

magnitude of evaporation losses.
 

4. 	Check sprinkler nozzle size and model, riser height and erect-


Stop the rotation of the sprinklers
ness and lateral pipe size and slope. 
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LATERAL LINE 

/ 

1/ K OUTER EDGE OF 
~ N,/~L~WETTED AREA 

V 

A 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 01
%1"0 0 0-"''% 

I .- o I J 
./ /- ,'-CATCH CONTAINER 

0 0 0 10 0x 0 

10 0 0 0 0 ., 0/1
 

I /7
 

0 0 101 0/ 01 

Figure 11-10. Catch container layout for Sprinkler Uniformity Test.
 

surrounding the test site to prevent water from entering the containers
 

until ready. (If the sprinklers are running before the containers are
 

set, direct the jets outside of the test area.)
 

5. Turn on the water to fill the lateral lines. When the test
 

lateral is full, turn the pressure up slowly to observe the trajeetory,
 

drop break-up, and wind effect under different pressure conditions. Then
 

set the pressure at the desired test value.
 

6. Measure the pressure of the sprinklers to be tested at several
 

places along the line and at the end to observe the pressure variations.
 

When measuring sprinkler pressures (See Figure 11-6) the pitot tube must
 

be centered in the jet which must impinge directly onto its tip. The tip
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may be rocked slightly and the highest pressure reading recorded while
 

being held about eight inches from the sprinkler nozzles. The pressure,
 

however, should be checked at the beginning and end of the test.
 

7. Time how long it takes each of the sprinklers in this test area
 

to fill a bucket of known volume. This is done by slipping a short sec

tion of hose, which should fit loosly over the sprinkler nozzle, and de

flecting the flow into the bucket (See Figure 11-7). If the sprinkler has
 

two nozzles, each can be measured separately with one hose. It is not
 

unusual to measure a greater outflow than that listed by the manufacturer
 

at the same pressure because sprinkler nozzles often errode during use.
 

Nozzle errosion can be checked with a feeler gauge such as a drill bit of
 

the same diameter. To improve the accuracy, several measurements should
 

be taken and averaged.
 

8. Check all catch containers to see that they are empty before
 

the start of the test.
 

9. Start the test by releasing all the sprinklers surrounding the
 

test site so they are free to rotate, and note the starting time.
 

10. Note the wind magnitude and direction, temperature, humidity and
 

cloudiness. Wind direction is best recorded as shown on Form II-1 by
 

drawing an arrow relative to the direction of water flow in the lateral.
 

11. Terminate the test by either stopping the sprinklers surrounding
 

the test site in a position such that the jets do not fall into the con

tainers, or deflecting the jets to the ground. Note the time, check the
 

pressure and turn off the water. It is most desirable for the duration of
 

the test to be equal to the duration of an irrigation to get the full
 

effect of wind and evaporation. Minimum duration tests should apply at
 

least an average of 0.5 in. in the containers.
 

12. Measure the depth of water in all the containers and observe if
 

they are still upright noting abnormally low or high catches. The best
 

accuracy can be achieved by using a graduated cylinder to obtain volmetric
 

measurements. These can be converted to depths if the area of the container
 

opening is known. For quart oil cans, 200 ml corresponds to 1.00 in. depth.
 

As shown in the sample Form II-1, caught depths or ml are recorded above
 

the line at the proper grid point which is located relative to the sprinkler
 

and direction of flow in the pipe line. For long runs where maximum depths
 

exceed 2.0 in. a measuring stick is suitable for accuracy up to + 0.1 inch.
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Utilization of field data
 

The depths or volumes caught in the containers are converted to
 

rates in inches/hour and entered on the data sheet as shown in Form II-i.
 

Assuming that the test is representative and the next set would give iden

tical results, the right hand side of the catch pattern may, as if it were
 

a subsequent set, be overlapped (or superimposed) on the left hand side.
 

For lateral spacings which are whole units of the container spacings, the
 

summation of the catches of the two sets will represent a complete irriga

tion. See Figure II-l1 for an illustration of overlapping. For very
 

close lateral spacings or large wind distortions, water may overlap from
 

as many as four lateral positions. The above concept of overlapping is not
 

suggested where winds are apt to change appreciably between subsequent
 

lateral sets. It is most valid for 24-hour sets.
 

Distribution Uniformity, DU
 

In order to determine if the sprinklers are operating at an accept

able and economical efficiency, the deep percolation losses and uniformity
 

of distribution should be evaluated by calculating the Distribution Ini

formity, DU. The DU is the ratio of the minimum rate (or depth) caught to
 

the average rate (or depth) caught
 

DU minimum rate caught
 
average rate caught x 100
 

Since the lowest rates caught may be the result of tipped containers or
 

variations in reading accuracies, the average of the lowest 1/4 of the
 

catch cans Ls used as the minimum, thus about 1/8 of the area may receive
 

slightly less water. If the low value were due to a poor field measure

menu, perhaps no area would actually receive less. The amount of excess
 

water infiltered which is greater than the minimum needed will penetrate
 

below the root zone. If the minimum amount infiltered just matches the
 

soil moisture deficiency, the percent excess going too deep equals (100 -


DU).
 

Figure II-11 shows the data between sprinklers 5 and 6 from Form
 

II-1, overlapped to simulate a 50 ft. lateral spacing. The right side
 

catch is added to the left side catch with the totals at each point repre

senting a complete irrigation for a 30 ft. by 50 ft. spacing.
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FORM II - 1. SPRINKLER EVALUATION DATA SHEET 

Location P,/i/ I , Observer Jt/-I Date " .'Y' i. //Z.*
 

Crop . l, e,. Soil Texture i. / Surface Runoff ...
 

Temperature 'ft; '-K" Humidity odi j.: Cloudiness /q/,I/ ', . -ve
 

Wind direction arrow relative
 

to pipe flow direction begin_ _ _ during g finish 

Wind magnitude, mph begin during _.: finish____ 

Sprinkler make -. Ii. model_ f' i nozzlesZ . x ---

Sprinkler rating: pressure '/3 psi capacity .,. / gpm 

Riser height /:' 	 lateral pipe size " slope of lateral /,'" </ 

Comments . /-, - " 	 /o :, ,t. / ,-.. ,./it .,,-',& d.F>/ :, 

Moi. l / I/ 	 .. / /,, /. '/'-; Z 4 -i,.* 

TEST DATA
 

Sprinkler spacing . -" lateral move -'-0 gauge spacing x
x/ 

Sprinkler number 

on the lateral $" t /0 end /A 

Sprinkler discharge 
volume caught ' A0" __/.__/.__ /'._' 

time minutes .- 2 .27 

Rate caught gpm '/. '//. '/6 '/ _ _ "_' 

Pressure begin psi /j /O 4 	 '/0 

Pressure end psi L/.5 '/o _ ___/__
 

Evaporation can depth: begin f./5" finish *,/O" loss . "
 

Time of test: begin 2. ,P finish 'i.'' duration/:: ;/;/'
 

CATCH DATA IN GAUGE CANS
 

Show sprinkler number on the lateral. Show computed depth caught 3.6"
 
/ 	 rate in/hr eg.30"/hr 

* 	 _.__ //.;&_ Z,__ ,o. _/_____._
 

.- : .o, .--


3 j;_l7':__. .. 	 __// ----.-- . .* __//, 

• / 2 / . ,2 */,1 •.0/... :. 	 2 

____ _ ____..____ : 	 . _ 

* ". ./~>.," 2 : 	 4 " - _11 .6/7 0 

California State Polytechnic College - Agricultural Enineering Department -August 

1968
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LATERAL SET
 

B
 
LATERAL SET 


A 

50 FT. 

- -- 0.10 0.21 0.24 0.28 

S6 0.23 0.21 0.03 . . - " 

0.23 0.31 0.24 0.24 0.28 

(0.03) (0.05) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) 

0.11 0.21 0.26 0.31 LL 

0.31 0.16 0.01 ....
 
0 

0.31 0.27 0.22 0.26 0.31 

(0.05) 	 (0.01) (0.04) (0.00) (0.05) 

--- 0.10 0.16 0.22 0.32 

0.31 0.15 0.04 . ..-

0'.31 0.25 0. 20 0.22 0.32 

(0.05) (0.01) (0.06) (0.04) (0.06) 

( ) DEVIATION FROM AVERAGE 

Figure II-il. Combined catch pattern In inches per hour between sprinklers 

5 and 6 for a 50 ft. lateral spacing. 

The total catch at all 15 grid points is 3.97 in. which gives 

Av. Catch = = 0.26 in./hr.15
 

The average of the lowest 1/4 of the cans (use 4 out of 15) is 

Av. Low = 0.20 + 0.22 + 0.22 + 0.23 = 0.22 in./hr. 

4 

and
 

0.22
 
2 = 84% 

Repeating the above procedure for a 40 ft. lateral spacing will give 

Av. Catch - 3.97 = 0.33 in./hr. 

DU - 0.26 x 100 


12
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Av. Low = 0.27 in. 

0.27
 
DU 0.3 x 00 = 82%
0.33
 

Alternatc sets. It is usually desirable to use alternate sets in
 

which the lateral line is alwavs pl.ced midway between the position used
 

at the oreceding irrigation. This results in a DU1 for the complete cv

cle of two irrigations which is the same as if all moves were 11the normal
 

distance. Figure 11-12 shows the combined catch overlapped to simulate
 

a 60 ft. move.
 

LATERAL SET
 

A B
 
,__60 FT.
 

LATERAL SET 


.-.-- 0.10 0.21 0.24 0.28 

SO 0.23 0.21 0.03 ..2 1 .2 S " 
0.23 0.21 0.13 0.21 0.24 0.28 

... ... 0.11 0.21 0.26 0.31 
L,.
0.31 0.16 0.01 -.--
00.31 0.16 0.12 0.21 0.26 0.31 

1
.. .. 0.10 0.16 0.22 0.32 

0.31 0.15 0.04 ... ... S5_
 

0.31 0.15 0.14 0.16 0.22 0.32
 

Figure 11-12. Combined catch pattern in inches per hour between sprinklers 
5 and 6 for a 60 ft. lateral spacing. 

The total catch in the 18 cans is 3.97 in. as before: 

Av. catch =397 = 0.22 in./hr18 

= 0.14 in./hr..12 + .13 + .14 + .15
Av. low 4
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DU = 0.14 x 100 - 64%
0.22
 

Figure 11-13 shows the right half (3 columns) of Figure 11-13 superim

posed on the left half to simulate two irrigations with 60 ft. moves off

set half way, i.e., 30 ft. Since each side of the new pattern will be
 

identical, only 30 ft. of the pattern needs to be computed from the al

ready combined values for the 30 ft. by 60 ft. spacing presented in
 

Figure 11-12. The data in Figure 11-13 represents the catch from two one

hour sets.
 

LATERAL SET LATERAL SET 
A B 

60/2 FT. 

0.23 0.21 0.13 
"6 0.21 0 24 0.28 $ - -. 

0.44 0.45 0.41 

0.31 0.16 0.12 
0.21 0.26 0.31 
0.52 0.42 0.43 0 

0.31 0.15 0.14 
0.16 0.22 0.32 
0.47 0.37 0.46 

Figure 11-13. 	Combined catch pattern in inches per hour between sprinklers
 
5 and 6 for a 60 ft. lateral spacing offset 30 ft. for a
 
second irrigation.
 

Again the total catch in the 9 cans for two irrigations is 3.97 in.
 

Av. catch = 9 = 0.44 in./2 hrs.9 
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Av. low = .3 + .42 
2 . 0.40 in./2 hrs. 

DU - x 100 - 91%
0.44
 

It is interesting to note that the simple management program of alternate
 

sets improved the DU from a low of 64% for a single irrigation, to 91% for
 

the sum of two irrigations. The alternate set procedure will not overcome
 

an inadequate irrigation depth between the laterals which would excessively
 

stress the crop during the intervals between the two full irrigations. A
 

moderate under-irrigation in the mid-area is not detrimental if adequate
 

moisture is applied in the upper portion of the root zone and frequent irri

gations are employed, since the deficiency from the first irrigation will
 

occur at the bottom of the root zone from which very little moisture is
 

extracted.
 

Coefficient of uniformity, Cu
 

A common way to present sprinkler uniformity is the Cu, which is a
 

statistical representation of the catch pattern. When expressed as a
 

percentage, it is calculated by
 

Cu = (1- average deviation from the average catch x 100 
average catch
 

From Figure II-11 the summation of the deviations, from the average catch
 

of 0.26 inches, is 0.51 inches. Since there are 15 grid points, the
 

average deviation is 0.51 in. divided by 15, and it follows that
 

0.51
 
Cu = (i10.26 1-5) x 00 = 87%
 

Applying DU and Cu
 

The DU is computed using the average depth of catch in the low quateA
 

of the pattern. The Cu computed from the same data would be considerably
 

higher, since it is more nearly related to the average depth in the Low
 

hafj of the pattern. Table II-1 gives the average statistical relation-


Ehip between Cu and DU, so either value zan be approximated from the other.
 

To achieve high uniformity values close sprinkler spacings are generally
 

required. In general, the closer the sprinkler spacings, the higher the
 

system costs.
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Table II-1. Average relationship between Cu and DU.
 

Cu DU Cu DU
 

Percentage Percentage
 

98 97 80 66
 

96 93 76 60
 

92 87 72 54
 

88 80 68 49
 

84 73 64 44
 

For high value crops, especially those with shallow roots, the most
 

economical systems usually have high uniformities, i.e., DU above 80% (or
 

Cu above 88%). For typical field crops with medium root depths and soils
 

the most economical uniformity normally ranges between a DU of 70 and 80%
 

(a Cu between 82 and 88%). For deep rooted orchard and forage crops and
 

where there is a substantial quantity of supplemental rainfall, the most
 

economic uniformity is often relatively low being in the range of DU be

tween 50 and 70% (a Cu between 70 and 82%).
 

Potential irrigation system Efficiency, PE
 

The PE should be determined in order to evaluate how effectively the
 

system can utilize the water supply and what the total losses may be.
 

Then the total amount of water required to fully irrigate the field can be
 

estimated. The PE is calculated by
 

PE min. rate caught x 100
 
av. rate applied
 

The difference between the water applied and the water caught is an
 

approximation of evaporation and drift losses plus water loss due to soil.
 

of the area being ungauged. (Rate rather than depth should always be
 

used for computing PE to avoid confusion with AE). The PE indicates how
 

well the tested sprinklers are able to operate if they are run the correct
 

length of time to just satisfy the smd. It is, therefore, a measure of
 

the best management can do and should be thought of as the potential of
 

the system.
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The average water application rate in inches per hour is computed
 
from the sprinkler discharge in gpm and the sprinkler and lateral line
 
spacings in feet by
 

Application rate - 96.3 x Rpm . in./hr.

ft. x ft.
 

From Form II-1 the average discharge of the sprinklers tested was 4.6 gpm.
 
Therefore, the application rate for a 30 ft. by 50 ft. spacing is
 

Application rate 
 96.3x 4.6, 	0.30 in./hr.

30 x 50
 

For the area between sprinklers 5 and 6 and a 30 ft. by 50 ft. spacing,
 
where the average catch in the low quarter of the cans was 0.22 in./hr.
 

=0.22 

PE = 0.22 x 100 - 73%
 

Tables 11-2 and 11-3 give a summary for DU, Cu and PE computations with
 
various lateral spacings, for the area between sprinklers 5 and 6 and
 
the area between sprinklers 4 and 5, computed as above from the data pre
sented in Form II-1.
 

Table 11-2. 	 Summary of efficiencies for various move distances for the
 
area between sprinklers 5 and 6.
 

Spacing in Ft.
 

30 x 40 30 x 50 30 x 60 3 0 x 60 alt. 

DU 81 84 64 91 
Cu 87 87 75 93 
PE 73 73 56 81 

A comparison 	of values given in the tables illustrates the problem
 
of choosing a typical or minimum site. It should be assumed that there 
are other sites in the field which are poorer as well as better than the
 
tested site; therefore, computed efficiencies are not exact although they
 
are useful for evaluating the system.
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Table 11-3. 	 Summary of efficiencies for various move distances for the
 
area between sprinklers 4 and 5.
 

Spacing in Ft.
 

30 x 40 30 x 50 30 x 60 30 x 60 alt. 

DU 79 76 50 82
 

Cu 86 88 70 91
 

PE 70 67 44 72
 

Actual application storage Efficiency, AE
 

The effectiveness of the use of the sprinkler system can be determined
 

by how much of the applied water is stored in the soil and available for
 

comsumptive use. If an inadequate irrigation is applied the AE may be
 

very high, since only the water which evaporates may be lost if none goes
 

too deep. If excess water is applied, however, much of it may go too deep
 

and be lost resulting in an AE considerably lower than the PE. (The DU
 

and PE values may not be affected by the depth applied.)
 

The units for calculating AE are given in terms of depths, but not
 

rates, since 	the maximum depth stored cannot exceed the smd which equals
 

the depth of 	water Lhat can be stored. The AE is calculated by
 

AE min. depth stored in the root zone 
average depth applied
 

For this test the normal irrigation was for 23.5 hours. With the 30 ft.
 

by 50 ft. spacing the average application rate was 0.30 in./hr. and the
 

total average depth applied was
 

D my = 0.30 in./hr. x 23.5 hrs. = 7.0 in. 

The minimum rate caught was 0.22 in./hr. (Or alternatively, with PE = 73%, = 

0.30 x 73% = 	0.22.) Therefore, the "minimum" depth infiltered was 

Dmin. = 0.22 	in./hr. x 23.5 hrs. = 5.2 in.
 

It was determined that the soil holds about 2.2 in./ft. of available mois

ture, the root zone depth was 4.0 ft. at that time, and a 50% Management
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Allowed Deficiency, MAD, which will not excessively stress the crop
 
is considered acceptable. At the time of irrigation, the smd should be
 
checked to see if it is at the desired deficiency of 2.2 in. x 4.0 ft. x 
50% - 4.4 in., since the amount stored cannot be greater than the exist
ing smd. The sprinklers as tested were applying 5.2 in. in 23.5 hours,
 
which is more than enough. This gives an AE of
 

AE = 7- x 100 - 63% 

It should also be noted that this is considerably less than the PE of 73%
 
and could be improved by reducing the application time so that PE = AE.
 

Analysis and recommendations
 

A number of observations and recommendations can be made from the
 
information on the Sprinkler Evaluation Data Sheet, Form II-1, 
the sum
maries of computations in Tables 11-2 and 11-3 and the value of AE.
 

The p'%ALeUAe along the lateral line are very uniform since the ground 
which slopes down at 15% for 420 ft. drops 6 feet which compensates for
 

much of the pressure loss.
 

The typical sprinklers location on the lateral can be assumed to be
 
between sprinklers 4, 5 and 6 since the pressure is very uniform. 
Tests
 
at other pressures were not made although they might show a pressure change
 
would be desirable. 
 (See Figure 11-9.) Since the test was short and
 
longer tests usually produce higher DU and PE values, except where a
 
sprinkler is defective, the higher values from Table 
11-2 were used rather
 
than averaging the two tables.
 

Water losses. Other than deep penetration, water losses are indi
cated by the differences between the average rates applied and caught.
 
This includes drift and other losses in the air, water falling on ungauged
 
areas and evaporation and other losses (or additions) from the containers.
 
Evaporation losses from the droplets as 
they pass through the air are re
lated to humidity, air and water temperature, wind speed and drop size.
 
Such losses typically range from 2 to 15% being 
lowest at ni-ht. Drift
 
is related to wind velocity and drop size and may range from negligible
 
to above 5%. 
 The fact that the wetted perimeter seldom coincides with the
 
line midway between grid points typically results in an average can catch
 
which is about 2% low. 
Evaporation from the open catch containers, however,
 
can exceed 0.4 in./day. It will be a greater percentage of the catch along
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the edge of the pattern than from near the sprinklers where the catch
 

is deeper and the containers are also wet more on the outside. The mag

nitude of this evaporation loss can be estimated by I:he water loss from a
 

container set adjacent to the test area as described earlier. Clouds,
 

wind and humidity have major effects on the direct evaporation losses
 

from the containers. When using the volumetric procedure to determine
 

the depths of catch as was done for the sample evaluation, some water clings
 

to the can walls and remains unmeasured. The fact that some of the contain

ers may be tipped and thus catch more or less than their share also adds
 

to the inaccuracy of measurements. Since it is impractical to precisely
 

measure both the water applied and the water caught, the amount of water
 

unaccounted for is only an approximation. For the 30 ft. by 50 ft. area
 

between sprinklers 5 and 6, the average rate caught was 0.26 in./hr. and
 

the average rate applied was 0.30 in./hr. Therefore, rate unaccounted for
 

was 0.04 in./hr. or (0.04/.30) x 100 = 13%. The accuracy of these measure

ments, as well as that from the evaporation can for the short test, i.e.,
 

0.05 in./l.58 hr. = 0.03 in./hr. (see Form II-1) were such that the eva

poration can incorrectly accounts for almost the entire computed loss.
 

Improvements. Several improvements may be considered even though some
 

may not be practical or economical.
 

1. The move distance of 50 ft. presently being used is acceptable as
 

far as uniform distribution is concerned, since DU is above 80%. (The
 

corresponding value of Cu, which is above 85%, is also considered as
 

reasonable.)
 

2. A 60 ft. lateral move with alternate sets is appreciably more
 

efficient than the 30 ft. by 50 ft. spacing being currently utilized, i.e.,
 

from Table 11-2, PE = 81% rather than 73%. The 60 ft. move would also
 

reduce labor by nearly 20%.*
 

Alternate set irrigation will usually improve DU and PE, but unless
 

the hours of operation are reduced, or MAD increased, there would be no
 

improvement in AE,
 

3. The duration of application can be reduced so that only 4.4 in.
 

is applied. The minimum application rate for the 50 ft. lateral spacing
 

*At the resulting reduced average application rate of 0.25 in./hr., an
 

adequate irrigation of 4.4 in. would be completed in 22 hours, ie., 0.25 x
 
81% x 22 = 4.4 in. Although the original MAD could be increased to 5.2 in.,
 
only 4.8 in. would be applied in the maximum 23.5 hour set. Therefore, the
 
frequency could not be decreased to minimize labor. However, water would
 
be saved by having the higher PE and irrigating at a lower smd.
 

http:in./l.58
http:0.04/.30
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is 0.22 in./hr., so the proper duration = 4.4/0.22 
= 20 hours. The
 
change to a 20-hour operation instead of 23.5 hours may be easily accom
plished by turning the system off; however, it may be impractical if a
 
constant flow is being delivered from a ditch and no 
reservoir is avail
able. On some installations, an automatic time activated cutoff may be
 
installed. 
Where less than 24 hr./day operation is used it may also be
 
practical to schedule the shut off time to avoid a windy period.
 

4. The rate of application can be reduced to 
obtain the desired
 
duration and depth relation by either reducing pressure or using smaller
 
nozzles. 
These changes will affect DU and PE and require further testing.
 

Pressure can be reduced by throttling which may save water unless DU
 
becomes much lower, but will usually not reduce power cost. 
 However, the
 
pump speed or impeller diameter may be changed thereby saving both water
 
and power.
 

Smaller nozzles may require a change in pressure. For example: a
 
9/64 in. nozzle at 45 psi delivers 3.7 gpm applying an average of 0.24
 
in./hr. on a 30 ft. by 50 ft. spacing. With a PE of 77%, the system will
 
apply a minimum of 4.4 in. in 23.5 hours. 
A test would be needed to
 
check the PE, but from Figure 11-9, 77% appears reasonable.
 

5. It would be possible to increase AE by increasing the interval
 
between irrigations so that the smd at which irrigation is applied is
 
.2 in. The MAD would then be 5.2/(4.0 ft. x 2.2 in./ft.) = 60% instead
 

of 50% as previously chosen. 
For many crops this would not result in a
 
detrimental stress and would be the most practical answer for saving both
 

water and labor.
 

Summary
 

The test area was typical of the whole lateral, since pressures
 
were very uniform along the line. Furthermore, the lateral on which
 
the test was conducted was typical for the whole system. 
Tests at
 
lower pressures or with 9/64 in. nozzles would be desirable for evalu
ating the fourth improvement nresented above.
 

The duration of the test was short (1.5 hrs.) 
so depth measurements
 
were calculated from volumetric data to obtain acceptable accuracy.
 

Two adjacent test areas gave significantly different DU, Cu and PE
 

values.
 

The DU and PE were reasonably high and indicated that the system
 
was capable of providing efficient irrigation.
 

http:4.4/0.22
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Water losses under the test condition were about as low as could
 

be expected.
 

For the desired MAD of 4.4 in., the designed 2i.5-hour duration wag
 

too long and resulted in a low AE. This may be corrected by operating
 

only 20 hours; by reducing nozzle size and re-checking DU and PE; by
 

operating at a lower pressure which probably would result in a low DU
 

and PE and definitely should be re-evaluated; by using 60 ft. alternate
 

set moves which would save labor as well as water and should be the
 

first choice if practical; or by increasing the MAD to 5.2 in. (60%) which
 

should be acceptable for mature tomatoes.
 

Field variations and measurement inaccuracies, particularly smd do
 

not permit a high degree of accuracy. However, the field evaluation
 

and analytical technique presented above are useful for defining system
 

design and management problems.
 

Further evaluation
 

In addition to checking the AE and ways for improving it, an econ

omic study may also be valuable. Where pressure is created by pumping,
 

the pressure loss in the pipe lines and/or the cost of higher pressure
 

to increase capacity may be uneconomical. A general rule of thumb which
 

also gives good uniformity, but not necessarily good economics, requires
 

that the pressure drop due to friction and elevation in the lateral be
 

less thcn 20% of the average design pressures. This results in about 10%
 

range in sprinkler discharge rates and about 2% excess water over the
 

average application. The lateral inlet pressure should be the design
 

pressure plus 3/4 of the pressure difference due to friction loss. This
 

can be seen by referring to Figure 11-8.
 

The following example illustrates the economics. In Form II-1 the
 

inlet pressure was 45 psi and all other tested pressures were very close
 

to the desired 40 psi for the 2 in. lateral line tested.
 

A study to compare the losses in a 3 in. pipe shows that the inlet
 

pressure would be 39 psi and the pressure along the line and at the end
 

would average 40 psi, since the slope more than compensates for friction
 

losses. The economic value of the 45 - 39 = 6 psi savings in terms of
 

reduced power costs would need to be compared with the increased annual
 

ownership cost of the larger pipe. There would also be a small savings of
 

water due to the more uniform pressure. The same principle can be applied
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to pressure loss along the main line. 
The problem of achieving uniform
 

watering along the boundaries of fields can often be solved by tipping
 

sprinklers. Since sprinklers depend on overlap to apply an adequate
 

depth of water between lines, an adequate depth is usually applied along
 

the edge of fields where there is no overlap. In established crops the
 

sprinkler range may be reduced and water concentrated along the edge by
 

tipping the risers to shorten the distance of throw. On the end of the
 

lateral, the last sprinkler can be set back about a quarter of its throw
 

diameter from the downstream bound-y and the riser bent downstream.
 

Along the edges of the field parallel to the laterals, the whole line
 

must be tipped (or rolled). 
 This should only be done to established
 

crops, because of the increased jet impact caused by tipping could
 

damage young seedlings. Since pressure differences exist throughout the
 
pipeline network, adjustable valves should be provided at each lateral
 

inlet and the inlet pressure set to the desired value. 
Where maximum
 

pressure variations in a lateral are too large, due to topography, flow
 

or pressure regulators may be installed in the risers to establish a
 

relatively uniform flow rate for all sprinklers.
 

Maximum rates of application usually occur close to the sprinklers
 
although the maximum combined depth may be elsewhere. The maximum rate,
 
which does not vary with the move distance should not exceed the soil in

take rate. 
Sometimes where runoff is a problem, infiltration can be im

proved by increasing the operating pressure. 
This reduces the instantaneous
 

application rate and drop size although the average application rate
 

will be increased. If increasing the operating pressure is impractical
 

or unworkable, nozzle sizes must be reduced.
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Orchard Sprinklers
 

This section will cover the procedures for evaluating under-tree
 

non-overlapping (or slightly overlapping) patterns with portable or
 

solid set sprinklers. The uniformity of overtree sprinklers, useful for
 

frost protection and climate control as well as for irrigation, can only
 

be evaluated at the tree canopy level. The interference of the catch
 

pattern by the trees makes soil surface measurements impractical. How

ever, it is the ground level distribution that is important for irriga

tion. Observations will give some idea of how much is dry and probing
 

will give an indication of uniformity. Under-tree systems requiring
 

overlap from adjacent sprinklers to obtain uniformity can be evaluated
 

by the standard open field evaluation technique described in the above
 

previous section.
 

Some potential problems relative to orchard sprinklers which should
 

be considered when selecting the equipment are: 1. does wetting the soil
 

around the tree trunk induce diseases and would a shield give the trunk
 

sufficient protection; 2. will the spray cause fruit damage; 3. do low
 

branches and props seriously interfer with the pattern uniformity; 4. does
 

salinity of the water cause damage to wetted leaves and is the water
 

supply sometimes inadequate so that it is desirable to use sprinklers
 

which can be adjusted to wet a smaller area when necessary?
 

Evaluation
 

The data needed for evaluation of an existing under-tree non

overlapping system consists of determining the:
 

1. Depth or volume of water caught in a radial row (or rows)
 

of catch containers from several sprinklerL.
 

2. Duration of test.
 

3. Duration and frequencv of normal irrigation.
 

4. Flow rate from tested sprinkler.
 

5. Flow rate and pressure at several other sprinkler locations.
 

6. Soil moisture deficiency, smd, and Management Allowed
 

Deficiency, MAD.
 

7. Sprinkler locations relative to trees.
 

8. Spacing of tree arrangement and size.
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9. Sequence of operation.
 

10. Percent of area wetted.
 

Equipment needed
 

The equipment needed is essentially the same as 
for the full eval
uation of fixed grid sprinklers listed on page II 
- 9. However, a
 
pressure guage is not absolutely essential and only 10 to 15 catch con
tainers are needed.
 

Field procedure
 

The information obtained for the following field procedure should
 
be entered in a data sheet similar to the one shown as Form 11-2.
 

1. 
Choose radial row locations where water will only be caught
 
from one sprinkler. 
 It is best to test several sprinklers at different
 
locations to check for system variations and improperly adjusted sprinklers.
 
Fortunately, to save 
Lime it is practical to simultaneously test several
 
sprinklers with different adjustments and pressures.
 

2. Determine the soil 
texture and profile, and estimate the avail
able soil moisture capacity of the soil and root zone.
 

3. Make a smd check in the area of the pattern which will receive
 
a full depth of irrigation. 
This area should represent about half or
 
more of the sprinkler pattern and not be affected by overlap or 
tree drip.
 

4. 
Note the tree spacing pattern and the location of the sprinklers
 
relative to the trees.
 

5. 
Note the nozzle size, riser height, jet trajectory height, and
 
sprinkler rotation characteristics.
 

6. Observe sprinkler operation at higher and lower pressures, then
 
set 
the pressure back to "normal" to make the evaluation test.
 

7. Measure the discharge of the test sprinkler including any leak
age. 
'verall system uniformity can be evaluated better by flow rate
 
determinations than pressure checks; however, a knowledge of pressures is
 
desirable.
 

8. 
Set out a radial row of catch containers as shown in Figure 11-14
 
in an upright position. If unusual conditions such as wind or steep
 
slope exist, four symetrical rows of containers should be used; however,
 
if wind is negligible, as 
it often is in orchards, one row is adequate.
 
Remove any potential interference due to weeds, branches, props, etc.
 
Space the first container 1.0 ft. from sprinkler, and the rest 2.0 ft.
 
apart to cover the full range of the jet.
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Figure 11-14. Layout for orchard sprinkler test.
 

9. Note the starting time of each test, being sure that all con

tainers are empty.
 

10. Note operating conditions such as wind, impact on trees and
 

resulting drip, overlap on next sprinkler patterns if any, uniformity
 

of rotation, etc.
 

11. Termincte each test and note the time. If practical continue
 

each test for a full irrigation, (watch out that continers don't over

flow) or until at least 1.0 in. is caught in some containers.
 

12. Measure and record the depth or volume caught in each container.
 

13. Use the soil probe at end of test to check the pattern. At the
 

end of a normal irrigation andagain one or two days later, check the
 

penetration in various parts of the pattern to assure that an adequate
 

depth has infiltered.
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FORM II - 2. ORCHARD SPRINKLER EVALUATION DATA SHEET 

Location observer j L/2 date /7 .b ,5 

Soil texture <ac/ /oei-, ,profile d{ee,6 tz,2,f ,available moisture /.6 in./ft. 

root zone c MAD% Z'&o ,MAD inches 1/6 , smd inches /6depth .. 

Type of system - /fZ" //; crop .. ;/ 

Tree interference____ _ ___ ____, wind //9/6/c2/ 

Tree spacing .J "/ x -2'/ , tree pattern -ta.-c 

Comments ':9C,/ / W ",/CA / Z:,. 7 C7, ', Z 

Sprinkler: make _,model ,nozzle size 

Sprinkler flow rate,.'jAlcx_- min./gal., // + - = /-/ gpm 

Sprinkler height /-P" ,Jet 'eight I/O" ,pressure _ 

Time: start 7Pq ,finish Y'O0f ,duration A • 7 hours 

Farm irrigation: duration -)/ hours, frequency 2/ days 

in./hr.
Average rate applied= 96.3 Mm = 30.6 gpm =30.6 

area radius2
 

Average rate caught (infiltered) effective quarter 
radius radius rate 

inner quarter , 40% x /3.3 - ? I I ;,
second quarter 60% x -__.__9 , - 

third quarter 78% x / Y , ./5
 
-outer qua-rter . 93% x /2 33 , 

total ? 4 .7 in./hr. 
infiltered 

Instructions: 
1. Enter below the radial distance, the depth or volume caught in container
 
2. Compute rate of catch for each location.
 
3. Plot rates at each location and resulting rate profile.
 
4. Note effective radius where rate profile is zero. Enter in table.
 
5. Compute radius for center of each quarter area. Enter in table.
 
6. Note and enter in table rate at radii in number 5.
 
7. Sum the rates in all four quarters and divide by 4 to get average rate
 

caught.
 
Distribution Characteristic
 

is % area wet at average rate
 .4 

4Radius 
 at average rate /e. f 

.3----Radius Ratio = average/effective 

~ " .1in./hr. ,"- .2 ~ - 2V4 - - - DC =(RR) x1O = (,_/_) x100= 6 X 

1 - radial distance, feet depth, or 

0 1 volume rate, in./hr. 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 

'22 / o . Cdt 
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Utilization of field data
 

The recorded field information should be reduced to a form which
 

can be conveniently used and studied. The depths or volums caught
 

should be converted to rates in inch/hour the rate profile plotted as
 

shown on the sample Form 11-2 and the effective radius noted.
 

From the effective radius of 13.3 ft. the radius at which the approx

imate average rate occurs for each concentric quarter of the area, can
 

be computed as demonstrated on Form 11-2. For example, the radius at
 

which the average rate occurs in the outer quarter is at 93% of the effect

ive radius, i.e., 0.93 x 13.3 ft. = 12.3 ft. An approximation of the
 

average rate caught over the total wetted area is the sum of the rates at
 

the quarter points divided by four, i.e., (0.20 + 0.22 + 0.18 + 0.08)/4 =
 

0.17 in/hr. It is usually assumed that the water caught is equivalent to
 

the water infiltered.
 

Distribution Characteristic, DC. For a single non-overlapping sprinkler,
 

DC is the percent of the total wetted area that has infiltered more than
 

the average depth. It is determined as illustrated on Form 11-2 by first
 

drawing a line representing the average rate of a 0.17 in./hr. across
 

the rate profile line and noting the radius of 10.8 ft. where the two
 

lines cross. Then calculating the ratio of this radius to the total
 

radius and multiply the square of the ratio by 100 as follows
 

_10.8
 

Radius ratio =- 13. = 0.8113.3 

and: 

DC = (Radius Ratio) 2 x 100
 

= (0.81)2 x 100 = 66%
 

The DC relates to the uniformity of that portion of the central wet

ted area that may contribute to deep percolation losses even under good
 

management. High DC values indicate that potential deep percolation losses
 

are 
low and the adequately irrigated area may be relatively large. The
 

DC can approach 100% which indicates an extremely uniform application,
 

providing there is very little overlap or tree interference. A DC
 

greater than 50% is considered satisfactory and the example problem's
 

value of 66% indicates a very good pattern.
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Application storage Efficiency, Ea . In the area wetted the Ea should 

be determined so that the effectiveness of the irrigation can be evaluated. 

The AE cannot be used for orchard systems which only wet part of the area 

since the minimum depth would be zero. 

E = average depth stored 
a average depth applied
 

In computing the average depth stored it is assumed that all the water
 

which falls on each spot within the wetted area up to the smd is stored.
 

Water in excess of the smd is lost to deep percolation. The following
 

procedure is presented to aid in the calculation of the average depth
 

stored:
 

First determine the depth that would be applied at each catch point
 

by multiplying the rate values calculated on Form 11-2 by the duration
 

of a normal irrigation, which for this example is 24 hours. Then plot
 

the depths of application as shown in Figure 11-15 and draw a line across
 

the depth profile representing the smd. For this illustration the smd
 

equals 4.0 in. and is assumed to be uniform. All moisture above the smd
 

line will be stored in the soil. (Overlap and/or distortions caused by
 

the trees are not included.)
 

RADIUS FROM SPRINKLER -FT

0 2I 4 I 6 8 1p 12 14 16 18 20 22I I i _________________________ 

1I 1 ------1.2 IN. 
z I

0 - I3 IN 

I 

Co 

7-1
 

Figure 11-15. Water application profile for 24-hour set. 
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To determine the average depth stored above the smd line multiply
 

the average depths infiltered into various portions of the area by the
 

portion of the area receiving that depth. The sum of these products will
 

equal the average depth stored. The entire area inside the radius at
 

the intersection between the smd and the depth profile will store the
 

smd. With a fairly uniform profile, one average value is adequate for
 

the area beyond the smd line intersection; however, with more curving
 

profiles, two areas will give better results. For Figure 11-15, one outer
 

section would be adequate but two are used for demonstration. The steps
 

used to calculate the average depth along with numerical values based on
 

Figure 11-15 are:
 

1. Find the radius at the smd intersection with the depth profile
 

(10.8 ft.) and one other radius (12.0 ft.) dividing the under-watered
 

profile into two convenient sub-areas.
 

2. Determine the ratio between these radii and the effective radius
 

=
of 13.3 ft., (10.8/13.3 = 0.81, 12.0/13.3 0.90).
 

3. Find the corresponding percent area included inside each radius
 

(0.81)2 x 100 = 66%, (0.90)2 x 100 = 81%).
 

4. Determine the percent of the total area of each of the three sub

areas defined by the two intermediate radii. For this example, they
 

are 66%, 81 --66 = 15%, and 100 - 81 = 19%.
 

5. Estimate the average depth in each sub-area from the depth pro

file (these can be taken at the middle of each sub-area with adequate
 

accuracy). From Figure 11-15, these are the smd of 4.0 in., 3.2 in. and
 

1.2 in.
 

6. Multiply each sub-area percent by the corresponding average depth.
 

The sum of the products divided by 100 is equal tc the average depth stored.
 

0.66 x 4.0 = 2.6 in.
 

0.15 x 3.2 = 0.5
 

6.19 x 1.2 = 0.2
 

Total = 3.3 in.
 

The aticia] depthi appei.ed is computed by beginning with the average 

sprinkler discharge rate of 1.1 gpm and the wetted radius to obtain 

= 96.3 xApplication Rate gpm 
wetted area
 

http:appei.ed
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Application Rate 96.3 0.19 in./hr.

3.14 x 13.3 0 

and for a 24 hour set 

Av. depth = 0.19 in./hr. x 24 hrs. = 4.6 in. 

The Ea can be computed (assuming negligible overlap and drip which 

could cause some wcter to go too deep) by 

E = 3. x 100 = 72%
 
a 4.6
 

Analysis and recommendations
 

The irrigation objectives must be known before the system operation
 

can be intelligently evaluated. Uniomiyit o6 appication and the el5fi

ciency o6 6toking water for plant use are the two most important
 

points to be considered. For evaluating orchards' sprinkler systems,
 

uniformity and efficiency must be qualified, since it is not practical
 

to have complete coverage in many situations. Fortunately with mature
 

trees having extensive root systems the extraction occurs wherever there
 

is soil moisture. Therefore, any stored water may be absorbed by the
 

roots.
 

The uniformity of irrigation may be evaluated by the Distribution
 

Characteristic, DC. Since only part of the area is left dry, the smaller
 

wetted area should be irrigated proportionally more often to supply the
 

total water needed for evapo-transpiration. For example, if only half
 

of the area is wetted, the irrigation frequency must be doubled. (See
 

Intentional Under-Irrigation in the Introduction section).
 

The most important objective of the field evaluation is to determine
 

how effectively the water is being applied. Since orchard irrigation al

most always leaves some areas and depths under-irrigated but still re

sults in a very satisfactory irrigation program, the term Application
 

storage Efficiency, Ea was developed to replace AE.
 

Uniformity was good as indicated by the DC of 66%. A much higher
 

DC value having a greater depth infiltered near the perimeter would
 

result in a little water going too deep because of overlap, unless the
 

effective radius of 13.3 ft. were reduced, i.e., the wetted diameter
 

should be reduced from 26.6 ft. to nearly 24 ft. which is the tree spacing.
 

(See Figure 11-14.)
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Appgication efficiency as represented by the E 
of 72% is a fairly
a
 
low value particularly in view of the value of DC. 
 A study to determine
 

why the E is low will indicate what management steps might be taken to
a
 

improve efficiency.
 

Uiiaccouated eo&ses such as evaporation are equal to the difference
 

between the rate applied (0.19 in./hr.)and the rate infiltered (0.17 in./hr.).
 

This is equal. to (0.19 - 0.17)/0.19 = 10% of the water applied which is
 

too high for evaporation only. However, it is a reasonable figure, since
 
it also includes any measurement errors. 
 These losses cannot be controlled 

by managemenL practices. 

Lo,5e5 by deep pcnettat&co can be identified by the differences 

between the average depths infiltered 0.17 in./hr. x 24 hrs. = 4.1 in. 
and stored i. 
in. This (4.1 - 3.3) / 4.6 = 18% of the applied w-tcr,
 
which goes too deep, is a large amount for a partial area irrigation
 

program. By observing the depth profile and the 4.0 in. smd 
line on
 

Figure I1-15, it can be seen that there is appreciable deep percolation
 

in 
the central portion of the pattern even though it is nearly uniform.
 
A depth of 5.0 in. infiltrates near the sprinkler while only 4.0 in.
 

can be stored. 
 This excess depth occured because the 24-hour set time
 

is too long.
 

Improvements. A major area for improvement would be the reduction of
 

deep percolation losses. This could be accomplished by:
 

I. Reducing the time of irrigation to less than 24 hours.
 

2. 
Reducing the frequency bv a day or two, other con-itions except
 

duration remaining the same. 

3. In addition, try reducing the pressure 
to reduce the flow rate 

so that the 24-hour duration could be continued. The results would need 

to be re-eva1iite.d to see if they were satisfactory. The pattern could 
herOMie eV'ln beOt " thin before, as will be shown. 

TMC C, 't !,at', T., which is how long irrigation shotild be run 

to repiace the :md, can be found by trial. Noting in Figure 11-15 that 
5.0 in. is representative of the maximum infiltered depth for 
a 24-hour
 

i.-; in.,
set and smd only equal to 4.0 T. can be estimated from 
I 

4.o
T ---. x 24 = 19 hrs.i 5.0
 

Elsin; insteacd of the original 24-hour set duration, a new value of 
E similar to Figure 11-15 can be determined. This will require plotting 

http:0.17)/0.19
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a new depth infiltered profile and proceeding with the evaluation out

lined earlier to obtain
 

E=3.2
 
E Ll x 100 = 89%
a 3.6
 

The figures showed the unaccounted losses remained at about 10%, but the
 
losses to deep percolation were reduced to 
only 1%. The average depth
 
stored in the wetted area was reduced from the initial 3.3 in. 3.2 in.,
to 


because less of the area received the full smd of 4.0 in. 
 This will
 
require reducing the irrigation interval to 3.2/3.3 
= 97% of the initial
 

interval; however, the application time will be reduced to 19/24 
= 79%
 

of the original.
 

Average depth applied. The ratio of wetted area to actual tree
 
area must be determined before the average depth of water (or volume) to
 

be applied to a field and the probably frequency of irrigation, based
 

on anticipated evapo-transpiration rates, can be computed. The wetted
 

area provided for each true is
 

A = Trr2 = 3.14 x 13.32 = 556 sq. ft.
 

and the area occupied by each tree on a 24 ft. 
by 24 ft. is
 

At = 24 x 24 = 576 sq. ft.
 

Evapo-transpiration and water applied are computed on a field basis
 
assuming the entire soil 
area is functioning. Therefore, for the 24

hour set where the average depth stored in 
the actual wetted are is
 
3.3 in. the average depth of water stored 
over the whole field is
 

D56
 

D 5 x 3.3av 576 = 3.2 in. 

Ate note side irrgaUon is generally a good management practice. 

It is an especially good when the portion of the 
total area wet is small,
 
since it provides additional safety by reducing the average crop stress
 

between irrigations.
 

Summary
 

The ana1.sis of the field measurements provided information about
 
the sprinkler and its operation. The DC of 66% indicated the pattern was
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uniform with a fairly rapid drop off in application rate at the outer
 

perimeter. A little higher value and steeper drop off would be even
 

better, since there was only a small overlap at the operating radius of
 

13.3 ft. with 24 ft. tree and sprinkler spacing. The current irrigation
 

management program of 24-hour sets produced an E of 72%. This is quite
a 
low for orchard sprinklers, since 28% of the applied water would not be
 

available for the trees. Of this approximately 10% was lost to evapor

ation and/or possible inaccuracies. (Leakage from the sprinkler was not
 

measured and is not included in the 10%). The remaining 18% went too
 

deep. This deep percolation loss was caused by running the sprinkler 24
 

hours which was too long. The study showed that 19 hour sets would improve
 

the E to 89%.
 
a 
For the swd of 4.0 in., an average of about 3.3 in. was stored in
 

the wetted area by the 24-hour set, but only 3.2 in. would be stored with
 

a 19 hour set. Changing to a 19-hour set would require slightly more fre

quent (3%) irrigation but only require 79% as much water per irrigation.
 

For this non-overlapping pattern, which only wets part of the soil,
 

The average depth of 3.2 in. stored over the entire area should be
 

used for irrigation frequency computations based on the evapo-transpiration
 

rate. For determining the deficiency at which to irrigate from field soil
 

moisture deficiency checks, the smd should be matched to a MAD in the
 

central, uniformly irrigated area. Since at the time of this field study,
 

smd = MAD = 4.0 in., it was the correct day for irrigating.
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Center Pivot Sprinklers
 

Center pivot laterals continuously move while irrigating. The
 
inlet end of the lateral is fixed to the stationary pivot point while
 

the other end moves in a large circle. The lateral consists of a series
 
of spans ranging in length from 90 to 250 feet and supported above the
 

crop by drive -mits (see Figure 11-4). Devices are provided at each
 
drive unit to keep the lateral in line between the pivot and end drive
 

unit which is set to control the speed of rotation. The area irrigated
 
by each sprinkler (with a constant sprinkler spacing) along the lateral
 

grows progressively larger toward the moving end. Therefore, the sprinklers
 

must be designed to have progressively greater discharges and/or closer
 

spacings to achieve a uniform application.
 

The most common length of center pivot lateral is a quarter mile
 

(1320 ft.) to irrigate the circular portion (130 ac.) of a quarter section
 
(160 ac.). Typically, the application rate near the moving end is 1.0 in./
 

hr. or greater. This exceeds the intake rate oi most soils except for
 

the first few minutes at the beginning of each irrigation application.
 

To minimize sutrface ponding and/or runoff the laterals are usually rotated
 
every 10 to 72 hours depending on the soil infiltration characteristics,
 

system capacity, and MAD.
 

Under such high frequency irrigation, smd checks are mainly use
ful for evaluating deep moisture conditions. This is especially true
 
where intentional under irrigation is practiced to utilize deep stored
 

moisture.
 

The field evaluation of center pivot sprinklers involves checking
 
the: DU along the lateral, reletive uniformity problems due to topography,
 
infiltration and/or runoff along the outer end, crop condition, and deep
 

moisture conditions.
 

Center pivot systems are propelled by utilizing scme of the water
 
or by independent power sources such as electricity, oil hydraulics,
 

compressed air, etc. 
 Where water is used, it must be included as part
 
of the total applied water and usually results in some lowerirng of
 
efficiencies. When the water discharging from the pistons or turbines
 

is distributed as an integral part of the irrigation pattern, its effect
iveness should be included in DU; otherwise it should be ignored in the
 

DU computations.
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There are similarities between the procedures and logic behind
 

the evaluation of all types of sprinkler systems. To shorten this
 

section on center pivot systems, many parts will depend on a good
 

understanding of the procedures presented under "Full Evaluation -


Fixed Grid Sprinklers."
 

Evaluation
 

The 	following information is required:
 

1. 	Rate of flow from water drive motors and total system.
 

2. 	Depth of water caught in the catch containers.
 

3. 	Speed of travel of end drive unit.
 

4. 	Machine length to end drive unit and additional radius irri

gated.
 

5. 	Width of the wetted strip at end drive unit.
 

6. 	Pressure and size of largest sprinkler nozzles at the end of
 

the machine.
 

7. 	Approximate elevation differences (+5 ft.) between the pivot and
 

high and/or low points in the field(and along the line of the
 

test position).
 

8. 	Additional data as indicated on the data form.
 

An accurate measurement of the flow rate into the system is needed
 

for deermining the PE of the system; however, if there is not an accurate
 

flow metering device at the inlet,the PE can only be estimated. Under
 

high frequency irrigation, it is difficult to evaluate the AE since the
 

typical irrigation depth of 0.3 to 1.0 inches may be less than the
 

provable accuracy of the smd estimate.
 

Equipment needed
 

in addition to the equipment listed for the full evaluation of
 

fixed grid sprinkler systems the following would be useful: a hand level
 

to check elevation differences and metering equipment for checking system
 

capacity.
 

Field procedure
 

Fill in the data blanks of Form 11-3 as the field procedure is
 

conducted in the following stages:
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1. In a field with a low growing or no crop, test the system when
 

the lateral is in a position with a minimum of elevation differences.
 

In tall growing crops such as corn, the system should be tested where
 

the lateral crosses the access road to the pivot point.
 

2. Set out the catch containers along a radial path beginning at
 

the pivot with a convenient spacing no wider than 30 ft. A 15 or 20 ft.
 

spacing is preferable. The radial path does not need to be a straight
 

line and the containers can be placed just ahead of the wetting front. A
 

most convenient spacing can be obtained by dividing the span length by
 

a whole number such as 4, 5, 6, etc. For example, if the span length is
 

90 ft. use a 30 ft., or better yet a 22.5 ft. spacing. This simplifies
 

the catchment layout since measurements can be made from each wheel track
 

and the spacing related to the span, i.e., 4th span + 50 ft. Obviously,
 

containers should not be placed in the wheel tracks or where they would
 

pick up the waste exhaust water from water drive systems (where the
 

exhaust is not distributed). Where an attempt is made to incorporate the
 

exhaust wat:.r into tie pattern the containers should be laid out to pick
 

up 	repr >~entative samples of the water.
 

As an example, a typical layout between wheel tracks for 90-foot
 

spans and any type of drive might be:
 

a. Place the first container 5 ft. downstream from the in

board wheel track.
 

b. Place the next 3 containers at 22.5 ft. intervals.
 

c. The last container will now be 17.5 ft. from the down stream
 

wheel track.
 

d. Repeat the above procedure to the end of the actual circle.
 

It is most convenient to leave out the first few containers adjacent to
 

the pivot. Typically, the containers under one or two spans are omitted
 

with little adverse effect on the evaluation. A number should be assigned
 

to each container location with a sequencial numbering system beginning at
 

the pivot end. (Even the locations which do not have containers under
 

the first spans should be numbered.)
 

3. Determine the length of time it takes the system to make a
 

revolution. This can be done by dividing the speed of the end drive unit
 

by the circumference of the outer wheel track.
 

a. Stake out a known length, say 20 ft., along the outer wheel
 

track and determine the time required for a point on the drive unit to
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travel between) the stakes. The speed of travel will be the distance
 

divided by the time. (An alternate method is to determine the distance
 

traveled in a given time, say 10 minutes.)
 

b. To determine the circumference, first determine the radius
 

between the pivot and the outer wheel track. Since most machines have
 

uniform span lengths (except for perhaps the first span), the radius
 

can normally be determined by multiplying the span length by the number
 

of drive units. The circumference is 6.28 times the radius.
 

4. Determine the irrigated area by first estimating the radius
 

of the irrigated circle and
 

3 4
Area -
Are x (radius ft.) 2 acres
= 
43560
 

5. At the time the sprinklers reach the test area, set aside
 

2 containers with the anticipated catch to check the mangnitude of eva

poration losses.
 

6. Check the presence of the sprinklers near the pivot and at the
 

outer end. Note the nozzle size of the largest sprinklers.
 

7. On water driven systems number ach drive unit beginning with
 

the one next to the pivot. Time how long it takes to fill the bucket (or
 

jug) of known volume with the discharge from the water motor in the outer
 

drive unit. The exact method for doing this depends on the water motor
 

set up and it may require a short section of hose.
 

An estimate of the sum of the flow rates from all. of the drive
 

motors is
 

sum of drive unit numbers x flow from end unit
Total drive flow = 
Number of drive units
 

8. If the system is equipped with a flow meter, measure the rate
 

of flow into the system. Most standard flow meters only indicate the 

total volume of water which has passed. To determine the flow rate 

read the meter at the beginning and end of a lO-i inute period and cal

cut late the rate per minute. To convert from cubic feet per second (or 

acre-inches per hour) to gpm multiply by 453. 

9. Fill in the blanks in Form lI-3a, dealing with climatic conditions,
 

machine and test specifications, topography and general system and crop
 

performance.
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FORM II-3a. CENTER PIVOT EVALUATION-DATA SHEET
 

1. 	Location /-e//P-,:, ,Observer j/ ,Date & Time j/( J. ; 

2. 	 Equipment make /I,.' , length ,/. '- ft.,Diameter 6 -/w in. 

type of drive _ z, _ _ , is drive water distributed? yZ .,_'e_ 


3. 	Discharge from end drive motor r0 _gal per_ min - . pm 

Total drive flow = sum of drive unit numbers/a._x/3,_pm from end gpm 
15number of drive units 


4. 	Speed of end drive unit 11.- ft. per /0 min 

End wheel truck radius /:?c- ft. 
5. 	 Time per revolution Speed _',_- ft./min. x 9.55 

water pattern width /7- / ft. 
6. 	Application time at end - speed ft./min.min. 

(wetted radius //6-. ft.)2 x 3.14 

., ft./min.
 

*/" 1 hr. 

7. 	Irrigated area = 

8. 	smd near pivot 


at 3/4 point 


at end 


10. Crop and condition: 


11. N 


,, M f ,"rection 


f , /-7')) 

, ,Pressure
0' 6 " 

43560 - /3- acres 

. in. 9. Surface runoff conditions 

0 in. at 3/4 point L //,2, 

., . in. at end ____d_______ .__ 

eof/7, Y 9 017, -i, U/' e- / 

* Mark position of lateral, elevation diff

erences, wet (or dry) spots and wind di
on circle. 

Wind /2 mph, Temperature /0 0 

at pivot , psi 

Pressure at end nozzle -6 psi 

. Diameter of largest nozzle in. 

Comments: , ,", .:- ,,,-/ A

12. System flow 	 //:7rgal. per o1L i /m ,n= GPM 

13. Average weighted catches: catch container factor .W?3 ml/in. 

Sum of weighted volumes 26-1 7e ' 
System average = Sum of position numbers I.-;v.= or ml 

or ~ - ~ n. 
Sum low 1/4 weight 'dvolumes .5/,27/ 

Low 1/4 = //. ml 
Sum position numbers low 1/4 -/or . in. 

14. Estimated gross in./rev. 	and minimum daily application:
 

Av. system catch 


Evaporation loss 


Gross application 

or 

/2 

9' 

ml 

ml 
!fin. daily 24x lowdal4 "xlowAn. 

. /,/hrs. per revolution 

'30 
z, 2 

ml 
in. 

.;.3' in./day 
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FORM II-3b CENTER PIVOT EVALUATION DATA SHEET
 

1. Location J$Lc 6 202-	 , Observer -7A , Date & Time 7,/Z/ /0.. 

2. Span length 90 ft, container spacing 2 1. ft. container 2-O ml/in. 

3. Evaporation loss: Container #1 Container #2 
Initial volume J- ml ml 
Final volume -/j7ml - / ml 

Loss 3 ml 5 ml av.Jz ml 

4. 

Span Catch Container Span Catch Container 
No. Position I Volume f Weighted No. Position I Volume Weighted 

Number ml = Volume Number ml Volume 

Start numbering at pivot endlof first /0 37 : 
span although first few container /0 38 /2. 1/;2c: 

/0// 	 - ______9///_/
positions will be blanks 

/0 40 /4/7.5gq
5 I/ 41 /27 --L r 

6 - 42 - / _ 4: _ _ 

7 - // 43 / /9 07 / 

8 -44 111/ G2 ; 

9 __/ 1/2_-_ 4-_6___45 	 11-2 

10 /(000 /. 46 12 q 
11 1 *3V - /2 47 / z722 
12 130 15100 /__- 48 7 -/ 99 
1 13 /3 49 C 
14 /3 50 /22 
15 	 . /o 13_3J 51 //.5-4 
16 /23 /7 of /1 52 /7 " 
17 /lIz / 53 i, 2 
18 q' '7j ___ 54 f7 
19 &C" I/ 55 // 
20 //? 56q //Y 

21 / 5-b - 1 57 / 
22 q// .2,5 IC 58 /-7 
23 6-59 -.;)b/Ci 
24 L 33/.2I2 /- 60 //Z 
25 IC1 .2 ?. 2, 61 
26 213 "17- / 6 62 
27 i . 

' 

J 1/ 63 S iZL<2; 
28 / 64 
29 / 3, 65 

30 "/ 3 /-, 661___ 
31 ;, 67
 
32 I,: z / .:) 68
 
33 	 69-_____-/69

34 	 70
 
35 	 71 
36 	 'f ___L I 72 

i. 	SUMS of: Catch Position Numbers used __ /_/ 
Weighted Volumes all containers -2C7g9 
Weighted Volumes low 1/4 _'-'7,/ 
Catch position numbers low 1/4 
__-/1
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10. Estimate the width of the wetted pattern (perpendicular to the
 
lateral) and the duration of time water is received by the containers
 

near the end drive unit.
 

11. Measure the depth of water in all the containers as soon as
 
possible and observe if they are still upright noting abnormally low or
 
high catches. The best accuracy can be achieved by using a graduated
 
cylinder to obtain volumetric measurements. 
 These can be converted to
 
depths if the area of the container opening is known. For quart oil
 
cans, 200 ml corresponds to 1.0 in. depth. Measure the catch of one
 
of the evaporation check containers about mid way during the catch read
ing period and the other one at the end.
 

Utilization of field data
 

The volumes caught in the containers must be weighted, since the
 
catch points represent larger and larger areas as 
the distance from the
 
pivot increases. To 
weight the catches according to the distance to
 
the pivot, each catch value must be multiplied by a factor related to
 
the distance to the pivot. 
 This weighting operation is simplified by
 
using the container layout procedure described earlier and Form II-3b.
 

The average weighted system catch is found by dividing the sum of
 
the weighted catches by the sum of the catch position numbers. Space
 
for this computation is provided on Form II-3a part 13 and Form II-3b
 

part 5.
 

For the average minimum weighted catch, an unknown number of con
tainers which represents the low 1/4 of the irrigated area must be used.
 
Selecting the low 1/4 is accomplished by picking progressively larger
 
catches and keeping a running total of the associated position numbers
 
until the sub-total approximates 1/4 of the 
sum of all the catch posi
tion numbers. The average weighted low 1/4 of the catch is then found
 
by dividng the sum of the low 1/4 of the weighted catches by the sum of
 
the associated catch position numbers. 
 Space for this computation is
 
provided on Form II-3a part 13 and Form II-3b part 5.
 

Distribution Uniformity, DU
 

In order to determine if the system is operating at an acceptable
 

and economical efficiency, the deep percolation losses and uniformity
 
should be evaluated by calculating the DU which is
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DU = average weighted low 1/4 catch average weighted system catch
 

which for the example problem is
 

DU 112 ml
 
DU 126 mlml x 100 = 89%
 

This is a reasonable value and is independent of the speed of revolution.
 

If the DU is low it is useful to make a plot of the volume of catch
 

versus distance from the pivot as shown in Figure 11-16. Such a plot
 

is useful for spotting the problem areas and locating improperly nozzled
 

or mal-functioning sprinklers. There are often high points near each water
 

driven wheel unit where the water is distributed as part of the pattern.
 

If the system is operating on an undulating or sloping field and is
 

not equippped with pressure or flow regulators, the DU will vary with the
 

lateral position. The DU will remain nearly constant if the elevation
 

differences in feet divided by 2.3 (to convert to an equivalent psi) do not
 

exceed 20% of the end sprinkler pressure. Thus for the example test the
 

DU would be little affected by line position since the end sprinkler pressure
 

was 60 psi and the maximum elevation differences were only 25 ft. (which
 

is equivalent to 11 psi).
 

Potential irrigation system Efficiency, PE
 

If the pivot point is equipped with an accurate flow measuring de

vice, the PE can be determined by
 

PE = minimum rate caught x 100 average rate applied
 

The minimum rate caught is the average weighted low 1/4 catch expressed 

as a depth per revolution. The average rate applied per revolution is 

calculated from the hours per revolution, system flow in GPM and the 

wetted area is acres by 

Average rate applied = Hrs. x GPM = in./rev
453 x Acres
 

From the data computed on Form II-3a in parts 5, 7, 12, and 13 the com

putations are
 

Average rate applied = 31.4 x 1150 = 0.525 in./rev.
453 x 152
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and 
0.45 = 
PE = 0'5 x 100 86%
0.5 25
 

The system flow rate and PE can be estimated without a flow meter at
 

the inlet. This is done by first estimating the gross application, in/
 

rev., as in Form II-3a part 14 and then estimating the distributed flow
 

in GPM by
 

Distributed flow = 453 acres x gross in./rev. = GPM

Hrs./rev.
 

If there is drive motor water which is not distributed it must be added
 

to the distributed flow to obtain the estimated system flow.
 

The PE is then computed as before using the estimated systeF flow.
 

The above computations of PE are only meaningful if there is little
 

or no runoff. As mentioned earlier, runoff and/or ponding is apt to
 

occur near the moving end of the system. If runoff is occuring (See
 

Figure 11-17) increasing the system speed will reduce the depth per appli

cation and often eliminate runoff. Other methods for reducing runoff
 

include the following:
 

1. Using an implement called a pitte4 which scrpaes identations
 

in the furrows followed by small dikes every 2 or 3 ft.
 

2, Reducing the total depth of water applied per week by turning the
 

system off for a period after each revolution. (Automatic 6top in 6ot
 

devices are available for many systems.) This will allow the surface
 

soil to become drier between irrigations and thus have a higher infil

tration capacity. Careful planning is required in order not to under
 

irrigated so much that crop yields are affected (See Chapter I, "Inten

tional Under-Irrigation").
 

3. Decreasing nozzle sizes to decrease the sytem capacity and
 

application 'rate. The nozzles must all he changed to maintain uniformitv
 

4. Increasing system pressure and reducing nozzle size (throughout
 

the system) to maintain the same system flow rate but improve drop size
 

breakup. 
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• . ,. -, , ' 

Figure 11-17. Runoff at the outer end of a center pivot.
 

Actual application storage Efficiency, AE
 

The depth of water applied per revolution is usually less than the
 

normal inaccuracy of measuring the smd. 
 Therefore, it is impractical to
 

try to compute AE.
 

Checks of the smd in several places, especially in the vacinity of
 

the outer end, are useful for spotting accumulated deep moisture deficits;.
 

Deficits can occur due to overall under irrigation, a low DU, or a low PE
 

due to runoff. Deficits due to runoff are most apt to occur at high spots
 

in the outer fifth of the circle.
 

Application rates
 

The maximum application rate in the vacinity of the moving end is
 

normally quite high. It can be estimated from the average depth applied
 

per revolution and the time water is being applied at 
the end (or oppor

tunity time) by
 

Max. Application rate 90 x inches depth = in:/hr.minutes time
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which for Form II-3a parts 6 and 13 is
 

Max. application rate 
- 9 --- 1.2 in./hr.39 - 1. in / . 

Since the oppcrtunity time increases toward the pivot end, the
 

application rate decreases toward the center of 
the circle.
 

Analysis and recommendations
 

A numbelr of observations and some rectnm:v it ion can be made from
 

the additional data on Form 
 ii-3 and the DU and PE col:putations.
 
TIe plewy'tc at the large end nozzle 
 was too low for good jet
 

breakup 
 (1/2 in. at 60 psi). This resulted in largo drop let. which tended
 
to seal the soil surface and decrease the infiltration capci L,. i"Fr g)Od
 
breakup from regular nozzles the 
 largest noz:les for given pressnres
 
should be: for 55 psi up to 1/4 inch: 
 for 65 psi up to 3/8 inci: "or 75
 
psi up to 1/2 
 inch; and for 85 psi u to 3/4 inch.. hrea:rn p.t orificenins or 


type nozzles are used pressures can he reduced b' 207j.
 
T ' toW O'l 0Vt'Uttticz whiclih was ost imit,. to he 31.1 hr. (See
 

Frm [I- in ,lirt 5) shoId be chocked :,A inst the actual time required.
 

(Quite often the operator will 
be able to give a good estimate of the
 
actual time.) The uniformity of the 
 turn spoed, which is essentia l to
 
efficient 
watering, can be evaluated by a comparison of the computed 3nd
 

actual time per revolution. Speed 
 checks wcre the !ateral is t raveling
 

up and down steep slopes may also he usefu.
 

Rin-oi. Some ruinoff was observed near the outeor end of the system
 
where the application rate reaches 
 1.2 in./hr. This reduces the PE of
 
862 byvili illlknwon amount. Furt her evidencr oft the lunoff wAS 
 nt eIed
 
in the outer wheel tracks which we're errrdrd 2 ft. drop in stetp areas.of
 
the field. Runoff-water tends 
 to t r:avel down tO furriows and nol iot
 
in thiet whrel tracks. This coupled witLh thc d i in: iAc ions ! ti w , e
 

'in ire
ults in such ex'ess ivelv deep oro:sion t ilt h driv n its i.' 

centeor (thie span stlutture scrapes the grond and tin :vsto.npos.'' 
Ot"her \idont':; o molI are the dry lhookin, corn ciop lon;utht north 

edge oI thr field whic'lh is or a hill and tilt de p moisture de ficit indi
',ietvd by :;te ol 2.0) in. all around thin outer o , l teiLnin iid circle. (See 
Form 11- ia p.rt s 8, 9, 10 and 11. 

S tods for detstcreas ing tNho runofti" x'err dest'c r i o e ar l ior. Of these 

methods, reduc ing nozzIne sizes (and iicreas lg pressures) won]ud probab ly 
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produce the best results; however, increasing the machine speed to approxi

mately one revolution every 24 hours and stopping the system for about
 

8 hours after each revolution would be a simple solution. (The duration
 

of time between revolutions should always be a couple of hours more or
 

less than 24, 48, 72, etc.) This is done so the lateral will continuously
 

change positions relative to the normal daily wind cycles.
 

Over-irrigation. With high frcquencv irri'?ation, the smd is 

always near zero and it is difficult to measure over-irrigation. However, 

for the operation evaluated, the estimated water required for corn in that 

area was only about 0.25 in./day. Since the operator wa.s rtIinq the 

system almost continously and applying a minimum application uf ( .34 in./ 

day (see 1I-3a 14) was over Ii w.,ldForm part he obviously irrigating. k.., 

shut off the irrigation for 8 hours after every 24 hourrs, as sug'eested 

for reducing runoff, the minimum application would be (24/32) x G.34 = 0.25 

in./day. 

m!1pov17VUmen.ts. The operational changes mentioned above will not only 

improve the irrigation efficiency but also reduce the operating problems
 

associated with errosion in the wheel tracks. Under the current manage

ment the lateral often gets out of line and shuts off in the erroded 

areas. The operation must then pull the system in line and filli in the 

erroded tracks.
 

From Figure 11-16 it is apparent that a sprinkler in the vacinity 

of catch position number 20 is either stuck or has too large a nozzle. 

Also the ragged pattern near the end indicates the part circle sprinklers 

on the end are improperly designed and/or set with the wrong arc. Thu 

sprinklers in these two areas "hould be checked and replaced or adfllsted 

;u; neuded. 

W.'li tihere are no runoff problems and the system caiH.ity i.; 

not suff icieit to me(t t:he crop water requiremnts, S-I,,ving the 'ystem 

will usia]ly Jmprove yields. By slowing thte system, deeper but less 

fr(jim,pit irri ,,;itions are ,'app] Ied. This rcdlir't di r l vapr;it ion losses 

;iti, i ,,[ri v,,:; cr(P w lt.,r i ;ue (.ffic'iency. 

;lliim,/a ryv 

='[li IM = 89 and1 cnlciInted PE 86Z of til, system are very good. 

the miin sy:, t Lem problems are associ ated with lr unoll and over-i rrig;iLiol. 

http:m!1pov17VUmen.ts
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Several suggestions for reducing runoff were given. These included:
 

reducing the systUm flow and increasing inlet pressures; changing the 

speed of rotation; and periodically turning the system off to reduce
 

the total water applied.
 

Traveling Sprinklers
 

The most common type of traveler used in agriculture is a giant 500-gpm
 

sprinkler which has a wetted diameter of over 400 ft. 
and is mounted on
 

a moving vehicle. The vehicle is equipped with a water piston or tur

bine powered winch which reels in a cable. The cable guides the unit
 

down a path as it tows a high-pressure flexible hose. The hose is
 

connected to the water supply pressure system. (See Figures 11-5 and 18).
 

The most typical hose has a 4-inch diameter and is 660-foot long which
 

vllows the unit to travel 1320 ft. between set-ups.
 

I I
I I 

I TOW PATH S 

MA NI I. 

CONNECTION 0006400 HOSE I 

I TO MAIN CONTAINERj 

PUMPING UNIT 

Figure il-iS. Typical traveler sprinkler layout.
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As the traveler moves along its path the sprinkler wets a strip of
 
land rather than a circular area as shown in Figure 11-18. 
 After the
 
unit reaches the end of a travel path it is moved and set up to 
cover
 
an adjacent strip of land. 
 The amount of overlap between adjacent strips
 
depends on the distance between travel paths and the diameter wetted by
 
the sprinkler. Frequently a part circle sprinkler is used with the dry
 
part of the pattern positioned over the travel path so the unit can
 

travel on dry ground.
 

The procedures which follow are mainly designed to check the uniform
ity and efficiency of irrigation across the travel paths. 
However, due to
 
the nature of the operation and the largeness of the sprinklers, the
 
quality of irrigation around the field boundaries will be quite low. 
 It
 
is particularly difficult to obtain high quality irrigation at 
the ends
 
of the 
tow paths and on small fields this represents an appreciable area
 

(up to 200 feet on each end).
 

If the unit is powered by a water piston, the expelled water should
 
not be included in the uniformity but should be included in the efficiency
 

computations.
 

There are many parts of the procedures and evaluations of travelers
 
which are closely related to those used for the fixed grid and center
 
pivot sprinkler system. 
A general knowledge of the evoluation techniques
 
presented for the fixed grid and center pivot systems will be assumed.
 

Evaluation
 

The following information is required:
 

1. Nozzle size and type for estimating the system flow rate.
 

2. Pressure at the nozzle.
 

3. Depth of water caught in catch containers.
 

4. Speed of travel when the unit is at 
the upper and lower end of
 

the tow path.
 

5. Spacing of the tow paths.
 

6. Water piston discharge (if piston powered).
 

7. Additional data as indicated 
on Form 1!-4.
 

An accurate estimate of the flow rate from the nozzle is necessary
 
for calculating the PE and AE of the system. 
A good way to obtain an
 
estimate of the flow is from a sprinkler performance chart which should
 

be available from the manufacturer.
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Equipment needed
 

In addition to the equipment listed for the full evaluation of fixed
 

grid sprinklers is a hand level which is useful to check field elevations.
 

The pressure guage should read up to 150 psi. If the traveler is not
 

powered by a water piston, the bucket and hose are not needed.
 

Field procedure
 

1. Choose a test location about midway in the tow path the traveler
 

will be operating in. The location should be far enough ahead of the
 

sprinkler so no water is reaching the test area prior to completing the
 

catch container set up. It should also be far enough from the luwer end
 

of the path so the back (or trailing) edge of the sprinkler pattern passes
 

completely over it (before the sprinkler reaches the end).
 

A good location for the test area is along the mainline where an access
 

road is often provided. In tall growing crops such as corn, an access
 

road is the only practical location for the test.
 

2. Check the soil moisture dificiency, smd, at the following locations:
 

close to the tow path; one-fourth of the distance to the next tow path;
 

and mid-way between the tow path in use and the next one to be used.
 

3. Set out a row of catch containers across the tow path with a
 

spacing of 10 ft. (See Figure 11-18). The containers which are adjacent
 

to (or in) the tow path should be set 5 ft. to either side of the center
 

of the path. The outer containers should be at the edges of the wetted
 

strip. (It is a good practice to provide a couple of extra containers
 

on both ends of the container row to allow for wind changes.)
 

4. Determine the travel speed of the unit as it passes over the
 

row of containers. The speed should also be checked at the upper and
 

lower ends of the tow path.
 

Stake out a known length, say 10 ft.,and determine the time required
 

for a point on the vehicles to travel between the stakes. (An alternate
 

method is to determine the distance traveled in a given time, say 10
 

minutes.)
 

5. Measure the spacing between tow paths.
 

6. Set out two containers with the anticipated catch to check the
 

magnitude of evaporation losses. The first containers should be set out
 

when the wetted pattern first reaches the catch row and the second con

tainers when the sprinkler (vehicle) reaches the row.
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7. Check the pressure at the sprinkler nozzle when it is about
 

directly over the catch 
row. Also note the sprinkler make, model, type
 
of nozzle (orifice ring or taper bore), and nozzle size. 
 (It is a good
 

practice to also measure the nozzle size when the system is turned
 
off to check for errosion so the flow rate estimate can be adjusted
 

if necessary.)
 

8. 
Estimate the sprinkler discharge from the performance chart
 
(available from the distributer or manufacturer). A typical performance
 

chart will give the sprinkler discharge and diameter of coverage for
 
various nozzle sizes at different pressures.
 

9. In water-piston powered travelers, time how long it takes 
to
 
fill the bucket 
(or jug) of known volume with the discharge from the
 

piston.
 

10. 
Check the hose inlet pressure and the inlet pressure at 
the
 

traveler, if feasible.
 

11. 
 Fill in the blanks in Form 11-4 dealing with climatic conditions,
 

machine and test specifications, topography, and general system and crop
 

performance.
 

12. Measure the depth of water in all the containers as soon as
 
possible and observe if they are still upright noting abnormally low or
 
high catches. 
 Then measure the catch in the two evaporation check con

tainers.
 

Form 11-4 is laid out 
to simplify the procedure of overlapping the
 

catches to simulate a complete irrigation between adjacent tow paths.
 
To 
use the form, number the containers from the tow path outward beginning
 
with 1,2,3, etc., to the right and to the left 
(looking upstream). Enter
 

the container numbers 
(and catch values) on Form 11-4 as follows: for
 
the left side data start numbering with container 1 opposite the 
tow
 
path width of 10 ft. and number downward; and for the right side data
 

start the numbering with container I opposite the actual tow path width
 
(which for the example field evaluation is 330 ft.) and aumber upward.
 

Utilization of field data
 

Assuming the test is representative and the next run would give
 
identical results, the right hand side of the catch pattern may be
 
overlapped on 
the left side (See Figure 11-18). Form 11-4 is laid out
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to simplify this operation.
 

The overlapped data is an estimate of the profile of the depth of
 

Irrigation water between adjacent tow paths. For the computations of
 

DU, PE, and AE which follow, it will be assumed that this depth profile
 

is representative of the distribution throughout the field. 
 In other
 

words, the assumption is that the depth profile across the strip between
 

two paths is the same from the upper to the lower end of the strip. This
 
is obviously subject to question because of: discontinuities at the path
 

ends; changes in travel speeds; pressure variations due to elevations,
 

and wind changes.
 

Distribution Uniformity, DU
 

In order to determine if the system is operating at an acceptable
 

and economical efficiency, the deep percolation losses and uniformity
 

should be evaluated by calculating the DU which is
 

DU = average low 1/4 catch x 100
 

average system catch
 

which for the sample test (See Form 11-4 part 11.)
 

DU = 322 ml x 100 = 71%455 ml
 

or
 

1.61 in.
 
DU = 2.272.27 in.in. x 100 = 71%
 

This is a fair value for a traveler system and is generally independent
 

of the speed of travel.
 

It is useful to make a plot of the depth of catch versus distance 

between tow paths as shown in Figure 11-19. The plot is useful for spot

ting the problem areas. From Figure 11-19 it is apparent that either 
the tow paths are too far apart, which results in a low depth midway 

between tow paths, or the angle of the part circle is set too narrow.
 

(The effect of decreasing the tow path spacing can be evaluated as des

cri ed in the full evaluation of grid sprinklers.) Widening the angle
 
would reduce the depth applied near the paths and increase the depth in
 

the middle.
 



FORM 11-4. TRAVELER SPRINKLER EVALUATION DATA SHEET 11-58
 

1. 

2. 

3. 


Location %/&,i ' 3-0. Observer -K , Date ' /. i"> 

Crop 	 , Soil , and condition fcei 

Sprinkler Make 1 ./,:"c , and model ,(-" ik, , 

Nozzle size (actual) / z in., Type All,, and pressure 'e) psi 

Nozzle flow rate from manufacturers chart 	 4.) GPM
 

Catch container factor .. 0oY ml/in." 

4. Type of drive &/ /H, ePath Container Catches Volumes 


width Left Side Right Side Total
 
eet No. ml No.]mlm in. Discharge from piston gal/


0 


I 5 .	 min. __gpm 

3 , - .0
// 
 - -,5 5. Machine inlet pressure /1,psi 

4O .,s r 	 5 -' Hose inlet pressure ,$'7 psi 

7 6. Traveler speed 
U a. at test side 

./,0 0 / -/0 	 - /.of t.1L()min. .e'_f t./min. 

I 04 ,v .c&5 j I 	 b. at upper end 
OM! 2--, <4.5-f t lmin./1?0 212j 	 3, &?, /0 ,. f t. /min. 

4.-,. 	 c. at lower end
 
S6 ; 3 lo.2ft./O_1min. = l.,,ft./min.
 
C, o //% 4
 

0, /6 	 /, 7. Wind speed mph17 	 5-/6 
3(A/5 3	 \R 

41i 
Z1D/0 41 20 	 e e! 	 'I 

.2 4 2 	 A30 36 2 16'- 366-	 1 

I . ? ://I "0 pDr5 path length .. -<." ft. 

- , ~ .. D ? ' '7 5"L'A'5 . 8. 	 Note part circle operation and 
wet (or dry) areas on.the above 

.', 0 40 " _ sketch. Topography of path, 
S / High -- /e) ,Low 

70 - 9. smd near tow path in.i. 

'a _a 

iu - 4 /o .o at 1/4 - point . : in.0 0 

., 	 ',- * mid-point -7 in.-, ?.at 

*7e 0. 10. Evaporation loss 

co Container #1 Container #2 
4 j 	 Initial S' ml ml 

o 0 I Final /50 m 	 ml 

Loss &o ml /V ml 

Average . z/ ml ./ in. 

11. Average catches
 
Total 2:in/L = -/ in. 
Low 1/4 catch
 

/ lin/._ = /in. 
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The travel speed check (See Form 11-4 part 6) shows that the unit moves
 

faster toward the end of the travel run. The change in speed is caused
 

by the interaction of the buildup of cable on the winch reel and the
 

increased drag exerted by the hose as the unit moves from the upper to the
 

lower end of the tow path. Fortunately, these two factors tend to off

set each other and in the example evaluation the unit was only traveling
 

2% faster at the lower end than in the test area (and 5% slower at the
 

upper end). These speed changes would lower the DU over the entire strip
 

by about one quarter of the total percent speed change, i.e., (2 + 5)/4
 

or about 2%.
 

Since the nozzle pressure is normally in the vacinity of 100 psi,
 

elevation differentials are usually not great enough to appreciably effect
 

DU. Only elevation differences along the tow paths are of concern since
 

values can be used to adjust hose inlet pressures. Assuming a 20% allow

able pressure differential, the tow path elevation may varv frnm 4n tn s ft
 

without seriously affecting DU.
 

Changes in wind speed and/or direction can potentially greatly affect
 

DU. This is especially true if the wind direction is appreciably differ

ent during the operation in adjacent tow paths. (Blows from the left
 

in Figure 11-18 one day and from the right the next day.) However,
 

if the system is managed to operate approximately 24 hours in each tow
 

path, like the example test, wind problems will be minimized. The
 

traveler will be in about the same relative position alone adiacnnt tnw
 

.paths at a given time of day (when winds are most apt to be similar).
 

Potential irrigation system Efficiency, PE
 

The PE should be determined to evaluate how effectively the system
 

can utilize the water supply and what the losses may be. Then the total
 

amount of water recuired to irrigate the field can be estimated. The PE
 

is calculated from depths (rather than rates as used earlier) by
 

=
PE minimum depth caught x 100
 average depth applied
 

The minimum depth caught is the average of the lziw 1/4 catch. The
 

average depth applied is calculated from the sprinkler discharge in GPM
 

(plus the piston discharge in gpm if water piston driven), the tow path
 

spacing in feet, and the travel speed in feet per minute by
 



Average depth applied = 1.605 x GPM
 
ft. x ft./min. = inches 

From the data given and computed on Form 11-4 in parts 2, 3 and 5
 

_1.605 
 x 500_
 
Average depth applied = .05 x 500 = 2.43 inches
 

and with the minimum depth of 1.61 inches
 

1.61 
PE = -6 x 100 = 66%


2.43
 

Actual application storage Efficiency, AE
 

The effectivenss of the use of the system can be estimated by how
 

much of the applied water is stored in the soil and available for consump

tion use. The AE is caluclated by
 

AE = min. depth stored in the root zone average depth applied
 

It was determined that the soils hold about 1.75 in./ft. of available
 

moisture. The root zone depth of the corn was 4.0 feet at that time and
 

a 30% Mauagement Allowed Deficiency, MAD, was considered i.jeal. This
 

gives a MAD of 2.1 in. From the field checks of the soil moisture
 

deficiency, smd. (See Form 11-4 part 9) the smd near the tow path and
 

at thE 1/4 point was 2.1 inches and 2.2 inches respectively while in the
 

middle of the strip smd was 3.7 inches.
 

The minimum depth of 1.6 inches applied occurred in the middle of
 

the strip where the smd is 3.7 inches (see Piqure 11-19). Thus the system
 

did not apply a full irrigation and there is no water loss to deep per

colation in the minimum application area; therefore,
 

AE = PE = 66%
 

It appears that much of the area is receiving adequate irrigation since 

the stud (and MA)) over much of the strip is less than or equal to the depth 

of application. However, under-irrigation has created a cumulative deficit 

in the middle area. 

Application rate
 

The giant sprinklers which are normally used on travelers produce
 

a rather flat pattern of distribution. That is, if the traveler vehicle
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were standing still, the depth of application or application
 
rate over most of the area would be fairly uniform. An estimate
 
of the application rate can be obtained from the flow in GPM of the
 
sprinklers, the diamter of throw in feet and the angle of the wet
 
sector in degrees (for part circle sprinklers) by
 

Application Rate = 50,000 x GPM 
 in./hr.
ft. Dehgrees
 

and for the sample evaluation (See Form 11-4 parts 2, 3 and 7) which
 
wets 250 ft. to the left and 160 ft. to the right with the part circle
 
sprinklers set for a 150 dry sector which gives (360  15) = 3450 wet is
 

Application Rate = 50,000 x 500
(410)2 x 345 0.43 in./hr.
 

Analysis and recommendations
 

Many of the observations and some recommendations which can be made
 
from the additional data on 
Form 11-4 and the DU and PE computations have
 
already been referred to here and/or in the other sprinkler evaluation
 

sections.
 

The pressure of 100 psi at the nozzle is ideal for good breakup. 
The
 
losses in the drive turbine 
(10 psi) and the 4-inch by 660-foot flexible
 
hose (27 psi) are reasonable.
 

In t'ation did not appear to be a problem. The soils were able
 
to receive the light application at a rate of 0.43 in./hr. with no pro
blem and the tow path remained relativelv dry.
 

Under-irrigation. After reviewing ,I'e' l'll value of the operation
 
it was concluded that the amount of und&-'i.
Igatfon found was reasonable.
 
There is considerable summer rain in the area which may fill in the cummula
tive smd along the center of the strips; furthermore, the physical limit
ations of the field size and water supply made large increases in the
 
average depth of application impractical. Cnly improvements in DU and
 
possibly slightly higher flow rates would be practical.
 

Improvements. 
 The only major improvement necessary would be to
 
increase the DU. 
 However, it is not reasonable to reduce the tow path
 
spacing during the season and if it 
were reduced, the numbers of tow
 
paths and consequently the number of days between irrigations would need
 
to be increased.
 

Several practical possibilities exist: increase the rngle of the
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dry area up to between 900 and 1200; try a taper bore nozzle; and/or
 

increase the nozzle size. These changes should be tried and tested
 

First change the angle, then try a taper bore nozzle, which will havP
 

greater range, and then try the next larger ring nozzle.
 

Edge effects. The outside tow paths of the present system are
 

placed 150 ft. inside of the field boundaries. The field wos laid out
 

similar to Figure 11-18. There were 8 tow paths across the 2610 ft.
 

(2640 ft. less a 30 ft. road right-of-way) width of thE field.
 

The outside tow paths were 150 ft. from the edges. From the data
 

on Form 11-4 part 3, this should give a reasonable application (1.7 in.)
 

on the down wind side but results in very light (0.4 in.) watering along
 

the up wind side.
 

The traveler was started at the ton edge of the field and stopped
 

on the lower edge. This results in considerable overthrow but does a
 

fair job of watering the ends of the field (See Figure 11-18).
 

The full length of the 660-foot hose was needed as it is drug through
 

the 1320-foot length of the tow paths.
 

Summary
 

The DU of 71% and the PE of 66% found in the evaluation are typical
 

of supplemental irrigation systems used on corn. The main system problems
 

are associated with a poor DU in which the dryest part of the pattern
 

occurred in the mid portions of the strips between tow paths. Improve

ments in DU may be possible by changing the dry angle of the sprinkler
 

or the sprinkler nozzle.
 





CHAPTER III
 

TRICKLE (OR DRIP) IRRIGATION
 

Trickle irrigation is a system for supplying filtered water 
(and
 
fertilizer) directly on or 
into the soil. Spraying is eliminated and
 
water is allowed to dissipate under low prosure in 
an exact predeter
mined pattern. (See Figure 
 LI-1. The o}L Ic, device.which emits the
 

water into 
the soil is known as a "trickier". Tri :lers diss ipate the
 

pressure in the pipe distribution networks by 
means oi A7..lrr( nozzlen 

or 
long flow path, thereby decreasing the water pressure Lo W. dWi.

charge of only a few gallons per hour. After leaving the tri.
r i 
water is distributed by 
its normal movement throug-h th: so il profil,;
 

therefore, the 
area which can b}e watered from eaci trickier so' rce
 
point is limited by the constraints of the water's horizontal 
 flow. 

Ln trickle irrigation the objective is to provide each plant with
 
a continous readily available supply of soil 
moisture which is suffi
cient to meet transpiration demands. Trickle irrigatior offers un iqtue
 
agronomical, agro techni _ca1, 
 and economical advantages for the oficLent
 

use of waten. The main disadvantages of trickle irrigatioln systems are
 
sensitivity to clogging, salinity build up, and poor soil 
moisture
 

distribution.
 

[rrigation Depth and Interval
 

Since onl.y part of the soil voltme is wetted as in orchard sprinklers
 
the determination of the amount (depth or 
volume) of alplintion per trickle
 

irrigation cycle and irri gotion 
 interval, are un-iiquO. 

Th Mal'iigI llent all owed Deficiency, MAD ,at which irri,.ation sihoui l he 
started depenis on t he soil, crop and water-vield-economi c Wi'.ro. Si ?tc" tils 

relationtship is ino1t quan titat ivolv expressed, the MA) is tsujall tiaIken 
'
as ( . for drltughlt -sensitive crops and up to 6{017 for non-sensit ivt. crop. 

1I0' ko.' ,'Qtayi o! t d ania as compar, ]Ito the whole irrigat ed 
a cna, I),tlepeiids on trickier dischirge, trickier spacing and the .soilItvpe 

A "'righ t l" prope r" miiumll uim vailuec il eto P has lit' 1 'i0 cest i lishlrd, 
Iltwever*, o0lltC;111 coclutI ide that systems'IIIwith high P valuies: provide llore 

inlsurancu inivase of syst em fa i lures; shoul d he eaiier to scheidtule; aid 

bri'ig more ofl the soil systemn into actiton for iutrient storaoge and Suip ly. 
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.t rten t-staate-of-lknowledge--a.-rcasonable.design-objective
 

is to wet at least on third (P 
 33%) of the potential root volume of
 
soil. Of course in areas with considerable supplemental rainfall, lower
 
P values may be acceptable. 
On the other hand, P should be held below
 
50 or 
60% in wide spaced crops since many of the advantages of trickle
 
irrigation depend 
on keeping the strips between rows relatively dry.
 

Much of the material which follows will depend on 
an understanding
 
of the utilization of 
the field data and analysis presented in the
 

section on orchard sprinklers.
 

Figure 1I1-1. 
 Typical field layout of trickle irrigation system.
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Evaluation
 

The data needed for an evaluation of a trickle system consists of
 

determining the:
 

1. Rate of discharge from and the pressure near a number of tricklers
 

throughout the system. 

2. Duration and frequency of normal irrigation.
 

3. Soil moisture deficiency, smd, and Management Allowed Deficiency,
 

MAD. in wetted areas. 

4. Trickle locations relative to trees (or plants).
 

5. Tree (or plant) spacing and size.
 

6. Percent of area wetted.
 

7. Pressure losses at the filters.
 

8. Changes in trickler discharge after cleaning.
 

9. Sequence of operation.
 

Equipment needed
 

The main equipment items needed for collecting the field data
 

are:
 

1. Graduate cylinder with 250 ml capacity.
 

2. Funnel. 

3. Pressure guage (0-50 psi) with "T" adapters for temporarily instal

ling it at either end of the trickler lateral hoses.
 

4. Tape measure.
 

5. Stop watch.
 

6. Soil auger, probe, and shovel.
 

7. Forms for recording data.
 

Field procedure 

Fill in the data blanks of Form III-1, as the field procedure is con

ducted in the following stpes: 

1. locate 4 trickler laterals along an operating manifold (See 

Figure 111-2). Choose one near the inlet end, two evenly spaced in the 

mid section and one near the far end. 

2. 1easure Hie inlet and downstream end pressure of each of the 

Laterals under normal operation. On the inlet end, this will require 

disconnecting the lateral hose, installing the pressure guage and re

connect ingy, the hose I-efore taking a reading. 



_____ 

FORM IIi-1. TRICKLE EVALUATION DATA SHEET 
III-4 

1. Location 1?,?< c/ /I/ , Observer Y , Date 16 ee / 17 

2. Crop C/z-r&~ , Spacing . 2 ft. x ? 72 ft., Tricklers/Tree 

3. 

4. 

5. 


6. 

7. 


9. 


i0 

10. 


11. 


12. 


13. 

Age e%,& Comments: /ooec/ jonS I// Z11ear 'de..r 

Soil .////ootn , ^o ole/ere/fl v,//Comments: / on 

Filter performance t- -aocc/4 zo 5he, Qe#-aor 

Pressure at inlet (00 , at outlet _-psi 

Trickler make -s _, modelnhAhln4 , spacing ft., rated at 

j gph at o psi, Comments: - b/oe 

Hose diameter /2 in., material _v_e_, length 1-5 ft., spacing a.2 ft. 

System layout and topography 8. Operational sequence and general
 

(use back of sheet if needed) comments:
 
_' _1 /y/ a. Number of blocks
 

I b. Irrigation 4 nterval / days
 

// c. Duration of irrigation
Ide . 
le )"1 average 6hrs. 

hrs.
'ob 4 a this irrigation , gpmd. System flow 

e. Comments:,2, 6 6 

Discharge in /,0 min. (1.0 gph - 63 m]/min.) 

Trickler Lateral Location in this Manifold 

Location inlet end 1/3 down 2/3 down far end 

-pm
ml gpm ml ml gpm ml I 

-?u /. " /4 9 /.9,/' 2S$ 3.Ov' ,/0&ePd .2-.-511 /? . ? 1'/.0 .23 

4~ .32 

wilet s Id 

s.5d &2 


inlet nsi X7~
/177 
end psi V& 

Wetted area o,.
 
ft2, % of
-r -ern ..block ___w 

total area J ~-2' 
suid (next
block)-in. j______ 
Average discharge of ' 

tricklers in block J 

. 77 

/Y2 5, &q 

-7. -o7 1? 7 

-2 -/jnextIo -2 l 

-


S_'. ______0_a
 

q4 0/~ -?9.47 7 

1/4 _..._p____trikles_ ___ ph 
~ ~ ~ 

X X. 

2otal blocky.9fgph/:.2tricklers =J ._p 
low 1/4 Z2 1ph/_ tricklers -_____gp

.0 7 Y .7 
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MANIFOLDI 
ALATERAL HOSE 
WITH TRICKLERS 

BLOCK I__-- ---

MAI PIELNE WEL 7LPUMP CONTROL VALVES 

FERTILIZER INJECTOR, 

AND MAIN FILTERS 

Figure 111-2. Typical trickle irrigation system layout,
 

3. Measure the discharge from 2 adjacent tricklers at 4 different
 

tree (or plant) locations on each of the 4 selected test laterals
 

(See Figure 111-3).
 

Collect the flow for a full number of minutes, 1, 2, 3, etc., to
 

obtain a volume between 100 and 250 ml for each trickler tested. Convert
 

each reading to ml/min. before entering in the data Form I11-1. (To
 

convert ml/min. to gallons per hour, gph, divide by 63.)
 

The above 3 steps will produce 8 pressure readings and 32 discharge
 

values at 16 different tree locations.
 

4. Check the percentage of the soil volume which is wetted at one
 

of the tree locations on each of the test laterals. (It is best to
 

pick a different relative tree location on each latEral.)
 

Use the probe, soil auger, or shovel whichever seems to work best
 

for estimating the areal extent of the wetted zone about 6 to 12 inches
 

below the surface around each tree. The percentage volume wetted is de

termined by dividing the wetted area by the surface area between 4 trees.
 

5. If an irrigation interval of several days is being used, check
 

the smd in the wetted volume near a few representative trees in the next
 

block to be irrigated. This is difficult to do and willl require averaging
 

samples taken from several positions around each tree.
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, 

Figure 111-3. Field measurement of trickler discharge.
 

6. Fill in the blanks on Form III-1 dealing with trickler and
 
filter specifications and operation, topography, general system perform

ance 	and crop appearance.
 

Emmission Uniformity, !,.U
 

In order to determIne if the system is operating at an acceptable
 
and economical efficiency, the uniformity should be evaluated by calculating
 

the EU which is
 

EU = 	 minimum rate of discharge per plant
 
average rate of discharge per plant X 100
 

in which the average of the low quarter will be used as the minimum.
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Since there were 4 tricklers per tree in the citrus grove which was
 
evaluated, the discharges from the two 
(A and B) tricklers at each tree
 
can be averaged. The minimum rate of discharge (or low 1/4) is then the
 
average discharge of the lowest 4 of these 
(average) discharges per
 
tree or 2.27 gph for the sample evaluation. (See Form III-1 parts 9 and
 
13.) The average rate of discharge per tree was 2.62 gph which gives
 

EU = 2.27 x 100 = 87%
2.62
 

Utilization of field data
 

In trickle irrigation all the system flow is delivered to the crop.
 
There is essentially no opportunity for water loss except at the tree
 
(or plant locations). Therefore, the uniformity of the emmission from the
 
tricklers is of primary concern. 
 The individual trickler locations (or
 
the tree locations when there are several tricklers close 
'-spaced) can be
 
thought of in much the same manner as the container positions in sprinkler
 

tests.
 

Another item of principal importance is the percentage of the
 
total potential root volume that receives water.
 

Application storage Efficiency, E
 

a 

As with orchard sprinklers, which also only wet part of the soil
 
surface (See Orchard Irrigation), the E
a gives a measure of the overall
 
operational efficiency of the systems (providing adequate irrigations
 
are applied). 
 The AE used in all the other evaluation procedures can not
 
be used for trickler and orchard sprinkler systems which only wet part of
 
the area since the minimum depth would be 
zero.
 

E = average depth stored
I average depth applied x 100
 

In computing the average depth stoed it is assumed that all of the
 
water discharged from the tricklers up to the smd is stored. 
 Water in
 
excess of smd is lost to deep percolation.
 

It is always difficult to estimate the smd in the wetted portion
 
of the root zone 
under trickle irrigation even when the irrigation inter
val is several days. 
 For the sample evaluation where irrigations are
 
applied every day, it is practically impossible to estimate the smd.
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However, with good management and full irrigations to replenish all
 
the water consumed by the plants, the deep percolation losses will range
 
in the vacinity of 10%. 
 Thus, the Ea under full irrigation can be
 

estimated by
 

E = 0.9 x EU
 
a 

which for the sample test is:
 

E = 0.9 x 87% - 78% 
a 

The avmge depth apptied peA t'zyee to the wetted area is computed
 
from the average gph per trickler, the number, N, of tricklers per tree,
 
the area wetted per tree in ft. 2 and the hours of operation
 

Av. depth applied to wet area =1.6 x N x
ft.Z ice
ph x hrs. nches
 

which for the sample evaluation (See Form III-1 parts 8, 11, and 13) is
 

Av. depth applied to wet area = 
1.6 x 4 x 2.62 x 6in.
 
140
 

The aveuge depth apptied to the total area is useful for managing
 
the irrigation schedule. 
This overall average depth applied can be found
 
by ,ubstituting the tree spacing for the wetted area in the previous
 
formula. 
 For the sample evaluation with a tree spacing of 22 ft. by
 

22 ft.
 

Av. depth applied = 1.6 x 4 x 2.62 x 6 
 0.21 in.

22 x 22
 

Analysis and recommendations
 

A number of observations and some recommendations can be made from
 
the additional data on Form III-1 and the EU and E
a computations. 

The p4rU differences throughout the operating block studiede 


were very small (See Form TTT-l, part 10). With orifice type tricklers,
 

pressire variations as great as 20%6 would still give good results. With
 
the long tube type tricklers, pressure differentials should be held t3
 

about 10%.
 

The wi6mo ity of application as expressed by the EU of 87% 
was
 
fairly high. Since the pressures were very uniform it appears that most
 
of the lack of uniformity resulted from variations in the tricklers. This
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can also be seen by studying the table on 
Form III-1 part 9. The A and
 
B trickler discharges at 
the same location (which would have almost
 
identical pressures) were often quite different.
 

The tAie.AS used were of the automatic flushing orifice type.
 
The variations in discharge discussed above were probably due to manu
facturing tolerance difficulties.
 

It is interesting to note that the tricklers were operating at
 
pressures in the vacinity of 45 psi and the average discharge was 2.62
 
gph (See Table III-1 parts 5, 10, and 12). 
 This is considerably
 
cff of the rated 3.0 gph at 30 psi and indication that the orifices may
 
be slowly closing (or clogging).
 

Variable clogging can cause large differences in flow from non
flushing tricklers 
even though manufacturing toleranr 
es may be very close.
 

Some tricklers can be manually flushed. 
 On systems with this type
 
of trickler, a check should be made to determine the change in flow
 
before and after flashing.
 

The fitZte 
 seemed to be performing reasonably well. 
 It was not
 
excessively clogged at 
the time of the study since the pressure loss
 
across it was only 5 psi (See Form II!-i, part 4).
 

The etevation differences throughout the system were not extreme
 
(See Form III-i part 8) so 
the other operating blocks should produce
 
similar uniformities. 
With an up-hill elevation difference of more than
 
10% of the average pressure head beyond a control valve, it 
is difficult
 
to achieve a high EU. 
 Obviously it is important that each control valve
 
be accurately adjusted 
to achieve uniform pressures throughout the entire
 

orchard.
 

The peAcentage wetted soil root volume 
(or area) was on the low
 
side. It 
was only 30% which is below the recommended minimum discussed
 
in the introduction (See Form 111-3 part 11).
 

Improvements. 
 A major area for improvement would be to increase
 
the percent of wetted area. 
 This could be done by increasing the irri
gation interval 
to 2 days or by adding one or two extra tricklers at
 
each tree and decreasing the operating pressure.
 

Going to a 12-hour irrigation every 2 days instead of the present
 
6 hours per day is an 
interesting possibility, since deeper applications
 
wet more soil volume. 
Also there seemed to be no infiltration problems
 



and the ave/age depth appied to the wet aeas of 0.72 in. could
 
easily be doubled without exceeding the smd at a MAD of 30%.
 

It appears that the trickler discharges are gradually decreasing
 

and the system is designed for a greater flow than was observed. Thus
 
adding extra tricklers could restore the system capacity back to the
 

original ( 4 x 3 gph) = 12 gph per tree at an average operating
 

pressure of 30 psi.
 

The only way to improve the EU would be to replace the tricklers
 

which would be very expensive and not warranted at this time.
 

The aveAage depth applied of only 0.21 in. per daily cycle 
seems
 

to be in the marginal side for a mature orchard in the test area. 
 This
 
would be increased to 0.24 in. if the total discharge per tree were
 

restored to the original design of 12 gph per tree.
 

Summary
 

The EU of 87% and estimated E of 78% of the system are good. The
a 
main system problems are associated with a marginal amount of soil wetted
 
(only 30%) and low system flows. It was recommended to the operator that
 

he try scheduling the irrigation to apply water for 12-hour periods,
 

every two days instead of the current 6 hrs. per day. It was also suggested
 
that the tricklers be replaced or an ext:ra trickler be added at each
 
tree to restore flow rates back to the design value "nd 
also increase
 

the percent of wetted area.)
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FURROW IRRIGATION
 

Simple Furrow Evaluation
 

Simple techniques are often useful to provide information for identi
fication and correction of operational problems. 
Most of the data can be
 
obtained from questioning the irrigator or making simple observations and
 

measurements.
 

Evaluation
 

For both simple and full evaluations, the following basic criteria of
 
good irrigation should be considered:
 

1. 
Is it dry enough to irrigate? Withholding water too long will
 
detrimentally stress the crop. 
 Irrigating too soon often contributes ex
cess water 
to a high water table, thus encouraging pests, diseases and
 

increasing labor.
 

2. Is it wet enough to stop? 
 In other words, has an adequate but
 
not excessive depth of water been infiltered? 
 And has the moisture spread
 

laterally enough?
 

3. 
Has water been uniformly distributed along the furrow? 
 Good
 
uniformity is usually achieved if the stream reaches the lower end, with
out erosion, in about 1/4 to 1/3 of the time of irrigation.
 

4. 
Is there much runoff? 
A little water either ponded or running off
 
at the lower end is essential for practical operation.
 

5. Is the 
water supply and system capable of delivering water for
 
efficient and convenient water and labor use? 
 Supplies should be large and
 
flexible in both rate and duration. Streams should be large enough to 
ad
vance quickly and shut off when not needed.
 

.Equipment needed
 

Only a soil probe and a soil auger are needed for the simple eval

uation.
 

Procedure
 

The following illustration will utilize the simnle part of the data as
 
obtained for the full evaluation study of an actual irrigated corn 
field.
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Soia moZiztwe de6icieky should always be the first concern, "Is it 
dry enough to irrigate?" The answer is too often based on guesswork or
 
rigid schedules which usually results in applying water too 
soon. For this
 
example study, in 660-foot long corn furrows spaced at 36 inches, a soil
 
moisture deficiency, smd, check was made. 
It indicated an irrigation was
 
needed and that the smd was about 3.6 in.
 

The above information was obtained using the Soil Moisture and Appear
ance Relationship Chart A-i in Appendix A. 
The soil auger was used in the
 
sandy loam soil to obtain soil samples at one foot increments to a depth of
 
4 feet. 
 The top foot was estimated to be quite dry with a high smd 
-- 1.6
 
in./ft. out of 1.8 in./ft. of total available moisture. The second, third
 
and fourth foot samples appeared to have smd values of 1.2, 0.6, and 0.2
 
in./ft., respectively. 
This gives a total smd of about 3.6 in.
 

The corn roots at that time had extended to only about 3.5 ft. and for
 
the cool climate and expanding root zone a MAD of 60% was acceptable. This
 
gives a MAD of 1.8 in./ft. x 3.5 ft. 
x 60% - 3.8 in. The farmer was apply
ing water at about the proper time since the smd of 3.6 in. was about equal 
to the MAD of 3.8 in. 

Adequacy o6 i/igation is easily determined with fair accuracy in the 
field during irrigation with the probe as described in Appendix G. It can
 
also be determined analytically. 
The adequacy of irrigation answers the
 
second important question, "Is it wet enough to stop irrigating?"
 

At the upper and lower ends of several furrows, the probe was used Ito
 
determine the depth of the wetting front. 
The probe penetrated easily where
 
the soil was nearly saturated, but resistance to penetration increased
 
drastically at the wetting front.
 

When the field work for this evaluation was completed in about two
 
hours, at the upper end of the furrows the probe penetrated almost 1.5 ft.
 
and little less than 1.0 ft. at the lower end. 
 Also, pushing the probe into
 
the soil at an angle indicated the lateral spread had quite a ways to
 
go. To properly use the probe, the checks need to be made near the end of
 
the irrigation time to know when to stop irrigating. For this field, water
 
should have been run until probing at the lower end of the furrow showed
 
the wetting front had penetrated to about 2.5 ft. 
 The excess top soil mois
ture would then drain down by the next day to satisfy the small deeper de
ficiency between 2.5 and 3.5 ft. 
 All water applied after the penetration
 
is sufficient for a full irrigation is lost! 
Therefore, probing is
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essential for deciding when to stop irrigating. No actual check was made
 

near the end of the irrigation time, which was 10 hours, but the irrigator
 

should and could have easily done so.
 

Using knowledge and figures from the full evaluation, it is believed
 

that the probe would not have penetrated deeply enough in 10 hours to
 
indicate an adequate irrigation, since computations show it would take
 

over 14 hours. It also probably would not have fully wet between rows.
 

Both the depth and lateral wetting must be checked at the end of irriga

tion. For the learning process, a trench should be dug across the furrow
 

to see the vertical and horizontal wetting pattern. This should be done
 

about half way through and after irrigation.
 

Uniformity o6 app&cation is important for efficient use of water. 
 In
 

furrow irrigation on uniform soils, uniformity of infiltration is pretty
 
well assured by getting the water to 
the far end of the furrows quickly.
 

The desirable Advance Ratio, R, is expressed as a ratio between the time of
 

advance, Tadv, needed to reach the lower end of the furrow, and the time of
 
irrigation, Ti, needed to infilter the desired depth of water at any point.
 
If this ratio is about 1/4, good uniformity may be obtained. During this
 

test the irrigation stream advanced the full 660 ft. in about 1 hour leaving
 
9 more hours for the water to run. The Advance Ratio of 1/9 is lower than
 

necessary for reasonable uniformity, and 1/14 would be more extreme. 
For
 
example, using information from the full evaluation with Advance Ratios of
 

1/5, 1/4, 1/3 and 1/2, the corresponding Distribution Uniformities, DU, are:
 

0.94, 0.93, 0.91 and 0.87 for the tested soil and MAD. This shows that for
 

reasonable Advance Ratios less than 10% of the water goes too deep.
 

Runoff stream two hours after beginning to irrigate appeared to be
 

about half the size of the inflow streams. The irrigator planned to run
 

it about eight hours more! The streams reached the ends of almost all
 
furrows in less than one hour. 
 Therefore, runoff would continue for more
 

than nine hours. Since the intake rate decreases with time, the runoff
 
streams would continually be increasing until the inflow stream was shut
 

off.
 

Furrow s.fteam size can be estimated by dividing the system capacity
 
by the number of furrows being irrigated simultaneously. In this case, the
 

irrigator had a well which discharged 960 gpm and he usually sets 50 to 55
 

siphons; consequently, the streams were about 18 gpm. 
Since the streams
 

reached the end of the furrow more quickly than was desirable, they should
 

have been smaller.
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Utilization of field data
 

The observations and quick analysis do not provide enough information
 
to indicate the best modifications, but they provide a good start. 
 The
 
depth of water applied to 
the field can be calculcated by
 

Depth Applied - 96.3 x gpm x hours 
furrow spacing ft. x length ft. 

In this case
 

Depth Applied - 96.3 x 18 gpm x 10 hrs. 
 in.
 
3 ft. x 660 ft.
 

The depth applied was 8.7 in. but the smd was only 3.6 in. with the 10
hour irrigation. Very little water, if any, went too 
deep, so there must
 
have been an excess of runoff. 
This checks with the observation that run
off was about half of the inflow at the end of two hours. 
More than enough
 
water was applied, but probably not enough infiltered.
 

Analysis and recommendations
 

The analysis showed the following:
 
1. It was dry enough to irrigate, since the smd was 3.6 in. and the
 

MAD was 3.8 in.
 

2. Uniformity was far better than needed, since the stream reached
 
the end very quickly and the Advance Ratio was very low (1/9).
 

3. 
There was a great deal of runoff, since too large a stream was
 
used and it reached the end early in the irrigation.
 

4. The water supply was not 
flexible in rate, but adjustments could
 
have been made by starting more furrows with smaller streams. 
Furthermore,
 
additional furrows could be started with water saved by cut-back irrigation,
 
in which the inflow stream is reduced when runoff begins. However, this is
 
not convenient for labor, so 
it was not done.
 

To improve system efficiency, the following recommendations can be
 

made:
 

1. Make smd checks to determine or confirm frequency and to avoid cum
ulative deficiencies in the lower part of the root zone. 
 Even though the
 
frequency of irrigation was about correct as 
the farmer was doing it, 
a cum
ulative smd might occur.
 

2. 
Check depth of infiltration and spread using a probe.
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3. Use a smaller stream which would take about three hours to reach
 
the end of the furrow and permit running more furrows. Or since the
 
streams were not erosive, a lcnger furrow could be used with the same
 
stream size. 
 Either of these saves labor and still provides excellent un
iformity as long as the Advance Ratio, R, is held below 1/3.
 

The stream would have to be run for a longer application time to as
sure adequate infiltration, as the plants grow larger, or if the practice of
 
intentional under-irrigation is used. 
The correct duration could easily be
 
checked with the probe. 
 If the longer duration is not practical from a
 
labor viewpoint, some other changes could be made. 
For example: the furrow
 
shape could eaily be made wider; MAD or the row spacing could be reduced to
 
shorten the time of irrigation; or an automatic pump shut-off could be in
stalled. 
 The reduction of MAD would require more frequent irrigations, pos
sibly neediag 
one more during the season, therefore, involving more labor.
 

4. Runoff could be reduced by the following: install a tailwater
 
re-use system; cut-back the furrow streams about an hour after the flow
 
had reached the end; 
use a smaller initial stream; 
or use longer furrows.
 

A return flow pump system putting water back into a reservoir is
 
sometimes a very practical and economical way to save water and labor.
 
Just pumping the water back into the supply ditch is not good practice.
 
It requires starting more and more furrows with each having different
 
shut-off times, which is awkward for labor if good efficiency is desired.
 

The cut-back stream procedure would not be convenient with the setup
 
the farmer was using. 
 His ditch checks were solid earth embankments with
 
a plastic cover for erosion control. These solid embankments could not
 
be easily lowered to reduce head thereby changing all the siphon flows
 
simultaneously. Converting to adjustable checks would simplify cut-back
 
irrigation. Other ways to make cut-back streams are using two smaller
 
siphons to start the initial streams and removing one to reduce flow or
 
raising the end of each single large siphon. However, with a supply ditch
 
receiving a constant inflow, the cutting back of the streams flowing into
 
the furrows by any method leaves more water in the ditch. 
This water must
 
be used to progressively start more furrows which increases labor and
 
requires different shut off times.
 

Aside from building a new distribution system, the most practical
 
way to reduce runoff waste is to use longer furrows or smaller streams
 
which reach the end in about 1/3 or even 1/2 the irrigation time. These
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would have very little runoff although the application time would be
 

appreciably longer. More water would penetrate too deep at the upper end
 

resulting in a lower Distribution Uniformity, DU, but more efficient labor
 

and water use would be obtained. A full evaluation study would make it
 

possible to anticipate the effect of various changes.
 

5. The irrigator should be the person making the simple evaluations,
 

since some of the checks need to be made at the end of irrigation. A full
 

evaluation would provide answers to the following questions giving a de

tailed basis for making economic studies for improvement. How much water
 

is wasted? What is the Distribution Uniformity, the Actual application storage
 

Efficiency, and the Potential irrigation system Efficiency? What would be
 

the cost and saving from building a reservoir and new system pumping the
 

well steadily at a lower rate? How long should the furrows be? What is
 

the best stream size? Would a change in furrow shape or spacing be help

ful? Would a return flow system be desirable?
 

Summary
 

The soil moisture deficiency and the frequency were about right, but
 

the correctness should be verified by an smd check. The Distribution
 

Uniformity was too high, so smaller furrow streams could be used. Runoff
 

was very large, wasting over half of the water applied and could best be
 

reduced by using a smaller furrow stream in more furrows or the same stream
 

in longer furrows. The flow from the well was at a usable rate, but a
 

larger flow would reduce labor costs.
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Full Furrow Evaluation
 

Detailed evaluations provide information for identifying existing
 
problems, making many possible changes to correct them, making economic
 
comparisons of procedures and methods, and furnishing background for de

sign of systems under similar conditions.
 

Evaluation
 

The technique of evaluation consists of determiring, in the field at
 
a typical location and with the proper moisture condition, the following:
 
1. 
the flow rate of several different stream sizes ranging from too 
large
 
to too small, 2. 
the rate at which the various streams advance, 3. Lile
 
maximum stream size as limited by erosion or furrow capacity, 4. the intake
 
rate of the furrow, 5. furrow condition - new, re-used, firm, loose, etc.,
 
6. the soil moisture deficiency, 7. the maximum furrow spacing which will
 
allow adequate wetting of the soil between the furrows within the ti.e of
 
irrigation, and 8. 
the adequacy of the irrigation as to depth and lateral
 

spread.
 

Additional data may be gathered such as: 
 1. furrow shape, wetted
 
width, and depth, 2. 
furrow gradient, 3. water recession, 4. rate of run
off from each stream, 5. 
rate of inflow and outflow for cut-back streams,
 
6. rate of advance with a cut-back stream, 7. soil texture and profile,
 
8. 
maximum water delivery capacity, 9. tests of furrows of various shapes,
 

and 10. cylinder infiltrometer test.
 

After the field data is obtained and plotted, a study will permit the
 
deteimination of: 1. Distribution Uniformity, 2. 
Potential irrigation
 
system Efficiency, and 3. Actual application storage Efficiency of 
the
 

system as it is being used.
 

A more detailed study will point out the improvements that may be made,
 
some of which may or may not be economical. 
 Such a study might include the
 
following: 1. 
changing stream size and rate of advance, 2. 
changing length
 
of run, 3. 
changing furrow spacing, 4. changing furrow shape, 5. changing
 
soil moisture deficiency, smd, at which irrigation is started, 6. using alternate
 
side irrigation, 7. 
using continuous furrows with supplemental inflow, 8.
 
installing a reservoir for flexible delivery, 9. 
adjusting factors to make
 
duration of irrigation match duration of water delivery for convenience of
 
labor where a reservoir is not practical, 10. installing a return flow or
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reregulating system to save runoff and labor, 11. 
 revising delivery system
 
to give more flexible deliveries to save water and labor, and 12. 
 using
 
furrows in conjunction with sprinklers.
 

Equipment needed
 

1. 	Surveying tape to locate stations.
 
2. 	Laths or stakes to mark stations and a hatchet to drive them.
 

3. 	Watch.
 

4. 	 Flow measuring devices such as small Parshall flumes with 1 or 2 
inch throat, orifice plates, spiles, siphons, V-weirs, calibrated contain
ers, etc., 
and the necessary time or head measuring instrument. The devices
 
used should be capable of accurate flow measurements when used to determine
 
the furrow in!.ake rate. (See Appendix C.)
 

5. 	Shovel.
 

6. 	Soil auger.
 

7. 	Soil probe.
 

8. 	Forms for recording data.
 

Additional equipment for more detailed work would include:
 
9. 	Surveying equipment to determine furrow gradient.
 

10. Cylinder infiltrometer equipment.
 

11. Soil moisture sampling equipment.
 

Field procedure
 

1. Choose a location in the field that is typical as to conditions.
 
The soil should be uniform throughout. A steady source of water should be
 
available from which streams desirably of a constant size can be turned into
 
the furrows. 
 (See Appendix B for detailed description of stream control
 
methods.)
 

2. Select three or more furrows. They may be alternate furrows to
 
facilitate patroling the streams without walking on wet soil. 
 If the furrows 
are new with loose soil over a plow pan or other conditions in which water 
moves rapidly sideways, all furrows should he run to prevent abnormal lateral
 

flow.
 

3. Set stakes along the furrow, usually at 100-foot stations, but a
 
minimum of six. 
 The zero station may be set a short distance from the inlet
 
end of the furrow to give flows a chance to stabilize before taking measure
ments. 
 Elevations may be surveyed or gradient otherwise determined, but
 
this is not essential for any specific evaluation.
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4. Prepare flow measuring devices at zero station of all test
 

furrows.
 

5. Set flow measuring devices for furrow intake rate test. 
 (See
 
Appendix C for details of such devices.) These should be set in the furrows
 
carrying moderate streams, avoiding small or erosive ones. 
It is desirable
 
to 
check intake at more than one location or furrow. The location is
 
usually at the upper end of the furrow to provide a longer test duration.
 
For rapid to moderate intake soils, the devices may be set 100 ft. apart
 
for inflow-outflow measurements. 
For slower intakes 200 ft. may be used,
 
or several furrows may be combined. Flow measuring devices may be set at
 

the terminal end of the furrows to measure runoff.
 
6. Determine the soil moisture deficiency and how closely it agrees
 

with the desired Management Allowed Deficiency, MAD. (See Appendix A.)
 
7. Set at least three, though preferably four, constant-flow streams
 

with different flow rates in each to bracket the possible range in size.
 
If flow rates do vary, the change should be noted. One stream should be
 
large enough to cause a little erosion unless limited by furrow capacity,
 
and one should be so small as 
to barely reach the lower end. Desirably two
 
different intermediate sizes should be run. 
The larger of these typically
 
has a flow rate Qgpm = 
 10/s, where S is the furrow slope in percent, but
 
judgement will have to be used. 
Where practical, a set of each of used and
 
new furrows should be tested, and in cultivated orchards furrows near the
 
trees and in the middles should both be tested since re-use, soil structure,
 
and moisture content have a large effect on stream size, intake rate, and
 
advance rate. (See Figure IV-I.) Furrows of other sizes and shapes may
 
also be observed to broaden the irrigator's choice for possible revision.
 

8. Record the stream size flowing in each furrow.
 

9. Record the time each stream reaches each station. These may be
 
plotted In the field when they are recorded.
 

10. Record the intake rate flow data following instructions on
 
Form IV-I. 
 The test should run for the duration of the irrigation,
 
but may be less. 
For the slower intake soils, tests may be shortened to
 
three hours but not less than it would take a moderate stream to reach the
 

furrow end.
 

11. Observe the furrow for erosion or overtopping. Estimate the
 
maximum usable stream size. In new furrows the loose soil will muddy the
 
water at first without it being considered erosion. Also, some erosion
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FORM IV-i. FURROW EVALUATION DATA SHEET 

location ,,. -/):, / o'.ba.rver-/// date d.. / 

furrow Identification J shape t ._ condition age 

3oil / moisture content . slope 

comentis ~ j/~ oi 	 92-2!seSe 	 , 'd5 

TINE INTAKE 

Station A 0 / (Y! Station B . O0 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8WthDfe-Cunmlla-
 illI
 

Hatch Differ- tve 

Time 	

Flow Rate 1" Flow rate Fpm/lO0

Aenceol t __ Parshall ___ pm Parshall gpm 
tif Q 2 

7+ 2 _L2/ 	 22.i7 LiL< -/; ,". __

'7 i7 . ,L± I"'/ i -i Z' . 

Accuracy range -3, 	 - -___ _ _,: VIt .2 

furrow identification Q : shape . ondition age 

soil i slope .- 1
,6. . moisture content 

comments / ~ 2 

TIN'E 
 INITAKE
 
TIME 
 Station A 
 INTAKEStation B . O -1 

1 2 3 A 5 6 7 8
 

" 
Watch Differ- dv 2" 
 Flow Rate " Flow rate gpm/lOO'
Tim tnce of time arshall a Parshall gpm
'.'2 	 I/ t 71 2 lb i.j '-" 

q&7
 

1. 	First entry made when stream reaches midway between stations A and B. Second
 
entry made a few minutes after strear, passes station H. Subsequent entries
 
made at increasingly longer intervala to obtain at least Rix entries.
 

2. 	Difference in time between successive witch times.
 
3. 
Suemstion of successive time increments. To be plotted versus 8.
 

4.6. Read on Paral.all flume, orifice or weir. 
Show device and units used. 
 If Jug

is used, show size and time to 
fill.
 

5,7. Conversion units if needed and correiponding g.p.m.
 
8. 	Difference between 5 And 7 adjusted to lfi' if A and B are not l0O' apart to 

give rate of intake in gpm/lO0'. 'Jot versus 3 on log log. 

California State Polytechnic College - Agricultural rngineering 14,partm-nt -
August 1968
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Figure IV-l. 	 Effect of furrow condition, stream size, and soil moisture
 
on advance rate.
 

will often occur at the turn out but become stable after a short time.
 

12. Observe outflow at 
the end of the furrows. Under circumstances
 
requiring a detailed evaluation, the outflow should be measured at 
several
 

time intervals, otherwise it may be estimated as a percent of the 
inflow
 
stream and so noted. 
 Cut-back streams are almost always desirable and prac

tical where a properly designed system is used. 
 One of the larger streams
 
should be cut-back after appreciable runoff is occuring and the runoff ob
served or measured. Where furrows of excessive length can be tested there
 
will be no runoff, only continued advance which permits an alternate, sim
ple evaluation process to be used as described in the chapter of Border
 

Irrigation.
 

13. If water is present in the furrow for appreciable time after it
 
.s turned off, (Time of Lag TL), a notation of this time should be made as
 
it represents extra time water may be infiltering. It is negligible in most
 

furrows.
 

14. Depth of water penetration and lateral spread should be checked
 
during irrigation by using a probe or soil tube to follow the wetting front.
 
Evidence of plow pans is readily observed with the probe. 
 The depth and
 
width of penetration should be studied with an auger or 
soil tube a day
 

after irrigation at s-veral places along the furrow. 
More detailed
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information can be obtained by cutting a trench across the furrow for visual
 
observation of the pattern. 
 This should be done at several locations in

the furrow having the small stream so 
that the pattern can be seen for
various du-, tions of irrigation. 
This will assure that the furrow spacinR
 
is not too great to adequately wet the area.
 

Utilization of field data
 
The field information is best presented when plotted. 
 The advance
 

curves, which show the time water arrives at each station, are usually

plotted on rectangular coordinates. 
The characteristics of each furrow

should also be noted on the graph. 
It is practical to extrapolate advance
 
curves beyond actual field length by plotting the data on full logarithmic

paper on which they will have only a slight curvature. The recession curve,

which relates the time and station location when water 
ceases to be on the
 
surface, may be plotted, but it is usually assumed to be a horizontal,
 
straight line unless field data indicates a significant deviation.
 

The intake rate curves 
showing the intake in gpm/100 ft. at any time
 
are plotted on 3-cycle full logarithmic paper. 
The line for each test is
plotted separately and the accuracy range noted. 
 If they are similar, one
 
line representing the typical conition may be added but used with the

knowledge it may be plus or minus the actua. value. 
 \See Appendix D and
 
Figure IV-2.)
 

Ilustrat.iono6 the evaluatin ptocdu&te is presented from a test ina corn field 1300 foot long but cut in hall by a supplemental suDplv ditch.
 
The soil was a compact sandy loam and was estimated to have 1.8 in./ft.

available moisture. 
The furrows were spaced at 36 
in., were clean and had

been used before. 
Alternate furrows were customarily irrigated at alter
nate irrigations. 
 The gradient was 0.2%. 
Water was run in the furrows for
10 hours for convenience of labor. 
One siphon was used per furrow, and the

flow was definitely non-erosive. 
 Since a cut-back flow was not convenient,

appreciable runoff water was wasted in a ditch just above the middle irriga
tion ditch. 
For the evaluation, siphons were set in three furrows. 
 Two of
 
them were partially plugged to reduce flow.
 

The soil moisture deficiency to a depth of 4 ft. 
was found in each

foot from the chart in Appendix A to 
be 1.6, 1.2, 0.6, 0.2 
in., totaling 3.6 ir.

with a 3.5 ft. 
root 
zone at the time, but expanding as the crop grew.
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total water intake and the latter the intake in the desired units of gpm/100
 

ft. The depth measurements, in the Parshall flumes, were made in a poor
 

fashion with a ruler marked in sixteenths of an inch. These divisions are
 

too large, and as 
shown on the data sheet for the first furrow and column
 

8, the resulting gpm values varied by + 0.4 gpm/200 ft. 
or + 0.2 gpm/l00 ft.
 
Finer divisions such as 0.01 in. 
or 0.001 ft. should be used. The bottom
 

line, accuracy range, is important because in plotting each point, it must
 

be appreciated that the + value is 
a limit on the range anywhere within
 

which the true value may occur. To clarify, such a range should be shown
 

at each point when plotting, and the line drawn within the range as 
illus

trated for the 17.5 gpm line on Figure IV-2. To increase the accuracy of
 

measurements, a point gauge should be used to measure from a datum to 
the
 

water surface, and to the bottom of the flume to obtain a zero 
reading. It
 

may be improvised by fastening a wire to the end of a measuring scale.
 

The inflow values also show the problem of the low accuracy. It seems
 

very probable for this test 
that an average of the readings in column 5 would
 

be the correct one. However, average values should not be used if readings
 

are accurate and changes in flow rate actually occur.
 

Intake rate and depth were found using the data shown on Form IV-l
 

and plotted on Figure IV-2, following the procedure in Appendix D. The two
 

curves drawn for the 
two stream sizts are not averaged for this evaluation
 

since they seem to have a relationship that may correctly be representing
 

the slightly higher intake rate that should occur 
for a larger stream. The
 

cumulative intake curves were extrapolated past 1000 minutes on the three

cycle logarithmic paper by setting back one log cycle.
 

When desired, the mathematical representation of the curves may be found
 

by the following process. The equation for the plotted intake curve, which
 

is usually a straight line on log-log paper, is of the form I
gpm/100 ft. =
 

KT where I is the intake rate gpm/100 ft., K the intercept when time T is
 

one minute, and n is the slope v/h (vertical distance/horizontal distance)
 

of the line. This slope is negative so n has a minus sign. Converting from
 
gpm/l00 ft. to 
inches per hour for specific furrow spacing,S,in feet may be
 

closely approximated by dividing the equation by S.
 

I /100 ft. 
gpm


in./hr.(S) I m spacing in feet
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Integrating the rate equation results in the equation for cumulative
 

depth
 

D(S ) - KT(n+l) 

where K' 60(n+l)S 
 K' is also the intercept of the cumulative curve at
T equals one minute. 
All equations may be written from inspection of the
 
plottings as 
shown on Figure IV-2.
 

-0 '28  
Igpm/100 ft. = 3.8T in./hr. (3.0 ft.) = 1.27T -0 28
 

OO. 0 72 
- 0.029 T
 D(3.0 ft.) 


Advance cutveu from data on Form IV-2 were plotted on Figure IV-3. Two 
of the curves were extrapolated to the full 1300 ft. This may be done by
 
any of three ways. 
A French curve may be used for lines without much curva
ture such as 
the 17.5 gpm stream or for short extrapolations such as for the
 
4.0 gpm. 
Plotting may be done on log-log paper and extrapolated with a
 
French curve. 
This was done for the 9.2 gpm stream and transferred to the
 
rectangular coordinates. The third procedure involves finding the equation
 
of the curve and computing the extrapolations.
 

An equation of the form tx 
- a(ecx 
- 1) where t is minutes to reach
 
distance x feet, has been found to fit many advance curves. 
 The constants
 
a and c may be found by obtaining the slope of the curve at two points,
 
with due care for scale distortion, putting the slope values into the
 
differential equation of the form dt/dx  ac 
+ ct for the two locations,
 
and solving the two equations simultaneously.
 

Analysis
 

A simple analysis of the evaluation will show: 
 1. the uniformity with
 
which water is distributed, Distribution Uniformity, DU, 2. what the poten
tial of the system as it exists can be if used to 
its best advantage, Poten
tial irrigation s steni Efficiency, PE, and 3. 
how well the irrigator is
 
actually using the system, Actual application storage Efficiency, AE, i.e.,
 
whether the stream size and length of furrow are about correct, and whether
 
the right amount of water is being applied.
 

Vitibuticn Lhfni,.wity, DU, should be studied for several conditions, 
but for illustration only the 17.5 gpm stream and 3.0 foot furrow spacing
 



Location 

Comments 

, 

-. , ,, 
,//,2/-/O 

e .-"# : -

FORM IV-2. 

_, 

WATER ADVANCE and/or RECESSION DATA SHEET 
Date f Soil Texture ,/ Moisture Deficiency 

. :.4\ 2 Observer 

Crop nnev, 

0-Z &I 
Adv. or Rec. 
Identification 

L .. L 
me,"dl "m ?V42r 

,, 

Stream Size _,;, - 2 i 

watch diff. cumu. 
Station 
feet watch 

T I M E-S 
diff. cumu. 

a i 
feet 

nStationR 

watch 

T I M E 
diff. cumu. feet 

RoddSt 

reading 

Stationio 

feet 

L: - - e/_.37 '.2L.,-, - " _ 0~~~7 , ~ 3V270 ,/.., . 0L 2___0 14 

-33 7 

_.2q 
?.2 . 

Note - For border-strip recession data, first time entry should be made when water started, second ent-y at time waterturned off, third entry when recession starts, and all these entries should be at station 0 + 00.
 
California State Polytechnic College 
 - Agricultural Fngineering Department
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Figure IV-3. 
Furrow advance curves with extrapolations.
 

will be used here since this was close to what the irrigator was using.
 
The ratio of the min'mum depth infiltered to the average depth infiltered
 
describes the uniformty of water intake without regard to the adequacy
 
of irrigation. By utilizing Figures IV-2 and IV-3, and the 10-hour appli
cation, Ta, the following conditions were found: at the upper end the 
opportunity tine 9 T= m 10 hours - 600 min., therefore, the depth
 

infiltered at the upper erd, D(u), from Figure IV-2 was 2.9 in. 
At the 
lower end the opportunity Lime, To(L), would be To(u, minus the time to 
advance 650 ft. to the lower end, Tad, so To(L) ' Toru( - - 0 Tad 600 52 = 

548 minutes. Therefore D(L) was 2.7 in. These relationships are shown 

in Figure IV-4.
 

DU minimum depth infiltered
 
average depth
 

=(2.7 +DU 2.72.9)/2 100 - (2.7/2.8) 100 M 95% 
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TO(U) : 600 MIN. To(L) : 548 MIN. 

DEfPTH/ .V n IN FILT ERE/ D 

D (L) 2.70 IN.D (U) :2.90 IN. 

Figure IV-4. Relation of time and infiltered depth. 

Poten.tiat a'o.pcat'ior S116tem Fffjciecy, PE, of the system is found 
when the minimum depth of water infiltered just satisfies the soil moisture
 

deficiency. Since the irrigator was applying only about 2.7 in. when 3.6
 
in. was needed at that time, this efficiency must be found for the 3.6 in.
 

condition.
 

From Figure IV-2, the Time of irrigation, Ti, to apply 3.6 in. is 800
 
minutes (13.3 hours) and will equal To(L). 
 At the upper end the water will
 
have been on longer by the length of time it took the 
stream to reach the
 
lower end, Tad, therefore T - 800 + 52
o(u) = 852 min. The average depth of 
water applied to the 650 ft. furrow with 3.0-foot spacing and a stream of
 
17.5 gpm (which is much greater than can be infiltered and therefore causes
 

a great deal of runoff) flowing for 852 minutes (14.2 hours) is found
 

by
 

Depth Applied - 96.3 x gpm x hours
 
area.
 

Depth Applied = 96.3 x 17.5 gpm x 14.2 hrs.
3 ft. x = 123 in.650 ft.
 

PE = (3.6/12.3)100';;"29% 

Actuaal ,ppicatic, on stvtage Efficiency, AE, describes how much of the 
water applied is retained in the soil and available for consumptive use at
 
the point of minimum application. 
As this field was irrigated, the maxi
mum depth infiltered, I)(L), 
 was 2.9 in. and did not satisfy the deficiency,
 
i.e., all the area was under-irrigated. However, there was 
heavy runoff.
 
The minimum depth infiltered (all retained in the soil) was 2.7 in. The
 
average depth applied in the 10.0 hours was
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Depth Applied = 96.3 x 17.5 gpm x 10.0 hrs. = 8.7 in.3 ft. x 650 ft.
 

AE = (2.7/8.7)100""31% 

ConctuzionZ drawn from these computations are several. 
 DU of 97%
 
shows that very little more water infilters at the upper end relative to
 
the lower end indicating that a slower rate of advance with a smaller
 
stream would do a satisfactory job. 
The water reached the lower end in
 
about 1/12 the time it 
was running, while 1/5 to 
1/4 may be considered
 
satisfactory, and an Advance Ratio 1/3 is often acceptable.
 

PE and AE were both very low, and since there was little or no loss
 
to deep penetration, there must have been a great deal of runoff. 
 For the
 
system as used, runoff was 67% and if the longer time required for a full
 
irrigation of 3.6 in. were run, it would have been even greater.
 

From these conclusions obvious recommendations can be made: 
 Use a
 
smaller stream to reach the end in about 1/4 of T, 
i.e., 13.3 hours/4 = 
3.3 hours, which interpolated on Figure IV-3 would be done by a stream of
 
about 6 gpm. 
Run water longer to satisfy Ti + Tad = 13.3 + 3.3, say 17 
hours; and to further reduce runoff a cut-back stream or a return flow
 
system can be also used. 
 In addition, it may be inferred that a much
 
longer furrow could be used with the 17.5 gpm stream, and that an even
 
larger stream could be used if desired and still not be erosive since Q 
= 
10/S = 10/0.2 
= 50. gpm which would permit an even longer furrow.
 

Further evaluation
 

By studying the cur es further, more specific recommendations can
 
be made relative to this system and its use. 
 These recommendations can
 
then be considered by management for their convenience, practicability,
 
and economics. The following is illustrative of what may be done.
 

So it Mo.istre Dfoiciency at whicl- to irrigate, MAD, must be chosen. 
For this soil, climate, and crop with expanding root zone, MAD may rea
sonably be 60%. 
At the time of checking, the root zone was estimated to
 
be 3.5 ft. deep. 
 AD is then: 3.5 ft. (1.8 in./ft.) x 60% = 3.8 in. The
 
estimated deficiency was 3.6 in. 
so 
that the time to irrigate was that day
 
or the next one. Subsequent irrigations when the root zone had expanded
 
to 
5 ft. would then be applied when the MAD was about 5.0 ft. x (1.8 in./
 
ft.) x 60% = 5.4 in. 
 The operating procedures for these two and an
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earlier light application of about 2.5 in. resulting in a range for MAD
 
from 2.5 in. to 5.4 in. requires flexibility in frequency, rate, and dura
tion and will result in different efficiencies, desirable lengths, and
 
durations. 
The system cannot easily be operated at the highest efficiency
 
for all conditions so compromising is inevitable.
 

Time o6 ianigation, Ti, 
for the current 3.8 in. soil moisture defi
ciency is about 860 minutes. (See Figure IV-I.)
 

Time o6 advance, Tad' using the one-fourth of Ti as a "desirable" rela
tionship which will result in a very high DU, becomes 860/4 
= 215 minutes.
 
(Using an Advance Ratio as low as one-half of Ti 
(430 min.) may be economi
cal, though a lower PE will result.)
 

Fu..ow length to match this desirable Tad using the 17.5 gpm stream
 
is found on Figure IV-3 to be 1320 ft. which is insignificantly longer than
 
the 1300 ft. field. (For a smaller stream such as 
9.2 gpm, the "desirable"
 
length would be about 900 ft. 
 For a length of 650 ft., a "desirable"
 
stream would be about 6.0 gpm.)
 

Time o6 application, Ta , would be Ti + Tad = 860 + 215 
 1075 minutes
 
(18 hours).
 

DVizttbut on UnioAuty, DU, = minimum depth infiltered 
average depth infiltered x 100. 

To(u) - 1075 minutes, therefore D(u ) = 4.5 in. 

To(L) = Tii 860 minutes, therefore D(L) 3.88inin.(L) 


DU =( 3.8 )(3.8 + 4.5)/2 x 100 92% 

(Note that shortening the length from the "desirable" 1300 ft. to 
650 ft. only increased DU from 92% to 97%.) 

Potent 
 ivxgaton 6y6tem Ef6iciency, PE, when the minimum depth 
infiltered equals MAD, and the average depth applied on the 3 ft. x 1300
 
ft. furrow with no cut-back stream is 

Depth Applied  96.3 x 17.6 gpm x 18.0 hrs. 
- 7.8 in.3 ft. x 1300 ft.
 

then
 

PE = 3-8 x 100 = 49% 
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For ideal conditions of operation AE equals PE.
 
WateA toAe4 consist of runoff and deep percolation. The amount of
 

runoff equals the average depth applied on the actual field length, minus
 
the average depth infiltered. 
The deep percolation loss is the infiltered
 
depth minus the stored depth. These relationships are drawn to scale on
 
Figure IV-5.
 

:r . L,3.80 STORED 3.70" RUNOFF 

W 0 

030" DEEP PERCOLATION 
Figure IV-5. Distribution of inflow water to the furrows.
 

Runoff - 7.8  (4.5 + 3.8)/2 = 3.7 in., 
or (3.7/7.8)100 
= 47% of that 
applied. 
 This can be greatly reduced by making one or two cut-backs, or
 
using a smaller initial stream. 
It can be eliminated by a return flow
 
system which makes the water available for re-use. 
 If the latter is done,

PE will equal DU at 92% 
or 
94%,SCS, which is a very high and attainable
 
value within the limit that the furrow tested is typical.
 

Size o6 cwt-back 5t'eam and whether only one or several cut-backs are

made, depends on the economics of labor and water costs. 
The secondary

effects of the results of runoff such as crop damage, mosquitoes, high

water table, etc., 
will also enter into the management decision on the 
num
ber of cut-backs or whether a return flow system should be installed.
 

The size of the infiltered stream at any moment may be found by sum
ming the gpm infiltering in each section at that particular time. 
 The rate

of runoff is then the onflow stream minus the infiltered total. The length

of the sections chosen for the following procedure must be such that rates
 
at each end of the section do not vary greatly so 
that their average is rep
resentative of the section. 
Sections other than 100 ft. must be "weighted"

since the infiltration rate is in units of gpm/l00 ft.
 

The following study in Table IV-I shows approximately what the stream

should be cut-back to after 5 hours (300 minutes) which is about 1.5 hours
 
after water reaches the end and is running off. 
200 ft. sections will be
 
used, except that the last one is 100 ft. 
 Tad, and Igpm/100 ft. is taken
 
from the intake rate curve.
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Table IV-l. Infiltered stream at T 
= 300 minutes.
a 

Station Tad 
 T I 1gpm/0 ft. Iav/100 ft. Ia/200 fP.
 

0+00 0 
 300 0.75 0.75 1.5
 
2+00 
 12 288 
 0.76 0.77 
 15
 
4+00 26 
 274 0.78 0.79 
 1.6
 
6+00 49 
 251 0.80 0.81 1.6
 
8+00 77 
 223 0.82 0.84 
 1.6
 

10+00 120 180 
 0.87 0.91 
 1.8
 
12+00 170 
 130 0.95 1.00 
 1.0/100
 
13+00 210 
 90 1.05
 

10.6
 

This shows that the stream should be cut back to 10.6 + gpm from 17.5
 
gpm after about five hours when the runoff would be 17.5 - 10.6 = 7.0 +
 
gpm. 
 By a similar process done when the irrigation is completed after 18
 
hours, and using the whole furrow as one section since intake rate is very
 
uniform after this long time, it is found that the infiltration is about
 
7.2 gpm and runoff about 3.4 gpm at the end of the irrigation.
 

The average depth applied with the one cut-back would be
 

D = 96.3 (17.5 gpm x 5.0 hrs. + 10.6 gpm x 13.0 hrs.)3 ft. x 1300 ft. = 5.4 in. 

therefore, PE = (3.8/5.4) x 100 = 71%
 

If two cut-backs were made the efficiency could easily be raised to
 
better than 80% which is appreciably better than the 49% resulting from no
 
cut-back.
 

Additional variations 
A medium 4ize tteam , such as the 9.2 gpm, can be studied. This stream
 

would have a slower intake rate so 
the second curve on Figure IV-2 would be
 
used which gives about 15% less infiltration. 
 (This may well be an invalid
 
refinement since intake rates often vary much more between furrows due to
 
cultural operations causing different compaction of the soil.)
 

When D(L) = 3.8 in. and Length = 1300 ft. 
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Ti = To(L) 1000 min. 

To(u) = Ti + Tad Ta = 1000 + 700 = 1700 min. = 28.3 hrs. 

therefore, D(u) = 5.6 in0
 

DU=* 3.8
D(3.8 + 5.6)/2 x 100 = 81% 

This is an 11% reduction from the 92% given by the larger stream and
 
shows the effect of the slower advance. The change of the Advance Ratio
 
from 25% to 70% of Ti is of less importance than reducing waste from running
 

water after the soil moisture deficiency has been satisfied and 100% of the
 
onflow is wasted. Both of these wastes, deep percolation and runoff, are
 

the responsibility of the irrigator and are not the fault of the system.
 

If the 9.2 gpm stream were run without any cut-back for 1700 minutes
 

(28.3 hours)
 

D = 96.3 x 9.2 gpm x 28.3 hrs. . 6.4 in.
 

3 ft. x 1300 ft.
 

PE = 3.8/6.4 = 60%
 

Note that PE for the 17.5 gpm stream was only 49% for the no cut-back
 
condition whereas it is 60% for the 9.2 gpm stream. 
One cut-back would in

crease this to about 70% even though the furrow is 450 ft. longer than
 

"desirable."
 

A 24-houL application for convenience of operation would be obtained
 
by choosing a stream size of about 12 gpm that would take 440 minutes to
 

advance the 1300 ft. 
 This plus the 1000 minute Ti would give the desired
 
duration of 1440 minutes (24 hours). This combination with no cut-back
 
would give acceptable distribution (DU = 87%) but inefficient irrigation
 

(PE = 54%). However, it is most convenient for labor and 24-hour duration
 

water deliveries.
 

With one cut-back at 10 hours, this alternate would have a reasonable
 
PE of about 67% and require very little labor. A return flow system would
 
increase this to 87% and require minimum labor and only a medium size re

turn flow capacity. The 17.5 gpm stream would give a 
PE of 92%, utilize the
 
same labor, but require a larger irrigation and return flow system and cut
 
off at 17 hours instead of 24 hours. Management must decide whether the 5%
 

increase in PE is economical or not.
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Conytinuowu 6Aot save water and labor. An alternate method would be
 
to replace the center ditch with gated pipe. 
 In this practice water is
 
started more or less simultaneously at the upper end and at the intermedi
ate line or lines. Runoff from the upper portion mingles with the streams
 
at the intermediate locations thereby utilizing the upper runoff. 
By
 
cutting-back or completely turning off the water, at the intermediate line,
 
total runoff is reduced with a minimum of labor. 
 With the portable gated
 
pipe, length of run in long fields may be varied as MAD of crop changes.
 

FuLOW zpacing and 6hape are important management tools to make changes
 
in operations. 
Spacing is often related to crop row spacing, but there is 
usually a limited variation that is reasonable. A change from 30 in. spacing, 
for a 3.0 in. MADto a 36 in. spacing can be seen on Figure IV-2 to ch;nge 
Ti from 480 minutes to 600 minutes. This change also will permit changes
 

in "desirable length." 

If it is not practical to change spacing, the furrow could be widened
 
by about six inches, a larger stream used and almost no 
change in Ti would
 

occur.
 

The maximum spacing for a specific furrow shape is related: 1. to 
the soil texture as 
it affects lateral capillary movement, and 2. to the
 
soil moisture deficiency as it affects how long water runs in the furrow. 
A finer textured soil when dry, will move water laterally about as fast as
 
it moves it downward. The downward speed of the moving water decreases as
 
the wetting front meets deeper, moister soil 
so the intake rate decreases
 

with time. 

In coarser textures, the lateral capillary flow does not move very far, 
while the downward flow moves easily through the coarse soil by gravity. 
Finer textured soils and larger MADs permit wider spacings. 

The general wetting patterns in dry soils as related to texture are as
 

follows:
 

coarse medium fine 
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Furrow shapes can be generalized as follows:
 

vee 
 parabolic 
 broad
 

In the vee furrow, wetted width and depth will decrease as stream
 
flow decreases downslope. 
This will cause a moderate decrease in intake
 
rate along the furrow. Parabolic and broad furrows decrease Jn depth
 
with decrease in flow but have very little change in width, 
so intake
 
rate is quite constant for the furrow length. 
Parabolic and broad furrows
 
are capable of handling larger flows without erosion than is the vee shape,
 
and they can easily be made different widths so 
they are more desirable
 

shapes.
 

SpPnkicL may well be used in combination with furrows to take advan
tage of the best features of each. Light applications are seldom practical
 
with furrows since short furrows requiring much labor are needed to make
 
them efficient. 
 Sprinklers can easily, and with good efficiency, apply the
 
light applications needed for seed germination and where crop root 
zones
 
are shallow. Pre-irrigation in furrows can often be combined with the nor
mally light germination irrigation to 
improve efficiency.
 

Summary
 

Present system.
 

L = 650 ft. Q = 17.5 gpm Ta= 0 hours
 
a 

Soil moisture deficiency, smd = 3.6 in., and MAE = 3.8 in.
 
D (Depth applied) = 2.7 in. (under-irrigated)
a 

DU = 97%
 

PE(3 .6 in.) = 29% 

AE(2.7 in.) = 32% with no cut-back 

There was no erosion so a larger stream and a longer furrow could be
 
used. There was no 
cut-back so runoff was excessive.
 

Possible variations.
 

1. Longer furrow
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L -	 1300 ft. Q - 17.5 gpm smd - MAD = 3.8 in. 
Ti = 860 min. Tad = 1/4 Ti = 215 min. ("desirable" advance) 
Ta = Ti + Tad = 860 + 215 = 1075 min. = 18.0 hr. 
DU = 94% (SCS) 
PE(3.8 in.) = 29% with no cut-back
 

PE = 	 71% with one cut-back 

PE = 	88% with two cut-backs
 

PE = 	92% 
for return flow system of large capacity and no cut-back
 

2. 
Longer furrow and smaller stream
 

L 	 1300 ft. 
 Q = 9.2 gpm smd MAD 3.8 in. 
T = 1000 min. Tad = 700 min. 
- 7/10 Ti (slow advance) 

T = 1700 min. = 28.3 hr. a 
DU = 81%
 

PE = 60% with no cut-back
 

PE 70% with one cut-back
 
PE = 81% for small capacity return flow system and no cut-back
 

3. 	Longer furrow and medium stream to obtain 24-hour duration
 

L 1300 ft. 
 Q - 12.0 gpm std - MAD - 3.8 in. 
1000 min. Tad -T -	 1440 - 1000 - 440 min. (moderate advance) 

DU = 	 90% (SCS) 

PE  54% with no cut-back
 

PE = 
67% with one cut-back
 
PE 
= 87% for medium capacity return flow system and no cut-back
 

Othe a te'natu 
- the use of gated pipe to permit continuous furrows
 
and to allow length of runs to be varied as MAD varies; the use of sprinklers
 
for light applications in the early season, and for germination. 
 (Many
 
other practical alternates were not considered.)
 

Conclusions
 

A final decision by management on what irrigation practices should
 
be followed for this field will depend on the following: the value of
 
water in terms of its cost, or 
in terms of its productiveness when the
 
supply is limited; cost and skill of labor; capital investment; secondary
 
problems of runoff water, etc. 
 Based on conservation irrigation alone
 
with a high PE value, the present system of 650-foot furrows, 17.5 gpm
 
stream, plus a return flow system putting the runoff back into a reservoir
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with or without a cut-back, would give an efficiency of about 97% even for
 

a 2.5 in. application. Using the 9.2 gpm stream, PE would be 93% or
 

greater. 
At other times during the season when different MAD values are
 

desired, other stream sizes and Advance Ratios would be desirable.
 

Actual irrigation practices measured by AE will invariably be 
some

what lower since not all furrows react exactly the same due to variations
 

in soils and cultural practices. In addition, the value of the soil mois

ture deficiency determined by any practical method on a field basis is
 

approximate, the accuracy of measuring furrow streams car 
seldom be high
 

though the total depth applied is frequently adequatc,_ measured, and the
 

convenience of labor is frequently a dominant criterion.
 

The ability to 
turn off the water when the soil moisture deficiency is
 

satisfied is second in importance after elimination of runoff. However,
 

furrows provide the most freedom of any method since the intake rate at the
 

end of irrigation is the slowest rate. 
A 25% overrun of time may give less
 

thcn 5% waste of water to deep penetration. 

When the furrow length is such that Tad is at "desirable" condition
 

.? about 1/4 T. (R = 
 1/4), DU will be about 95%. Reducing Tad has only mod

erate effect on improving DU. A moderate increase of Tad is not greatly
 

detrimental.
 

The duration of irrigation, Ti, 
can be modified within reasonable
 

Limits to match hours of water delivery or labor convenience by modifying
 

the stream size (affects Tad and L), MAD (affects Ti), 
and furrow spacing 

and shape (affects Ti). 

Flexibility in frequency, rate and duration of supply flow are essen

lial to obtain high irrigation efficiency and to reduce labor requirements.
 

'h~e streamn size available in the field should be large enough to 
keep the
 

i.rrigator busy and to start initial streams in all furrows simultaneously. 

'11:;2 ,ompromises between capital costs and labor and water savings must be 
studied. An evaluation of the irrigation system provides the basis for 

such study which frequently indicates a reservoir to be an economical capi

tal investment. 
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CHAPTER V
 

BORDER-STRIP IRRIGATION
 

Simple Border-Strip Evaluation
 

A full evaluation provides information to guide management in
 
making improvements and in understanding management techniques. However,
 
to just determine whether a problem exists and its magnitude requires much
 

less work and equipment.
 

The same basic questions relative to good irrigation operation and
 
applicable to all methods must be asked. 
 "Is it dry enough to start
 
irrigating?" A soil moisture deficiency, smd, check gives the best answer,
 
although a reasonable answer can be obtained by knowing the evapo-trans
piration since the last irrigation. 
 "Is it wet enough to stop irrigating?"
 
This question can usually be answered by probing to check depth of in
filtration at the end of irrigation. In additior,fi r border-strips, the
 
water must be near the lower end of the strip by the time an adequate
 
depth has infiltered into the upper end. 
 This extra point is required
 
with border-strips., 
If the system is being used efficienty the water
 
should be shut off at the upper end before the flow has reached the lower end.
 
In fact, satisyfing this final point which inter-relates stream size, soil
 

moisture deficiency, and strip length, is the most difficult management
 

problem with this method.
 

Evaluation
 

The short cut technique does not require measurements for the cumu
lative intake nor measurement of the stream flow, no special equipment
 
other than auger, probe, and some stakes to mark distances down the strip
 

are needed.
 

The simple evaluation consists of:
 

1. Making a soil moisture deficiency check.
 
2. Observing how water spreads across the strip, that no exces

sive high or low spots exist and that long time ponding at the lower end
 
is not occuring.
 

3. 
Placing the stakes at uniform intervals or stations, usually
 

100 feet, along the length of the border.
 

4. Observing and recording the time when water reaches each station
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so the advance curve can be plotted. Data should also be collected
 

as the water progressively disappears, after the water is shut off,
 

so the recession curve can be plotted.
 

5. Noting the time and location of the water front when the inflow
 

is turned off.
 

6. Observing the magnitude of runoff. Duration of the runoff is
 

recorded by the information obtained in step 4.
 

7. Checking with the probe as the water recedes down the strip
 

to determine the adequacy and uniformity of infiltration. An additional
 

simple check on 
irrigation adequacy can be made by calculating the depth
 

cf application if the flow rate, irrigation duration, border length
 

and border width are known.
 

Analysis
 

The objective of evaluation is to determine how effectively the
 

land, water and labor are being used within the framework of other manage

ment considerations.
 

The obvious problems can be demonstrated b, utilizing the easily
 

obtained portion of the data and observations from the full evaluation
 

in the following section. For ease of discussion, the seven steps listed
 

under Simple Evaluation will be followed in the analysis of an 
irrigated
 

alfalfa assuming a MAD of 50% which is 
a very widely accepted condition
 

to good growth.
 

1. The soil moisture deficiency check showed the top soil was
 

quite moist, which is an indication that the MAD was still well above
 

50%. For a MAD of 50% the smd is : 50% x (6.0 ft. 
x 1.5 in./ft.) = 4.5 in.
 

The full root zone depth soil moisture deficiency check indicated there
 

was plenty of moisture all the way down and that the smd only amounted
 

to 2.9 inches. Although irrigation could have been delayed a few days;
 

applications were made to fit the harvesting operations. 
To accomplish
 

this, lighter irrigations on a shorter strip at more 
frequent intervals
 

than required for a MAD of 50% are needed.
 

2. Observing the water flow showed that the land grading w's good
 

since there were no dry spots or ponds.
 

3-5. The simply obtained time and distance relationships of the
 

point when water disappeared at each station along the strip are plotted
 

as shown in Figure V-1. 
 The time at which the water was turned off
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(88 minutes) and where the water front was at that time (at 600 ft) 
are
 
also plotted. Comparing Figure V-i which indicates the advance and reces
sion curves converging with the combined curves shown in Appendix F.
 
it can be seen that the stream is too small. The water front at cut
off was very close to the end of the upper half of the strip and there
 
was quite a bit of runoff into the lower half, therefore, the cutoff was
 

too late for this length of field. There is no indication from Figure V-I
 

as to the adequacy of irrigation.
 

1 50 , - : - . ... .. . .. . .
. ,7..ri .... " . . ... RUNO FF 
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Figure V-1. 
Advance and recession curves used in simple evaluation of
 
border-strip.
 

6. The runoff stream was of fair size and as 
seen from the time inter

val between the advance and recession curves at station 7 + 00, at the end
 

of the upper strip, it lasted for about 65 minutes. It is necessary that
 

water at the end either be ponded or running off for as long as needed to
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replace the soil moisture deficiency but 65 minutes seems too long since
 
the smd only equals 2.9 in.
 

7. 
The adequacy of the penetration at the lower end was not checked
 
with the probe or auger as it should have been. 
 So, for this evaluation
 
it can only be surmised that 
an adequate depth had infiltered. An auger
 
check in an adjacent previously irrigated strip showed that it had at
 

least 	enough.
 

It is helpful but not essential to know the flow rate. 
 For this
 
border strip the flow rate was the full flow of the well which was reported
 
to be 1.2 cfs. The borderswere spaced 24 feet but only 23 ft. 
were wet
 
and the length was 700 feet long which is 0.37 acre 
flow occurred for
 
88 minutes. 
Using the simple relationship, 1.0 cfs x 1.0 hr. 
= 1.0 acre
inch, the depth applied to the strip can be computed by
 

1.2 cfs x 88
 
Depth 	Applied 1 chrs. = 4.8 inches 

0.37 ac.
 
Knowing the depth applied, the Actual application storage Efficiency
 

can be found
 

2.9 in.
 
5.2 in.
 

Recommendations
 

1. Delay irrigation a few days until the soil becomes drier, of if
 
the harvest of a green-crop requires an early irrigation, a lighter irri
gation may be applied which probably would require a shorter strip for
 
good efficiency. (See Appendix F).
 

2. 
Use a larger stream to advance more quickly so that the advance
 
and recession curves plot nearly parallel indicating a uniform infiltra

tion opportunity.
 

3. Cutoff the stream before the water front 
was so near the end
 
in order to reduce runoff, but not so soon as 
to under-irrigate the
 

lower end.
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Summary
 

The field 
was being irrigated sooner than necessary as far as the
 
smd was concerned. 
The grading of the field was satisfactory. The uni
formity of the depth infiltered was not very good but it could be easily
 
improved by a larger stream. 
The cutoff was made too late which resulted in
 
excessive 
 runoff which could be reduced by cutting off flow sooner. The
 
adequacy of irrigation was believed good from a check on an adjacent strip.
 
The AE of about 
60% was low, but the larger stream to make application
 
more uniform, and cutting off sooner to reduce runoff would improve the
 

efficiency.
 

Full Border-Strip Evaluation
 

The border strip method of irrigation can be one of the most efficient
 
methods, however it involves more irrigation management skill than any
 
other method since several factors must be simultaneously coordinated or
 
compromised. 
A study of the procedures is essential to 
proper operation
 
and understanding of the complexities, such as 
the facts that strips should
 
have a specific length for a specific irrigation, that short strips may be
 
impractical, that water is normally turned off before it reaches the lower
 
end, that the upper end of the strip may be under-irrigated relative to the
 
lower end or middle in contrast to 
furrows which always over-irrigate the
 
upper end. 
 A number of illustrative advance-recession curves are 
shown in
 
Appendix F to help in interpreting field conditions.
 

Border-strips are of two 
types based on the intensity of land pre
paration. 
 This is related to whether the soil profile is such that cuts and
 
fills can be tolerated, and to 
the economics of land preparation. Graded
 
border-strip irrigation involves preparing the ground to give uniform
 
slopes down the strip and be level, or nearly so, across the strip to
 
assure uniform water coverage. 
This must be done with full consideration
 
of variable soil intake rates to obtain unifotm infiltration. The basic
 
objective in land grading is not 
to get a uniform grade, but is to obtain
 
uniform irrigation. Guided border-strips are constructed down the steepest
 
grade which permits them to be nearly level 
across naturally or with very
 
little grading. Grade and soil variations along such strips are 
tolerated
 
to reduce the amount of grading. The strips are frequently quite narrow to
 
assure the water spreading over the entire width.
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Evaluation
 

Both types are evaluated the same way. A typical location in the
 
field is chosen at a time when an irrigation should be done, and infor

mation is obtained about 1. the flow rate and duration of the various s!ze
 

streams turned into several border-strips, 2. the rate of advance of the
 

streams down the strips, 3. the time of recession of the water from the
 

surface at each station, 4. the cumulative intake depth of water into the
 

soil with time, 5. the width of the wetted portion of strips, 6. the soil
 

moisture deficiency, 7. the adequacy of the irrigation a day or 
so later.
 

Additional information for more detailed study is desirable such as
 

1. profile and cross 
slope of the strips, 2. soil texture and profile,
 

3. depth of water at upper end and along the strip at different times,
 

4. rate and duration of runoff at lower end, and 5. the stage of growth
 

of the crop and its affect on retazdance of flow.
 

When the field data has been plotted, a study of it will quickly
 

show the 1. Distribution Uniformity, 2. the Potential irrigation system
 

efficiency, 3. Actual application storage Efficiency, 4. duration of Irri

gation, and 5. Correct stream size.
 

A more complete study will show how variations in stream size,
 
field length, soil moisture deficiency, smd,, and time of zut off can be
 

varied to Potential irrigation System Efficiency.
 

Equipment needed
 

1. Surveying tape to locate stations.
 

2. Lath or stakes to mark stations, and a hatchet to drive them.
 

3. Ordinary watch.
 

4. Flow measuring devices -uch as Parshall flumes, large siphons,
 
weirs, flow meters, horizontal pipe jet, or others which may be improvised,
 

and time or head measufing device needed. (See Appendix C.)
 

5. Shovel.
 

6. Soil auger.
 

7. Soil prove.
 

8. Infiltrometer (usually 5 cylinders), buckets, and measuring guage.
 

9. Forms for recording data.
 

10. Surveying level and rod.
 

11. Soil moisture deficiency measuring equipment.
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Field procedure
 

1. A location should be chosen such that the soil, slope, crop,
 
etc., are representative of the field. 
 A steady source of water should
 

be available.
 

2. 
Select three strips which may be adjacent to each other, or pre
ferably alternates to avoid walking on wet soil.
 

3. 
A minimum of six set stakes adjacent to a border, usually at
 
100-foot intervals and measure wetted strip width and border spacing.
 

4. Set a flow measuring device at the inlet of each strip. 
 Another
 
one may also be set at 
the lower end to record runoff if it is likely to
 

occur.
 

5. 
Determine soil moisture deficiency and compare it with the
 
desired deficiency, MAD. 
 (See Appendix A.) 
 If it is appreciably differ
ent, the evaluation will be noticeably affected as intake and advance rates
 
are affected by the moisture content of the soil.
 

6. Set four or more cylinder infiltrometers in a carefully chosen
 
typical location. (See Appendix E.)
 

7. Set a constant rate stream of the usual size and also a larger
 
and a smaller stream in the selected strips. Record their flow rates.
 
Check the rates for consistancy during the 
test. Record the time flow
 
was 
started and shut off, and any variations. Water is usually shut off
 
when the 
stream has advanced about 0.7 to 0.9 of the strip length for fine
 
and coarse textured soils respectively.
 

8. 
Record the time the stream reaches each station. If the moving
 
stream front is irregular, use an average front.
 

9. Measure, or observe and describe, the runoff 
rate at several times.
 
The beginning and end of runoff can be readily observed from the advance
 
and recession curves. 

10. 
 Record the time the water disappears at each station. This may
 
be difficult due to 
puddles and small channels, or sod in pastures. The
 
objective is to 
determine when the water no longer has an opportunity to
 
infiltrate most of the soil. 
 Consistency in choosing the condition at
 
all statons is important. 
 The recession curve resulting from this data is
 
the key control in the evaluation procedure. 
 There will be an appreciable
 
lag i time, TL, at 
the upper end after the water is turned off before the
 
water recedes at 
this location.
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11. The adequcy of the irrigation should be checked a day or so
 
after irrigation using a soil auger or tube. 
 During irrigation the pene
tration of the water can be determined to depth of about three feet by
 

using a probe.
 

Additionat inoma,tion may be obtained for a more detailed study
 
and to assist in designing other systems, and may consist of:
 

12. Detailed soil texture and profile.
 

13. Elevations at the stations to determine gradient.
 

Utilization of field data
 

Graphical presentation facilitates the analysis of the field data.
 
The cum&tative intake curve for each infiltrometer is plotted on
 

a sheet of 3-cycle full logarithmic paper. These usually are straight lines,
 
but may curve slightly, or may "dogleg." Curves for sands often steepen
 
after a few minutes due to the release of air trapped by the water covering
 

the surface. 
 This permits water to enter more rapidly. Cylinder infii
trometers which are not driven deeply enough may also show steepened
 
curves. 
 Soils which have openings into which the water goes quickly often
 
yield curves which are steep for a few minutes, then flatten. Plow pans
 
will have a similar but delayed effect. The data from the cylinders should
 
not be averaged before plotting as the correct slope of the line will be
 
affected and the various soil conditions and range of intakes masked.
 

The zero and half-minute readings are not usually plotted on the log-log
 
paper, but are valuable in checking unusual conditions. After all lines
 
are plotted and deviations considered and allowed for, a "typical; line
 
can be drawn for use in evaluation. Its position can be checked later
 
and adjusted as necessary in order to give the correct duration for irri

gation.
 

The advance and recession curves for each test 
are plotted on coor
dinate paper. A separate sheet is used for each strip. 
The strip identifi
cation, width, stream size, soil moisture deficiency, soil texture, crop,
 
retardance description, slope and any other pertinent information that may
 
have been obtained, should be noted on each sheet. 
 It is preferable to
 
plot the data as it is recorded. 
 Watch time instead of accumulative time
 
may be used. These curves are plotted on Figure V-3 from data on Form V-2.
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CYLINDER INFILTROMETER DATA SHEET
 FORM V-. 


Location -. / Jp-/'z r observer jim date/4 A&,s 7/ 

Soil symbol /I 5T 
 soil texture .6./ soil moisture-2.V -' 1 

Crop history a"/e4"t e ehoo-. k wAe-.1,' ,A,E wio 

Remarks 6-// dej • /o al.er /oa-z . relez 

CYLINDER E___CYLINDER CYLINDER _ 
TIME INFILTRATION TIME INFILTRATION TIME INFILTRATION 
w diff cumu depth diff cumu satch diff ct d h diff cumu wadi diff cu depth diff cumu 

54 

/ SS 
__ / 
. 2. 

421Z . 
' " 

-- ? 

/1 

., 

// 
.' -

.7 0 

_ -
___ 

6 

0 
.36 

0" 
-

0.5' /0 B .i *.s5 % 45 /,_ t/ ./- ._ . :..,_-. ? .M .- /-- .,0 
/7_______. 4$0 

_ ,__-_ ClITDER 

; "/'"-- 2/ . .o./ .36 -
-"

.1 ,3 ' -o , /S'.
 
.3 

TIRE INITRTO TIM ._ I.INITRTO TIM -- INFLRTO
 

watcl difT cure, depth diff cumu watc, diff cure, dept± digf cumu watchI diff cumu depth diff cuin, 

--~~ / .Wo f .. 

California.0 - Agicltra Engneein Dearmn .uus968State0Poyehi Coleg 


Ill 1•5 -/S- " -- --- ---

Caliorni Stat Poltecni Coleg Ag iulua EnierigDprtet Agut16 



FORM V-2. WATER ADVANCE and/or RECESSION DATA SHEET 
Location 6': // pt,, hO// 7/). d Date LL/6LL Soil Texture L Moisture Deficiency. .9/?> Crop 4//d/-
Comments ,' ,, 'd r /y -/;p/ e e/,' <. 

" 
. c"/- /k//, i' A .,cteh.,¢ 21' .5 

.. .'
ri/, 

'/ '-4cc Observer 5- // 

Adv. or Rec. _-__,_. 

Identification 

Stream Size / 
____,_ 

T I M E Station T I M E Station T I M E Station Rod Station 
watch diff. cumu. feet watch diff. cumu. feet watch diff. cumu. feet reading feet 

/ ¢ / /-.' 6 € .7 / 

.3Z5 3 - ! / -o 

11: 2 ~ . ,9ka/16/1 
.5' 

+2 
IV/3/ 

o / 2 -0 
/Y7 

__.7~ 

2 
00 

_____"_4/ 

__ __ 

4/4 

-~ ~~V (6'5 __ 7_ 

._739 Z'/7 'r __6_ 7_ 

q1_. /7/ It.0 ___ Y _ 

Note - For border-strip recession data, first time entry should be made when water started, second entry at time water 
turned off, third entry when recession starts, and all these entries should be at station 0 + 00. 

California State Polytechnic College - Agricultural Engineering Department
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Arialys is
 

The following example illustrates an analysis to determine the uni
formity of the irrigation, the potential efficiency of the system, and
 
how to improve its use. 
 Only one strip was used because water came from
 
a well and was invariable in rate and small in size.
 

The strip tested was 
in the upper half of a 1400-foot long field with
 
a supplemental pipe line at 
700 ft. 
 Water running beyond the midpoint would
 
normally be considered runoff unless the supplemental line and upper line
 
were utilized simultaneously to irrigate the 1400-foot length as a contin
uous strip. (In 
fields where the strip terminates at the end of the field,
 
the advance and recession curves may be extrapolated to their intersection
 
to graphically portray the runoff. 
 This extrapolation can be simulated for
 
a strip by cutting off the flow sooner. 
 For this test the actual curves
 
are plotted beyond station 7+00.)
 

Cewiaeatit,(' hitake curves 
plotted on Figure V-2 from data 
on Form
 
V-i, show the infiltration from the four cylinders. 
 One resulted in a
 
straight line, two "dogleg" appreciably, and another only slightly. 
Antici
pating the effect of a rapid initial intake, but using the slope of the
 
consistent portion of the lines, a straight line, presumed to be "typical"
 
of all, was drawn and labeled. 
 As described below, an "adjusted" line was
 
later drawn and used for the evaluation process since it averages the
 
intake rate of the shown 
field and therefore is more representative than the
 
cylinders data. Note that averaging the data to plot only one line would
 
be misleading and it would not indicate the range of conditions that actually
 

exist.
 

Adj.iste'd Cumtuiative Intake is developed as shown on Figure V-3 and
 
Figure V-4. 
 At each station on the total strip (actual and extrapolated
 
portions) the time water was on the grotmd,T0, was noted. This was done
 
by measuring the time interval between the advance and recession curves.
 
The corresponding depth infiltrated was taken from the Cumulative Intake
 
Curve (typical) and note on 
Figure V-4 for the same station. The average 
dophIIi I or each I (H)I . was detLermin(Id and s ice IIi' vnd , theposit Io of 
I 1 1. W I :.1, IIh;u I O11I I . I s ab-p'rag ' d, imlyer. el w;l Ic. Iedp 1r41l,,,1I,4m II '' , 
to its length. The average depth Infiltrated for the entire strip (extra
polated) was then found to be d - 25.0/8.5 - 3.1 In. 
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Figure V-2. Cumulative cylinder intake curves. 
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Firae V-3. Advance, recession and irrigation curves for border-strip 
irr iat ion evaluat ion. 
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Filgur'e V-4. TypiLcal and adjusted depth of inf:iltr'atlon,. 
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Depth Infiltered from TYPICAL INTAKE. 
Figure V - 2,3
 

Sta. 0+ 1+ 2+ 3+ 4+ 6+
5+ 7+ 8+ 9+ 10+
 
To 96 118 126 123 112 99 84 66 38 10

D 3.0 3.4 3.5 3.5 3.3 3.0 2.8 2.4 1.7 0.7
 

D/100' 3.2 3.5 
 3.5 3.4 3.2 2.9 2.6 2.1 1.2/2
 
Av. depth, D, on 850' 25.0'/8.5 = 3.0" (plotted on Figure V-2)

Depth Infiltered from ADJUSTED INTAKE. Figure V - 2,3
 

D 4.3 4.9 5.1 5.0 4.8 
 4.4 4.0 4.0 3.4 2.4 1.0
D/100' 4.6 5.0 
 5.0 4.9 4.6 4.2 3.7 2.9 1.7/2
 

To check the correctness of the location at which the "typical" curve
 
was drawn, the actual average depth of water applied was computed using the
 
relationship 1.0 cfs x 1.0 hr. 
- 1.0 ac-in.
 

1.20 cfs x 88 (23 ft. x 850 ft. ac) 3.9 in.
-

6 hr43560
 

The adjusted line was drawn on Figure V-2 through a depth of 3.9 in.
 
at 
the time the typical average depth of 3.0 in. occurred, i.e., 96 minutes.
 

As a check, and since the values will be used later, the adjusted
 
depths at each station, the average depths between stations, and the aver
age for the whole length (extrapolated) was found again using the adjusted
 
curve, 
d = 32.5 in./8.5 = 3.8 in. This is also shown graphically on
 
Figure V-4. This adequately checks the 3.9 in. computed onflow depth and
 
proves that the "adjusted" curve is reasonably correct.
 

DiVtibution Uniformity, DU, the ratio of the minimum 
depth infiltrated 
to the average depth infiltrated, describes how uniformly the water is dis
tribLced along the strip for the 
condition tested. 
A high ratio indicates
 
that the advance and recession curves are "parallel." It does not tell
 
whether the irrigation was adequate or not. 
For this ratio, which is con
cerned only with the infiltrated water, runoff is not pertinent and there
fore, only the actual field length is used. The infiltrated average for
 
the 700 ft. was found as before from Figure V-4, d = 29.2/7.00 - 4.2 in.
 

The minimum depth can be defined as the Absolute minimum 3.2 in.
 
occurring at station 7+00, or as the SCS minimum, which is the average depth
 
of the lowest one-quarter or 3.7 in. for the last 175 ft. in this test.
 
These are shown graphically on Figure V-4.
 

http:29.2/7.00
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Absolute DU -(3.2/4.2)x 100 = 76%
 

SCS DU =(3 .7/4 .2)x 100 - 89% 

Potential irrigation 6ysten Efficiency, PE, the percent ratio of
 
the minimum depth when it Just equals the MAD or the soil moisture defi
ciency to the average depth applied, describes how well the system can
 
operate using the tested condition. Referring to Figure V-4, the minimum
 
(Absolute) occurs at station 7+00 and is 3.7 in. 
 The SCS minimum is 3.7 in.
 
The average depth of the total water applied on the 700-foot long field,
 
including the portion that 
runs off, is 32.5 in./7.00 = 4.6 in. So if
 
MAD were equal to the minimum, PE would be
 

Absolute PE =(3.2 in./4.6)x 100 - 70%
 

SCS PE =(3.7 in./4.6)x 100 = 80%
 

It is convenient for study of an evaluation to use the Absolute value
 
of minimum, but any comparison with another test or method must be done
 
using the SCS minimum to make valid comparisons.
 

Actual application s-tore Ef4iciency, AE, the percent ratio of the
 
minimum depth of zone to the average depth applied, tells how well the
 
system is being used. 
To visually present the adequacy of irrigation, the
 
irrigation curve is plotted on the same plot as 
the advance-recession (Fig
ure V-3). 
 Also the depth of the soil moisture deficiency, assuming it will
 
equal the stored depth, may be plotted on Figure V-4. The irrigation curve
 
is plotted above the advance curve equal to the time needed to infilter an
 
adequate irrigation, Ti. If the irrigation line is below the recession,
 
water is 
on too long a time and over-irrigation is indicated. 
 When it is
 
above the recession, the area is under-irrigated. On the depth curves, the
 
excess or deficiency is shown in depth rather than in time.
 

At the time of irrigation the soil was slightly moist as 
the owner made
 
it 
a practice to irrigate immediately after cutting the alfalfa for green
chop feed without any knowledge of the soil moisture deficiency. The defi
ciency was found by utilizing the soil moisture and appearance relationship
 
chart in Appendix A. 
Soil auger samples were taken representing each foot
 
increment of the sandy loam soil to a depth of five feet. 
 The soil moisture
 
deficiencies were estimated to be 1.0, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, and 0.1 in. for a
 
total of 2.9 in. This deficiency equals all cE the available storage so
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2.9 in. can be used as the depth stored and plotted on Figure V-4. 
 The
 
time to infiltrate the 2.9 in. is 60 minutes which is plotted as an irriga

tion curve on Figure V-3.
 

AE - (2.9 in./4.6) x 100 - 63%
 

This is about 7% less than it would have been if he waited a couple of
 
days and the soil moisture deficiency became about 3.2 in. 
 The AE would
 
have equalled PE, 70%. 
 This illustrates the management controllable effect
 
of changing MAD to 
save water and also labor.
 

The conect time of irrigation, Ti, 
to meet the 2.9 in. deficient is
 
observed from the "Adjusted" curve of Figure V-2 to be 60 minutes. This
 
must be considered only as an approximate time since many variables exist.
 
For the 66 minutes water actually infiltrated at the lower end the corres

ponding MAD is 3.2 in.
 

The bet .6teamzize, Q, could not be found from this test since the
 
entire flow of 
the well was used and no larger stream could be applied. It
 
is obvious, from the fact that the recession and advance curves converge
 

(see Appendix F), 
that the stream size is too small and a larger stream
 
would advance more rapidly. 
This would tend to make the advance and re
cession curves nearly parrallel representing a more uniform irrigation, per
mitting earlier cut-off, and reducing over-irrigation on the upper portion
 

of the strip.
 

For the field evaluated, a larger stream could be obtained by util
izing a reservoir, or at the time the field is re-planted, the width of the
 
strip could be reduced to increase the flow rate per foot of width.
 

Adequacy o6 ittigation was checked on the adjacent strip irrigated
 
similarly the previous day. 
The soil was at or above field capacity to a
 
depth of five feet. This confirmed the over-irrigation indicated by the
 

evaluation.
 

Summary of basic analysis
 

Utilizing only the information obtained and studied, the following was
 
determined: that irrigation was being applied 
too soon to match the capa
bility of the system as it was being operated; that DU at 76% could be im
proved by using a larger stream which would advance more rapidly; that PE
 
at 70% 
(SCS at 80%) could be improved by using a larger stream and larger
 
MAD; that AE could be made equal 
to PE at 70% simply by delaying irrigation
 
a couple of days, and that increasing the stream size would improve all
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conditions. It must be remembered that none of the values is exact, but
 

that all are very significant in indicating what should be done. Additional
 

analysis will tell in detail what procedure should be followed and its effect
 

so that an economic comparison can be made.
 

Additional analysis
 

In addition to the basic evaluation, more study and some additional
 

information will provide the basis for more detailed recommendations. Alter

nates may be developed and economic comparisons made.
 

With the shape, but not the starting time, of the recession curve
 

relatively unchangable, the three fundamental aspects that management can
 

control and adjust to improve border-strip irrigation are: 1. stream size
 

which affects rate of advance and duration, 2. the soil moisture deficiency
 

at which the crop is irrigated, MAD, as it affects duration and frequency,
 

and 3. the distance to the point of cut-off and the length of the strip
 

which can be sometimes varied by use of portable pipe. Other fartors such
 

as having uniform soil and land grading may be of great importance. They
 

are more difficult to change but may be considered on new fields.
 

Observation of the advance, recession and irrigation curves plotted on 

Figure V-3, identified severai problems: too small a stream, over-irrigation 

for entire length, and an unnecessarily low MAD. An additional noticeable 

condition is the abnormal hump, rather than the typical S curve, in the re

cession curve at the beginning, and the change in slope of the advance curve 

at about station 1+00. 

Advance and tecezzion curves that are abnormal indicate changes from
 

uniform conditions in retardance, slope, or intake rate (See Appendix F).
 

The steep beginning 200-foot portion of the recession curves on Figure V-3,
 

indicating slow run-off, was not caused by increased retardance since the
 

crop was uniform, but could have been caused by a flatter grade or reduced
 

intake rate. The flatter beginning 100-foot portion of the advance curve,
 

indicating rapid advance, was not caused by reduced retardance, but could
 

have been caused by a steeper grade or reduced intake. The only influencing
 

factor common to both advance and recession was reduced intake. If sharper
 

scrutiny were not taken, this would be assigned as the rcason. However, by
 

observing that the reduced recession was effective on about two hundred feet
 

and increased advance affected only about one hundred feet, further explana

tion was needed. The plot of the ground profile on Figure V-3 (using rod
 

readings as being easier than elevation) showed that the cause was really
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made up of two changes in grade, steep for about 100 ft., 
then flatter.
 
These grades are quite adequate to explain the shape of both curves. 
In
take rate ?robably was uniform. 
The recession curve probably would have
 
started flatter and been indicative of the true problem if an advance and
 
recession reading had been made at station 0+50. 
 It may safely be surmised
 
that if 
the upper part of the field were brought back to grade the relative
 
steepness of the hump in the upper 100 foot portion of the recession curve
 
would be reduced by increasing the lag time, to give the normal S shaped
 
curve. 
Also, the advance curve would become a uniformly smooth curve.
 
Such curves could be estimated, assuming the grades were correctea, efficien
cies computed, and an economic study made of regrading. The major effect
 
would be on time or 
lag, TL, and probably would LP of littie economic value.
 
However, it does illustrate the diagnostic capabilities of studying the
 
curves.
 

Stream size was indicated to be too small by the convergence of the
 
advance with the recession curve. 
The fundamental control condition in
 
adjusting stream size is that the general shape of the recession curve does
 
not change appreciably in shape or slope except under rather extreme changes

in irrigation practices. 
The last of the water to disappear is doing so
 
at about the same 
intake rate and flow velocity each time unless large

changes in duration are made. 
The ground slope remains constant, though

the retardance may vary. 
As stream size changes, the time of lag may vary.

especially on flat gradients and slow intake soils. 
 However, the general

shape of the recession curve is fixed as shown on Figure V-5 which illus
trates three stream sizes from another test. 
A larger stream should also
 
have been run.
 

The recession curve for the large stream shows the typical S recession.
 
A dike at the lower end ponds the water. The dotted lines show the extra
polated curves 
that might have occurred if there had been no dike and run
off had happened. The recession for the medium stream and distance shows
 
the S shape but is flatter (faster recession) at the lower end due to less
 
water moving ahead from the shorter and shallower body of water ponded
 
upstream. 
The smallest stream, with the pronounced drop down, emphasizes
 
the extreme results of a much too small stream.
 

For the evaluation being studied, during which only one stream size

could be run, and it was too small, the question is how much larger it should
 
become. 
The evaluation procedure can provide an approximate answer.
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Figure V-5. Advance - recession curres for several streams. 

PJOpei. ,6tezm .L ze use will create several conditions. These condi

tions which should be met for an efficient irrigation are: beginning of 

recession equals time of irrigation, i.e., at the upper end - Ta +T o T i 

TL; that at all points the irrigation curve be below the recession curve;
 

and also at the time of cut-off of flow, T, that the stream is far enough
 

advanced down the strip that there is adequate water in storage to flow to
 

and irrigate the far end. It is rare in practice that all three conditions
 

can simultaneously be satisfied.
 

Figure V-6 shows the desired conditions for a MAD of 2.9 in.: che
 

recession curve starts at 60 minutes, Ti, and is drawn in the shape found 

from the field evaluation; at station 7+00 a point is located for the ad

vance curve 60 minutes below the reccssion to ensure an adequate irrigation 

there; an advance curve is plotted in shape similar to the tested shape but
 

flatter to represent a larger stream; a time of lag, TL, is estimated to be 

about 10 to 12 minutes since the stream will be larger than 1.2 cfs which 

had a lag time of 8 minutes; time of cut-off, T, is then 54 - 12 - 42 min

utes; the distance down the field at this time is about 530 ft. This may
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be about correct since it is 270 ft. from the extrapolated end and the
 
original 1.2 	cfs went 260 ft. after shut-off.
 

200
 

150
 

I
100
 

JtAO I5-rI R~50 

00
 

0*00 1. 2 3# 4# 5* 6' 7# B. 

DISTANCE - STATIONS _ 

Figure V-6. 	Anticipated evaluation curves for increased discharge Q
 
and present MAD.
 

However, using these anticipated curves, the T and depth at each
 

station were 	used to compute the average depth on the entire extrapolated
 
curve as 
shown on Figure V-6. It was 29.0/8.0 - 3.6 in. Knowing the 
wetted strip width, 23 ft., and extrapolated length, 800 ft., the area was 

found to be 0.42 acres. The estimated stream size was found to be 
3.6 in. x .42 ac. .1.9 + cfs.
 

Q (48/60) hr.
 
If, on trying the 1.9 cfs stream, cut-off at 48 minutes proved too
 

soon, the stream could be run longer slightly over-irrigating the upper end,
 
or a larger stream could be tried, or MAD increased. It must be remembered
 
that the numbers as developed cannot be considered as precise, but they are
 
very indicative of what can be done.
 

On the 23 ft. width the desired flow would be about 0.08 cfs per foot.
 
For the available stream of 1.2 cfs, the strips should be about 15 ft. wide
 
which might be impractical to farm. However, it could have a Potential
 
irrigation system Efficiency of about (2.9/4.1) x 100 
- 71%. An engineering
 
cost comparison involving a reservoir, larger delivery capacity capable of
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irrigating several strips or wider ones, and water and labor saving, would
 

probably show such changes to be conomical.
 

To obtain high efficiencies, it is essential that flexibility in fre

quency, rate, and duration of water delivery be possible to match field
 

conditions which are constantly varying as crops, MAD, intake rate, retard

ance, and weather change.
 

Soit mo-stwte deicency, smd, at which irrigation should be done 
varies with root zone depth of annual crops and is fairly constant for per

renial ones. It 
can be varied within some limits to suit the convenience
 

of labor, crop growth, and irrigation efficiency. For the field evaluated,
 

the deficiency was about 2.9 in. 
to match a cutting condition of the crop.
 

For a six-foot root zone on this sandy loam soil having about 1.5 in. of
 

available moisture per foot, the percent MAD was 
(2.9 in./6.0 x 1.5 in.) x
 

100 = 
32%, a very low value. For this soil, crop, and cool climate a MAD
 

of 60% would be reasonable, therefore a soil moisture deficiency of about
 

60% (6 ft. 
x 1.5 in.) = 5.4 in. could be used if practical for labor and har

vest conditions.
 

This condition is shown of Figure V-7 for 5.4 in., 
Ti = 140 minutes, 

and Q - 1.2 cfs (existing stream size.) The field-obtained advance and re

cession curves were use unmodified. With the illustrated large increase in 

soil moisture deficiency, the initial intake rate of the soil would actually 

be faster and the advance rate would be slower (steeper), and time of lag 

would be greater. Compensating for this, the actual recession curve would
 

also be slower (steeper) because a decrease in final intake rate due to the
 

longer application rate would prolong run-off. The original curves gave 

reasonable, though not correct, values to study possible modifications of
 

this extreme magnitude.
 

The anticipated curves on Figure V-7 show adequate depth infiltered at
 

the beginning, too much on the upper two-thirds, and under-irrigation for
 

the lower end. Runoff was excessive as cut-off occurred 25 minutes after
 

flow reached the end. However, since this strip is the upper half of a
 

1400-foot field, a very high efficiency using continuous border-strips
 

could be obtained by opening the valve at 7+00 when flow reached this point
 

and closing the valve at 0+00. 
Runoff would then be entirely utilized, and
 

water would be backed up at the middle compensating for the under-irrigation
 

previously existing. The problem of run-off would occur 
then at the lower
 

end of the second strip. A dike at that location, ponding water and making
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possible an earlier cut-off, would bring these two strips to a rather high
 
application efficiency at the increased MAD level, and reduce labor because
 
of lesser frequency.
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Figure V-7. Anticipated evaluation curves for increased MAD and original
 
stream size.
 

For the single upper strip, high efficiency is impossible for these
 
conditions as the strip is too short for the large MD. Other possibilities
 
would be: 
 run two strips with half-size streams which would reduce runoff
 
but over-irrigate the upper end. 
A return flow system to put the runoff
 
water into storage for later re-use could be used under some conditions.
 

StA.p eength can be varied when a supplemental line is installed, or
 
portable pipe is used. 
As shown, changing MAD requires different length
 
strips which is a very important consideration. With annual crops the 
ex
panding root zone requires larger irrigation and longer strips. 
At the
 
beginning of the season, a strip might be started in three sections, and
 
later cut into two or even one, or sprinklers could be used for the early
 

applications.
 

For the evaluated strip, if MAD were 5.4 in. and the desired stream
 
flow of about 2.4 cfs were available, the anticipated curves and efficiencies
 
on Figure V-8 would be indicative of the results. 
The recession curve would
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be stretched in the middle and,be raised because of the lower intake rate
 
caused the longer MAD, and the larger stream would result in
a more rapid
 
advance. A PE (SCS) of about 80% would result. This "on paper" study 
based on the extension of the evaluation data indicates what may be tried 
in the field. A dike to pond water at the lower end would be a further
 
improvement. 
It would have been much better to have run several stream
 
sizes at the time of making the evaluations so that a better estimate of 
different trial advances could be made. 
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Figure V-5. 	Anticipated evaluation curves for increased MAD, stream size,
 

and length.
 

Summary
 
The additional analysis shows that: much can be learned about the
 

grade of the strip and variations in intake rate by observing the simultan
eous changes in shape in the advance and recession curves (see Appendix F); 
Lhe recession curve shape remains similar for any particular strip condi
tion, and also minor condition changes can have an anticipated effeci on 
the curves; there is only one stream size and resulting advance curve 

which ideally matches the fixed recession curve; changes in MAD will require 
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a change in length if the correct stream is not changed; and that inter

related adjustment in stream size, MAD, and sometimes length are practical
 

to improve efficiency and save labor. It is essential in order to make the
 

desired adjustments that water deliveries be flexible in frequency, rate,
 

and duration.
 



CHAPTER VI
 

BASIN IRRIGATION
 

Basin irrigation is an easy way to irrigate and adaptable for crops
 

that can stand being partially submerged and for pre-irrigation or leach

ing. Basins are not recommended for germiniation or where a soil crusting
 

may cause difficultires. Basins may be as small as a few square feet around
 

a young tree or as large as ten or more acres. Such large basins require
 

level, uniform soil within the basin and a large enough stream of water to
 

cover it quickly. The shape ans size of each basin should be selected to
 

match soil and field boundaries. Dikes to create the basins can be farmed
 

over 
and easily built up and broken down for cultural practices.
 

Evaluation
 

The evaluation of basin irrigation is mostly done by observation.
 

The uniformity, inflow rate, flow duration and basin area are 
required
 

to estimate the Actual application storage Efficiency, AE. Determining
 

exact efficiency values is impractical due to small variations in intake
 

rate in various parts of the basin and/or low spots where water ponds will
 

produce appreciable differences in the depth infiltered. Aerial photos,
 

soil surveys, reaction to tillage, variations of crop production and sa

linity, etc., may all provide information for selecting basins with re

latively uniform infiltration.
 

The improtant items to be obtained, measured, or observed, are as
 

follows:
 

1. A sketch, drawn to scale, of the field layout.
 

2. The soil moisture deficiency, smd and Management Allowed Defi

ciency, MAD.
 

3. The rate and duration of inflow into the basin.
 

4. The way the wa:er spreads, noting the rate of filling and smooth

ness of the basin.
 

5. The reaae of infiltration, or time required to replace the smd.
 

6. Any variations in intake rate within the basin.
 

7. The adequacy or depth of penetration by a probe or an auger.
 

Equipment needed
 

1. Soil auger.
 

2. Soil probe.
 

3. Watch.
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4. Flow measuring device.
 

5. Surveying tape and compass for measuring the basin areas.
 

6. Hand level.
 

7. Staff guage.
 

8. Forms for recording data.
 

Field proceduge
 

1. Prepare a map of the basin under study.
 
2. Make soil moisture deficiency checks in several locations.
 

Observe and note any difference in crop growth, soil texture, profile
 
and smd. 
 Compare the minimum smd to MAD to determine whether it is dry
 

enough to irrigate.
 

3. Determine the rate of inflow and note the starting and shut off
 

times.
 

4. Observe the advance of the water front. 
 On the map of the basin
 
sketch the position of the water front at 
six or eight time intervals. An
 
uneven advancing front line will give an 
indication of high and low areas.
 
A grid of stakes in the field would increase accuracy, but problems can be
 
adequately identified without stakes unless the basin is very large.
 

As the water level drops, sketch the position of the receding water
 
front at several time intervals noting any major islands or ponds. 
 The
 
receding water front at succeeding times can be shown on 
the advance
 
sketch map with a different color anJ/or type of lines. 
 (The advance
 
and recession maps 
can be made as overlays using sheets of tracing paper
 
over the base map.) Only moderate accuracy is needed to indicate high or
 
low areas at any point. The difference between the arrival time and the
 
recession time is the opportunity time, T .
0
 

5. 
The rate of infiltration cannot be easily determined for the
 
basin (though cylinder infiltrometers can be used for more detailed study).
 
However, 
a concept of magnitude can be obtained at the 
same time the smooth
ness of the field is being observed. A staff gauge or datum stake can be
 
set in the field near the inlet gate or where it 
can be easily read. A
 
record of gauge 
readings at various time intervals should be kept.
 

The time when the water is turned on and off and when the basin is
 
covered should be recorded. Depths and times should be noted after the
 
basin is filled and as the water level drops. 
 This data should be plotted
 
as a cumulative depth/time curve which will be adjusted to pass through the
 
value of the computed inflow depth at the time water disappears froza 
most
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cf the basin surface. The adjusting process is similar to that used
 

for border-strips and cylinder infiltrometers (see p. ). 

A precise cumulative intake curve cannot be bound, because of
 

filling time, different length of time on various parts of the basin,
 

wind effects which cause the water to stack up against a downwind border,
 

the lateral flow from slow intake areis to those with higher rates, etc.
 

For most operations it is adequate to approximate the time it takes the
 

water to disappear from the basin, since this data is not needed for
 

efficiency computations. If reasonably precise intake data is desired,
 

the procedure described below in 6c will give the best results.
 

6. Variations in intake rate in different areas of the field 
can
 

be observed by several procedures which are described below. None of
 

these can be considered as more than an indicator of a problem, but a
 

knowledge of variations is important for estimc'ing uniformity.
 

a. A slow flow of water toward an area of high intake may
 

be observed if the area is extensive enough to create a noticeable flow.
 

Walking around within the basin after it is filled and stirring up a
 

little suspended soil will make the flow visible.
 

b. After the basin is filled, small dikes barely reaching to
 

the water surface can quickly be constructed dividing the basin into as
 

many smalle sub-basins as practical. Observation of the drop in water
 

surface, usually measured from datum stakes, will indicate the relative
 

intake rates of adjacent sub-basins. Allowance must be made for the
 

probable differences of relative intake rates because of water not
 

arriving at each sub-basin at the same instant. The absolute intake
 

rates of the sub-basins would not necessarily be meaningfull, since
 

they may be the average of areas with high and low rates.
 

c. Construct the sub-basins as mentioned above but leave
 

gaps in the dike;. Water will tend to flow through the gaps from sub

basins with low intake rates toward those with high intake rates. This
 

is the most sensitive method to observe dissimilar intake rates. Again
 

allowance must be made if the time the water arrives at 
each area is
 

not the same.
 

d. Construct a number of sub-basins prior to the test and
 

quickly turn a measured depth of inflow into each of them. This is
 

done by measuring the flow rate, duration and area covered. 
 Then measure
 

the rate the water level drops. Assuming the depth of water applied
 

disappoars from all the surface at the same moment, i.e., 
level basin and
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uniform intake, a cumulative adjusted intake curve can be plotted back
wards beginning with the point representing the total depth infiltered.
 
The data for the backwards plotting of depths at other times can be
 
obtained from measurement taken from a datum stake, starting immediately
 
after the inflow is shut off and the basin is full. 
 Since the small sub
basins can be filled quite rapidly, the starting time for backward plotted
 
curves can be assumed equal to the length of time between when 0.5 to 0.6
 
of the sub-basin is covered and the applied water disappears.
 

e. Cylinder infiltrometers may be used to estimate infiltra
tion characteristics within the basin. 
 However, numerous tests must be
 
made to obtain a reasonable degree of accuracy. 
Such tests require
 
appreciable labor and sophisticated analytical procedures. 
But this is
 
the only method capable of giving predictive values.
 

7. 
The use of a probe, after tle water has just disappeard from the
 
surface, will indicate the depth and uniformity of penetration at that
 
time. Water will continue to move deeper as 
the upper part of the soil
 
profile drains down to the field capacity. A check at that time or 
soon
 
afterwards will indicate if water has already penetrated too deep, or 
is
 
still penetrating. 
Soil probes do not work will in fine textured soils nor
 
to depths greater than about 3.5 ft. 
 A check with a soil auger a few days
 
later will give more precise information about the adequacy of irrigation,
 
but does not indicate over-irrigation.
 

Analysis
 

The objective of an evaluation is 
to determine the effectiveness
 
of the present management practices and to indicate where improvements
 

can be made.
 
The soil moisture defieency, smd, checks compared with the Manage

ment Allowable Deficiency, MAD, will tell whether the time of the irriga
tion is 
too soon, too late, or at the correct time. 
 It will provide the
 
depth of water to be replaced by the irrigation. It is a key number in
 
computing any efficiency term since it corresponds to the maximum depth
 
of water that can be stored in the root zone at 
that location.
 

The depth o6 wateA.applied is coimputed by multiplying the inflow rate
 
by the duration and dividing by the area of the basin
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Depth Applied = cfs x hrs = inches 
acres 

or 

Depth Applied = 96.3 x gp x hrses 
Square ft. 

The uni4orrniti o4 i7tzt~ov is important anO it can he estimated 
fairly well. It is affected by duration of water on the surface (Time
 
of opportunity, T ) and intake rate.
 

If the basin can be covered in about 1/4 of the time needed to
 
fully irrigate all parts of the basin (Advance Ratio, R 
= ), the
 
adverse effect of the initial wetting on uniformity will be minimum.
 
If the basin were level and the surface became free of water at about
 
the same moment, uniformity would then be very high with an average of
 
about 5% going too deep, since less than 10% 
more water would be in
filtered at the location where water entered the basin than at the far
 
side. 
 This would be true only within the limitation that the intake
 
rate is uniform throughout the basin. 
 The uniformity of intake rate with
in the basin should be checked by one of the steps listed under point
 
6 in the Field procedure.
 

Nearly all of the water ponded in low areas may be considered as
 
going too deep. 
 This is based on the assumptions that the minimum de
pth infiltered, which should just satisfy -he smd, 
occurs at the first
 
areas exposed in the basin as 
the water recedes, and that the intake rate
 
is uniform over the basin. This volume of water which goes too deep can
 
be estimated from the average depth of each pond and its area. 
 This
 
volume will be in addition to the approximate 5% going too deep because
 

of the advance time.
 

To illustrate this, 
assume 
that the water disappeared in half of the
 
basin at about 
the same moment and the remaining portion was ponded with
 
an average depth of 0.4 inches. This would correspond to an average de
pth of 0.2 inches on the entire area. If 4.0 inches were applied, the
 
loss to deep percolation from the ponded area would be 5%.
 

The Distribution Uniformity, DU, can be approximated from the observed
 

information as follows 
DU = minimum depth infiltered
 

average depth infiltered x 100 
For basins with no runoff and using the average of the lower 1/4 
as the
 

minimum this may be rewritten as
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DU = average depth applied - average depth ponded with 1/4 area exposed x
average depth applied
 

(DU can be more precisely determined by using an involved and detailed pro
cedure similar to that described in Border-Strip irrigation under Adjusted
 

Cumulative Intake. 
 This is done by using the advance and recession maps
 

developed in step 4 of the Field procedure and finding the time and a cor

responding Typical depth at about 8 to 12 points representing equal areas
 

and then finding "minimum" and average depths).
 

Poten tit and Actuw2 Eiciencie can be estimated when the depth in

filtered on the first 1/8 of the area equals the smd. 
At this point PE
 

and AE are equal to DU, since there is no runoff. When over-irrigation
 

occurs and more water is infiltered into the first exposed area than the
 

smd, the AE will be less than PE.
 

A little thought will show that basin irrigation can be highly efficient
 
only when the basin is very level, has soils with uniform intake rates
 

and the correct depth is applied rather quickly. Practical problems of non

level fields, 
even by small amounts, and non-uniform intake rates reduce
 

the PE values appreciably. If smd is not determined and the proper flow
 

rate and duration computed, AE values may be considerably lower. Among all
 

the items concerned with DU and PE, only the volume applied can be accurately
 

obtained. A reasonable value of efficiency can be computed by estimating
 

the water which goes too deep. 
Problems of slow filling, non-level field
 

and dissimilar intake are 
identifible and correctable if warrented.
 



Appendix A
 
Soil Moisture ard Appearance Relationship Chart
 

This chart indicates approximate relatior-si-ps between field capacity and wilting point.
For =ore accurate informaticn the soil rttsL be checked by drying samples.
 

: is ture 
Defic-iecy Coarse 
in./It. (oamv- sand) 

(field capacity) 
Lea-es wet outlinle 
cn hard when 
?cueezed. 

.2 
Appezrs moist, 

.4 
makes a weak ball. 

Appears slightly 

.6 moist stickstogether slightly. 

.8 
rry, loose, flows 
thiu fingers. 

(wilting point) 

1.0 

1.2 


1.4 


1.6 


1.8 


2.0 


SOIL 7EXTURE CJASSIFICATIc! 
Sandy 


(sandy loam) 


(field capacity) 

Appears very dark, 

l--vaver wet outline 

on band, makes a 

short ribbon, 


Quite dark color,

makes a hard ball. 


Fairly dark color, 

mckes a gcod ball. 


Slightly dark color. 

makes a weak ball. 


Lightly colored by 


moisture, will not 

ball. 


Very slight color 

due to moisture,


(wilting point) 


i:-dium 

(losan) 


(field capacity 

Appears very dark, 

leaves a wet outline 

on hand, 7.ill ribbon 

out rbout one inch. 


Dark coler, forms a
 
plastic ball, slicks 

when rubbed, 

Quite dark, forms a 

hard ball. 


Fairly dark, forms
 

a good ball.
 

Slightly dark, forms
weak ball. 


Lightly colored, 


small clods crumble 

fairly easily, 


Slight color due to
 
moisture, small
clods are hard. 


(wilting point) 

2.0(wilting 


i
Fine 
 Deficiency

(clay leam) 
 i,./ft.
 

(field capacity)
 
Appears very dkrk, 
 .0
 
leaves slight moisture
 
on hand when squeezed,

will ribbon out obout 
 .2
 
two inches.
 

Dark color, will slick 
 .4
 
and ribbons easily
 

.6
 
Qtite dark, will tuake
 
thick ribbon, may slick
 
when rubbed. 
 .8
 

Fairly dark, makes a 
 1.0
 
good ball.
 

Will ball, small clods 
 1.2
 
will flatten out rather
 
than crumble.
 

1.4
 

Slightly dark, clods
 
crumble.
 

1.6
 

S-me darkness due to 
 1.8
 
unavailable moisture,
 
clo-i are hard, cracked.
point) 
 2.0
 

Field iMethod of Approximating Soil 
'bisture for Irrigation, From Am. Soc. Agri. Engr. Vol.
160, by 3, o l,ohn L. ierriarn., California State Polytechnic College.
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Appendix B
 

Staitizing on6Zow s~tcam rates from a fluctuating source. For quick
 
approximate checks of irrigation efficiencies, some fluctuation in flow
 
rates is not detrimental. 
 For more detailed studies, stable onflow rates
 

are nearly essential.
 

The principle of stabilizing flow is to use turnouts of an orifice
 
type such as a gate, siphon, short tube, orifice, etc., in which flow is
 
proportioned to H0 in conjunction with a bypass controlled by a weir in
 
which flow is proportional to H . A 10% increase in H will increase flow 
in the orifice 5%, but over the weir the flow will increase 15%. The longer
 
the weir and the greater the proportion of flow going over 
it, the smaller
 
will be the fluctuations on the turnout.
 

A sample layout is shown on Figure A-1.
 

SIPHON, TUBE, OR ORIFICE 

WIDE WEIR WITH 
APPRECIABLE OVERFLOW~ 

, 
• -

''-7 

" --

' 

V" 

DI TC14. 

INCLUDE SECONDARY 
DITCH WHEN HIGH ACCURACY 

IPHON OR-TUBE..TO-URROWS 
" ...SIPHON OR TUBES TO FURROWS 

NEEDED 

Figure A-1. Flow stabilizing set-up. 



Appendix C
 

Flow Measuring Devices
 

Pilow meanurements are an essential part for successful and
 
good irrigation and of all evaluations. The degree of accuracy needed
 

varies with conditions. 
Many commercial measuring instruments are avail
able and many improvements can be made based upon hydraulic principles.
 
The ones commonly used for evaluation and their operation are described,
 

and others are mentioned. 
Accuracy of all but the volumetric procedure
 
will seldom be closer than 5%. 
 More detailed discussions and tables may
 
be found in texts and pamphlets. Figure A-2 contains graphs of flow rates
 

of siphons and Parshall flumes and powers of numbers.
 

Volumetric. From sprinklers flow is diverted by a short section of
 
hose into a container of known volume, usually one gallon. 
The time to fill
 
is measured. The container must be large enough so 
that duration of flow
 

can be accurately measured. 
A stop watch improves precision.
 

In furrows, the container can be set into a hole and flow directed into
 
it 
by a short tube. At the upper end of furrows using gated pipe or siphons
 

the process is similar.
 

With an adequate size container, this is 
the most accurate procedure.
 

Orifice. The principle of measuring head on an orifice or 
short
 
tubes and relating this to the corresponding velocity through an area has
 
many adaptations. 
 Q = AV = C A 8 H0". 
 Where C is a shape and entrance
 
condition constant, A is area in square feet; and H is head in feet, Q
 
will be given in cubic feet per second, cfs. Valqes of C are published
 

for many conditions. 
 The minimum value for a sharp edged orifice is 0.61
 
with 0.64 being more nearly an average. Head is measured from the water
 
surface to 
center of the orifice and should be a minimum of one diameter
 
for accurate flow readings. For submerged orifices, H is the difference
 

in water surfaces.
 

Standard conditions at the entrace to orifices or short 
tubes reouire
 
that they be clear of flow distorting conditions for at least 
one diameter
 
on all sides, and that the flow approaching it be slow and uniform. The
 
edge of the orifice must be "sharp" (unrounded) and the face smooth. 
Ori
fice plates may be submerged in holes so 
that there is adequate space
 

around the orifice on all sides.
 

Parshall flumes. A special horizontal, converging channel carefully
 

made to specific dimensi.ons is well adapted to evaluation techniques. 
 It
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requires very little drop through it, 
and is usually free from sediment
 

collection in it. 
 For setting in furrows to measure inflow minus outflow,
 

they should be set as deep as practical to reduce ponding upstream, but
 

not deep enough to be "drowned out" by downstream flow covering the shoot

ing flow through the throat. Small canvas aprons on the upper end can be
 

buried in the soil to prevent bypass flows. The flumes must be set hori

zontal using a spirit level. Larger flumes are usable to measure onflow
 

to border strips.
 

Depth of flow is measured at one-third the throat length from the up

stream edge. It must be measured accurately and the depths converted to
 

flow rates by using tables or Figure A-2. The use of a point gauge to
 

measure down to the water surface gives the best accuracy.
 

Weirs. A weir is a barrier across an open channel and water falls
 

freely over it. There are weirs of many shapes. The common ones are 900\,
 

rectangular L j , and trapezoidal \, /, with 1:4 side slopes. 
The V notch
 

is adapted to accurate measurements of low flows and may be used in furrows
 

on moderate to steep grades. 
The other two are useful in larger channels.
 

All weirs require appreciable loss in head.
 

For standard conditions, the sides and bottom of the weir notch should
 

be two to three times the depth of flow over the weir away from the adja

cent channel. The edges of the weir must be "sharp" (unrounded), the face
 

Emooth and vertical, the flow approaching it must be slow and uniform,
 

and water must not back up above the lip on the downstream side.
 

Head, H, on weirs is measured by the height of the water above the
 

weir crest at a location at least three times the depth of overflow away from
 

the crest. Flow in cubic feet per second, cfs, is given for V weirs by
 
5
 5
Q = 2.5H 2 . ; for trapezoidal by Q = 3.37 L H1 . ; and for rectangular by
 

15
Q = 3.33(L -0.2H)H 1 " , where L is the crest length in feet. For more
 

precise weir calibration, publsihed values of C must be consulted. 
 Flow
 

depth should be greater than 1/2 in. 
(See Figure A-2 for powers of numbers.)
 

Pipe jets - horizontal and vertical. A stream of water flowing full
 

from the end of a horizontal pipe in a simple flow measuring device. By
 

measuring the horizontal distance, L (inches) from the end of the pipe
 

to where the jet has dropped 12 in., the flow in gallons per minute, gpm,
 

can be computed. Q = AL,where A is the arcaof the pipe in square inches.
 

For other flow conditions of sloping pipe or partially full, tables may be
 

consulted.
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Flor low vertical jets where height of jet, H ,is less than 0.4 dia

meter, d , weir flow gives practical answers. A = 8.8d2 .5H3. with Q in
5 


cfs, 	d and H in feet.
 

For vertical jets with H greater than 1.4 d, Q = 5.6d2HO '5
 . For values
 

of H 	between 0.4 and 1.4 d, the values by either equation are a little
 

higher than actual flows.
 

Vtgct Veioctity measurement methods are numerous. Current meters are
 

used 	to measure the velocity at several points. Eight-tenths of the velo

city 	of a surface float approximates the average velocity along the path
 

of the float. The float is affected by wind unless submerged. A vertically
 

held 	stick maintained close to the bottom of the channel and moved by the
 

current will indicate the average velocity. It must be tried along several
 

paths. For all of these methods the representative area of each path multi

plied by the velocity must be totaled for the entire 
cross section of the
 

channel to obtain the total flow.
 

Dyes such as fluorcein, which is visible at a few ppm, can indicate
 

velocity.
 

biaizecct vetocLty measurement methods consist of converting velocity
 

energy to elevation pressure in feet which can be used to compute velocity
 

in feet per second, fps , V = 8 H0 '5 . By inserting an I-shaped tube point

ing directly into the stream, water will rise in the vertical section a
 

height, H, above the water surface (Pitot gauges.) Also a hose or tube may
 

be used. Refinements of this procedure are available commercially, especially
 

for pipe flows and sprinkler jets. A flat board of width about equal to
 

the water rise can also be used. When the board is placed across the
 

stream, water is forced up the front face H distance. This method is
 

reasonable only for velocities from about 1.5 
to 5.0 fps with H values from
 

0.04 	ft. to about 0.4 ft.
 

CoJltlictd chicwneLS, artificial or natural, can be used in conjunction
 

with hydraulic principles to measure flows either by forcing critical depth
 

or non-uniform flow.
 

CImc'clgC ,miCtc of various types are available in many sizes.
 

Summary. 
 The commonly used portable devices used for evaluation are
 

for sprinklers - calibrated container and watch, Pitot pressure gauge and
 

orifice area; for furrows 
- small Parshall flumes, orifice plates, calibrated
 

containerq, short tubes. and V notch wier, for border strips. 
Parshall flumes.
 

weirs, horizontal or vertical jets, and commercial meters.
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Appendix D
 

Procedure to Draw Furrow Intake Curves for any Spacing from Field
 

Test Data.
 

1. 
On a sheet of 3 x 3 cycle logarithmic paper, place title show
ing location, date, soil, slope, moisture condition, and furrow shape
 
and condition. 
Mark bottom scale til1W. from 1 to 1000 minutes; and vertical
 
scale for two sets of .6itakc units gpm/100 ft. and depth, inches from
 

0.1 to 100 or 
0.01 to 10 as needed.
 

2. 
From furrow tests data, plot intake rate gpm/l0O ft. versus
 
time, and draw a straight line through the points for each test. 
 A line
 
typical of all tests is then drawn completely across the paper. 
If the
 
original lines vary 4-eatly, two typical curves may be drawn to represent
 

the range.
 

3. Measure the horizontal, h, and vertical, v, length of the line
 
using any convenient linear scale since only the ratio is needed.
 

4. 
For the desired furrow spacing, S, in feet, compute a time 
,T,
 
in minutes using the equation T = 60(1 -v)S, and mark it 
on the gpm/l00 ft.
 

intake curve drawn in Step 2.
 

5. Measure the distance from this point to the line T = 1.0 minute
 
(the left border.) Measuring can be done with any linear scale or by
 

making marks on a piece of paper.
 

6. 
Measure down the distance found in Step 5, from where the gpm/100
 
ft. intake curve crosses the line T = 1.0 minute, and mark it.
 

7. Through the two points found in Steps 4 and 6, draw a line that
 
represents the accumulated intake after any time, T, for the desired furrow
 

spacing, S.
 

8. 
For other furrow spacings, repeat Step 4 and draw lines through
 
the corresponding T points parallel to the line in Step 7. 

The resulting cumulative curves are representative of the test, but
 
may not be construed as being more than a reasonable guide for other con
ditions since intake rate varies with antecendent soil moisture content, 
stream size, whether the furrow is 
new or reused, soil structure, etc.
 
intake rate in in./hr. for specific furrow spacings may be drawn as 
shown
 

Figure IV-2, page IV-13.
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Appendix E
 

Cylinder Infiltrometers. 
The cylinders should be 10 in. or more 
in
 
diameter, 12 in. to 15 in. long, and be of 14 
or 12 gauge steel. They

should be driven straight without wobbling to 
have no open cracks around
 
the edge, to a depth of about 6 in. 
A heavy steel plate to cover the upper

end, for protection of the edges, and a heavy hammer are used. 
 Some pro
tective material such as vegetation, a piece of paper or 
cloth, is placed

in the bottom of the cylinder to protect the soil from erosion when water
 
is poured in. 
 If the protective material has any appreciable volume, it
 
must be removed immediately after filling of the cylinder and before the
 
first reading. A reference datum is chosen and marked on the rim of each
 
cylinder. At 
some full minute, 4 in. 
to 5 in. of water is quickly poured

in one cylinder. 
As soon as possible the first measurement is made from
 
the datum down to the water surface. 
On most soils 
the second reading is

taken at one minute, but on soils that have cracks or very high intake rates,

the second reading should be taken at 30 seconds followed by a third at one

minute. Subsequent readings are taken at 
increasingly longer intervals to

obtain eight or more measurements during the test. 
 If the cylinder needs
re-filling, before and after depth readings are quickly taken, but recorded
 
as though at the same time. 
 The other cylinders are filled in sequence, 
as
 
convenient.
 

Water surface readings are made only to the nearest 0.05 in. since the

plotting procedure averages out the values, and the variation between cylin
ders is appreciable. 
They are made from the datum to the water surface
 
using a rule, a point gauge, or a hook gauge, though the latter does not
 
permit the last inch or so of depth to be measured.
 



--
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Appendix F
 

Advance and Recession Curves for Border-Strip
 

NORMAL CURVE Advance Curves 

D IST._- -

A gradtally 5tocp..-ning Faster intake in upper halt Slc.er intake in upper half
 
sickle-shaped curve, of strip. 
 of strip.
 

Cutoff too soon. 	 Flatter slope In upper half Steeper slupe in upper half
 
of strip, of strip.
 

Low po:ket In ce,,tral purti.n. 	 Faster intak- .r flatter slcpe S.i-'.r .xv:a'e or st :c:r
 
irncentral pzrtl~n. atnpi fn central f.r:irn.
 

NORMAL CURVE 	 Recession Curves 

DIST. 

A lightly f -bhnpcd curve. 	 Faster intake Zr upoer half Sl.cr inteke ir upper hlf 
of strip, of strip. 

1ik,' ,t i. --.wr vild pcnding Steeper slcvc in upper half Flt'., slope in ui:' s half 
w.,Le 	 of strip. of strip. 

L, poc-t o t t r. .,r,rtion. 	 Fo'. ter in a c'.e r :.cir slop Sl,,.,i ir- i.o sj:tLror 
. central po 'a.vn. sl'?., in c ntr.i pttion. 



NORMAL CURVES 

DIST;70 ST. 
tpvance PT.d Fe Lon n .?r 
paral J. 
'1VZ.Y5 P~ra1Itl to AU'nce. 

r *. Locati of ~ off;j~ 

trriget-'141-11i '6er7 little 

%re- ut. ovr-

tone~ under-in1r? e, 

I-ritates upprr and lowt 

pc~t1ll~. 
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Appendix F (continued) 

Combined Curves 

Y;l 
tri; ,r ocia wor-Ltrittcs sticoshrs'S 

wh,;I strip. iini of ru.ioff, over
irositaep lower porion. 

-
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Adcciuete irfV C r',C.Csva pot..:,,C aAq!tc Irriatka., 
-* 
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Appendix G 

Soil Probe 

The soil probe, which is used to determine in the field the depth
 
of penetration of irrigation water, 
 is a very useful tool in irrigation 
practices. Essentially the probe consists of a pointed 3/8 in. steel rod
 
5 ft. long, with a handle at one end which gives the probe a T shape
 
appearance. 
 To facilitate the measurements, the rod 
can be marked in
 

foot increments or in any other suitable units.
 

The irrigator can determine the depth of penetration by simply push
ing the soil probe into the wetted soil. 
 The probe will easily penetrate
 
the wetted profile and will encounter more resistance to penetration when
 
the deeper portion of the soil profile is reached. The irrigator would
 
then measure the penet-ated depth by means of the marks on 
the rod. By
 
systematically repeating this procedure, 
the irrigator will have a very
 
good idea of water penetration in the irrigated field and be able to 
exer
cise good control of irrigations. Lateral water movement can also be deter
mined by the probe, such as in furrow irrigation, where it may be advan
tageous to measure the lateral spread of the irrigation water from the
 

furrows.
 





GLOSSARY
 

Curve Types
 

Advance curve
 
A plot representing the distances traveled by the water front and the
 

elapsed times of irrigation for those distances. 
It is usually plotted on
 
rectangular coordinate paper with the distance along the horizontal or 
"x"
 
axis. The curve will rise smoothly upward. 
To facilitate extrapolation of
 
the advance curve beyond the true field length, it may be plotted on log
arithmic (log-log) graph paper. 
For convenience it may be plotted on the
 
same paper with the depth of infiltration versus time or cumulative intake
 

curve.
 

Irrigation curve
 

A line plotted at a uniform time interval above the advance curve.
 
The interval is the time, Ti, needed to 
infilter the depth corresponding
 
to the soil moisture deficiency, smd. The irrigation curve has an identi
cal shape to the advance curve and shows how long water should be on the
 
soil surface. 
 Ideally the recessior 
curve would match the irrigation curve,
 
but this is not possible.
 

Recession curve
 

A plot of the time versus distance from the beginning of irrigation
 
when the water has disappeared from the surface along a series of points
 
down an irrigated strip. 
The time is measured from the beginning of irri
gation. 
For border strips it is usually an upward sloping curve, which may
 
have many variations depending on soil and slope uniformity. It may dip
 
down at the far end if the stream is cu off too soon, the soil has a high
 
intake rate, or the gradient is too flat. 
 If there is ponding at the end
 
or at tile low spots, the curve may swing up at the end. 
 For furrows,reces
sion curves may be approximated by horizontal straight lines occuring short
ly after the stream is turned off, i.e., 
the water disappears from the whole
 
furrow almost simultaneously.
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Efficiency Terms
 

Actual application storage Efficiency, AE
 
The minimum infiltered depth of irrigation water stored in the root
 

zone expressed as a percentage of the average depth of water applied. 
 It
 
can refer to one irrigation or a season, and to a farm, field or a unit.
 
Conveyance and supply losses are not includLd.
 

For all methods
 

AE - minimum depth infiltered and stored in root zoneaverage depth applied x 100 

for sprinklers
 

AE - minimum depth infiltered and stored in root zone
average rate applied x application time 

With a full or excessive sprinkler irrigation, the application time, Ta 
is equal to or greater than the minimum time for a full irrigation, Ti,
 
therefore, when storage ration, SR, is 1.0
 

AE - minimum rate caught x T X 100
 
average rate applied x T 1
a 

The AE tells how effectively water is being applied. 
It is most signi
ficant when an irrigation that satisfies the smd has been applied, SR 
- 1.0. 
Very low values of AE indicate over-irrigation or careless operation, with 
some areas receiving little water. Whenever the Potential irrigation system
 
Efficiency, PE, is greater than AE, management practices can be improved.
 
Moderately low values of AE may be economical, they also may be associated
 
with Intentional Under-Irrigation (see the Introduction Section).
 

Application storage Efficiency, E
 
a 

The average depth (instead of minimum depth) stored in the root zone
 
expressed as a percentage of the average depth applied.
 

average depth stored in the root zone
a average depth applied 100
 

The Ea equals the AE when a full irrigation satisfying the smd over
 
the entire field is applied, i.e., SR - 1.0. However, the Ea gives no
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indication of the level of SR and even with exaggerated under-irrigation
 
(like throwing a cup of water on a field) Ea may equal 100%. 
 The Ea merely 
shows that the water was stored within the root zone. Therefore, Ea must 
be considered in conjunction with DU and SR. Where intentional under-irri
gation is used and SR is less than 100%, AE cannot be used and E 
should be
 

a 
utilized.
 

The term "application efficiency" L .P often 
been given broader meaning 
elsewhere to 
include the concepts of bene±icial use. In this broader con
cept the following water classifications have been included in the numerator
 
making up Ea: 
 water needed for leaching to maintain a favorable salt bal
ance, water evaporated from plant leaves, which reduces transpiration by
 
similar amounts, and water saved from deep percolation being used as it
 
passes in transit through the soil profile. 
These waters cannot be measured
 
as a deficiency or replacement in the soil moisture reservoir. 
Therefore,
 
they must be considered in some other way and are excluded from the defini
tion of Ea or AE. There can be no comparison between irrigation methods or
 
evaluations unless these waters are considered as separate items.
 

The leaching requirement varies with crops, water quality and desired
 
level of production. Therefore, it must be considered as a separate amount
 

for each specific condition not related to 
the soil.
 

Evaporation from wet leaves during sprinkling offsets a like amount
 
of transpiration that would have been satisfied from soil moisture storage.
 
This can be used to 
increase the interval between irrigations by about the
 
portion of the daytime during which water was being applied since negligi

ble soil moisture is extracted while irrigating.
 

For all irrigation methods a reduction in potential deep percolation
 
loss occurs as a crop utilizes moisture while it 
is still draining trhough
 
the soil profile. 
 With deep rooted crops on finer textured soils this
 
transient water may amount to several days of the transpiration requirement.
 
Most logically this transient water could be allowed for computations by
 
increasing the value of the available moisture in the soil and the MLD.
 
However, for practical purposes it is usually ignored, since it is 
difficult
 
to measure or 
estimate. (It could have an appreciable effect on the effi
ciency terms, especially TR, and on anticipated frequency if computed eva
potranspiration rates were precise, but does not 
occur in under-irrigated
 

areas.) 
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Infiltration storage Efficiency, Eis
 

The average depth (or volume) stored in the area wetted and expressed

as a percent of the average depth (or volume) infiltered into the wetted
 
area.
 

average depth infiltered and stored in the wetted area
Eis = 
 average depth infiltered into the wetted area 
 X 100
 

The Eis is useful to distinguish between the irrigation losses that
 are lost to deep percolation and those either lost by evaporation before
 
reaching the ground or by runoff.
 

Potential irrigation system Efficiency, PE
 
The measure of system performance attainable under reasonably good
 

management when applying a full irrigation.
 

PE  minimum depth infilteredJust equaling smd orMAD
average depth applied 
 X 100
 

The PE is a particular and identical value of AE when the desired depth of
 
water has been infiltered. 
A low value of PE is usually associated with
 
poor system design (unless intentional for economic reasons). 
 The differ
ence between PE and AE is a measure of management problems.
 

Meaningful comparisons between several systems modifications or

methods can only be made by comparing values of PE. 
 They must be made
 
when applying similar MAD depths, and with identical specification of "minimum" depth. Economic comparisons must also include costs and crop produc
tion factors.
 

Irrigation Management Concepts
 

Adequate irrigation
 
An irrigation in which the Management Allowed Deficiency, MAD, is replaced In all the area or depth planned for irrigation. It is usually


associated with an irrigation practice where only part of the potential
 
root zone 
 is watered. 

Alternate sets
 
A practice mainly used for portable sprinkler irrigation to improve


Distribution Uniformity, DU. 
 It consists of placing the sprinkler line at
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each irrigation midway between the sets of the previous irrigation. This
 
usually improves DU when the two complete cycles are superimposed, tfrugh
 
each single set may have had a low DU value. 
Also it frequently allows
 
using a move distance greater than would normally provide an acceptable
 
single-set DU value. 
This permits a saving of labor, reduces average appli
cation rates, and may make it possible to irrigate a larger area 
in the
 
same period of time. 
 Care must be taken with this procedure, so the extra
 
deficiency that will occur midway between the wide lateral sets does not
 
severely stress the crop before the next irrigation is applied to compensate.
 

This practice is sometimes called alternate furrows for row crops or
 
alternate middles for orchards or vineyards.
 

Alternate side irrigation
 

A practice of wetting one side of a crop and then at about half the
 
normal irrigation frequency applying water to the other side, 
thus provid
ing full coverage at about the normal frequency. This practice is desir
able for several reasons. 
 It permits the crop to functVirn wlrh less severe
 
stress than would be possible if the entire root system reached MAD simul
taneously. 
This may permit the choice of a larger MAD than would rormally
 
be selected. 
Under this program at least one side of the plant always has
 
moisture available at stresses of at least half or less than MAD. 
 It also
 
provides reserve easily available moisture for sudden or high transpiration.
 

Alternate side Irrigation improves the efficiency of light irrigations
 
which allows twice as much area 
to be covered during each cycle. 
 It may 
require more effort but very little more 
time for the irrigator.
 

Full irrigation
 

An irrigation in which the soil moisture deficiency, smd, is fully
 
replaced in all 
the area.
 

Leaching requirement
 

The depth of infiltered water required to dissolve and transport

enough salts 
through the soil profile to maintain a favorable salt balance
 
for economic plant growth.
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Limited irrigation
 

An irrigation management concept in which the soil moisture deficiency,
 
smd, is not fully replenished in the entire root 
zone depth and/or area, but
 
the frequency is increased so 
there will be no decrease in yield.
 

Management Allowed Deficiency, MAD
 

The MAD is expressed as the allowed soil moisture deficiency used to
 
schedule irrigations so 
that net crop returns are maximized. It is first
 
related to 
a soil moisture and crop stress and is expressed as the percent
 
of the total available soil moisture that can be extracted from the root
 
zone between irrigations t 
produce the best economic balance between crop
 
returns and irrigation costs. 
 Secondly, it is expressed as the correspond
ing depth deficient for a given root depth and soil having a specific avail
able moisture content. This deficiency is related to a soil moisture stress,
 
at which an irrigation should be applied.
 

The evaluation of furrow and border-strip irrigation systems should be
 
made when the MAD is reached, since intake rate, water movement and duration
 
of 
irrigation are greatly affected by soil moisture conditions. Because of
 
the appreciable effect of the MAD on these factors, small variations in the
 
MAD become one of the important management tools for obtaining desired oper
ation improvements for surface systems, especially border-strips. This is
 
true because of the rapid decrease in infiltration rate as the duration of
 

application continues.
 

Minimum dept' infiltered
 

This tetin, as used in the several equations, is defined in three ways:
 

1. The absolute minimum measured.
 

2. The average of 
the lowest 1/4 of the values (proposed by the
 

Soil Conservation Service, USDA).
 

3. The average of 
the lowest 1/2 of the values 
(used in Christian
sen's Coefficient of Uniformity).
 

The first 
one implies that no area receives less than the measured minimum,
 
the second that 1/8 of the 
area receives less and the third that 1/4 re

ceives less.
 

For the concept of efficiency to be practical, the area below "mini
mum" must be small but also greater than zero. 
 The SCE minimum is recom
mended for normal use in evaluations.
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Return flow system
 

A system to collect and re-use runoff water by either pumping it back
 
to the supply or sequentially using it 
on a lower field, often a reservoir i 

required for a flexible operation. 

Stress irrigation
 

An irrigation management concept in which the depth and/or frequency
 
are not sufficient for maximum production, but are designed to increase
 

economic returns or yields per unit of water.
 

Tipping sprinkler risers
 

Tipped sprinklers along the sides and ends of fields will reduce the
 
trajectory distance and cause the water to fall in closer instead of being
 
thrown past the field boundary. The practice of tipping or bending risers
 

to reduce the trajectory to about half the normal throw will approximately 
compensate for not having a line of sprinklers beyond the last set to apply
 
the usual overlapping applications. It should only be used on mature crops
 

which will not be damaged by the low-angle jets.
 

Ratios
 

Advance Ratio, R
 

It is the ratio of the time it takes a furrow stream to reach the
 

lower end of the field, Tadv, to the length of time the water is at the
 

lower end, T(L).
 

R Tadv/T (L) 

For design or where the furrow system is well operated, the water
 
should be at 
the lower end just long enough to provide the desired irriga

tion, Ti, or
 

R = Tadv/Ti 

The advance ratio is closely related to the uniformity of infiltration
 
of water along a furrow. Values as small as 
1/4 result in a uniform appli
cation, with only about 10% more water infiltering at the upper end than at
 
the lower. A faster 
 advance with R equals 1/5 only slightly improves uni
formity. Ratios as highas 1/3 or 
1/2 may be more economical although not
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as uniform, since at 1/2 about 50% more water will have infiltered at the
 
upper end than at the lower.
 

Storage Ratio, SR
 
This is the water stored in the root zone expressed as a percentage of
 

average water storage capacity (or average soil moisture deficiency, smd).
 

SR = average depth stored
 
average depth storable (smd)
 

The SR tells how well the average smd was satisfied. When SR = 1.0
 
the irrigation is either full or excessive and if less than 1.0 the field
 
is under irrigated in all or part of the area. 
 Therefore, it must be
 
utilized in conjunction with the Distribution Uniformity, DU, since the SR
 
alone does not indicate much about the quality or management of the system.
 
This term has sometimes been called Storage Efficiency.
 

Transpiration Ratio, TR
 
This is the irrigation water transpired by the crop expressed as a
 

percentage of the irrigation water applied.
 

TR = average depth transpired

average depth applied by irrigation
 

Under sprinkler irrigation transpiration may be reduced by evapora
tion directly from the wet leaves during a day time. 
This direct evapora
tion may be included as compensating transpiration and not considered as a
 
water loss. 
However, it cannot be included as soil moisture in the other
 
efficiency terms. Therefore, it must be included as directly meeting part
 
of the transpiration, i.e., 
reduces the frequency needed to satisfy smd.
 
It will be negligible during night sprinkling but significant during the
 

day.
 

Water in excess of the smd which might otherwise be lost to deep per
colation may be consumed before it percolates out of the root zone. Thus
 
the average depth transpired could exceed the smd and 
thus increase the TR.
 

The amount of stored water available for transpiration can be increased
 
by reducing soil surface evaporation losses. Therefore, the TR can be in
creased by mulching, shading by crops, lowering the frequency of irrigation,
 
or wetting only part of the surface area. 
 (See Intentional under irriga
tion in the Introduction Chapter).
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Soil Moisture Terminology
 

Available moisture
 

The moisture (or water) held in the soil between the field capacity
 
and the wilting point.
 

Field Capacity, FC
 

The moisture (or water) held in the soil after rapid drainage has
 
ceased. This usually occurs one to three days after the soil has been
 
irrigated. It can be expressed as a percent of the dry weight of the soil,
 
as a percent of the volume of the soil, or as a depth of water per unit
 

depth of soil.
 

Soil moisture deficiency, smd
 
Soil moisture deficiency is expressed as a depth of water indicating
 

the dryness of the root zone at a particular time. This depth is numeri
cally identical to the depth of water to be replaced by irrigation under
 
normal management. Therefore, the idea of moisture deficient in the root
 
zone is preferable to the commonly used concept of depth of water in the
 
soil. 
 How dry the soil should be before irrigation is needed is related to
 
the soil moisture tension at that smd and how well crops will grow at that
 
stress. 
 Some crops produce better when kept moist by frequent irrigation,
 
however, diseases and pest problems may also be increased. Other crops may
 
produce more economically when allowed to become quite dry between infre
quent irrigation3 wkich also reduces irrigation labor costs.
 

Wilting Point, WP
 
The moisture (or water) held in the soil at which plants begin to show
 

severe signs of wilting, since they can no longer extract moisture rapidly
 

enough.
 

Streams
 

Initial stream
 

The stream started down the furrow or border-strip. It is usually
 
fairly large, but should be non-erosive. However, it may be smaller than
 
the largest available stream.
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Cut-back stream
 

The stream size to which the initial stream is reduced to minimize
 
runoff. 
 In furrows, the cut-back should be made shortly after the flow
 
has reached the lower end, but it must remain great enough to continue to
 
reach the lower end. For border-strips, the initial stream is reduced or
 
shut off shortly before it has reached the end. 
 On strips that are too
 
short for normal operation, the stream must remain large enough to permit
 
water to spread across the entire strip.
 

Time
 

Time of advance, Tad
 

The duration of time it takes water to advance from the upper to the
 
lower end of a field.
 

Time of application, Ta
 

The duration of time water is flowing into the area.
 

Time of irrigation, Ti 

The duration of time water should be on the surface to replace the 
soil moisture deficiency, smd. 

Time of Lag, TL
 

The duration of time it takes the water to disappear from the upper
 
end of a field after it has been turned off, TL = T - T a 

o a 
Time of opportunity, T 

The duration of time water is on the soil surface with the opportunity
 

to infilter.
 

Uniformity Concepts
 

Coefficient of uniformity, Cu
 
A common way to present sprinkler uniformity is the Cu, originally
 

presented by Christiansen, which is 
a statistical representation of the
 
catch pattern. Whcn.expressed as a percentage, it is calculated by
 

Cu = (1 - Ed 00 
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or
 

Cu = (1 average deviation from the average catch)average catch 
 x 100
 

where Ed is the summation of all the absolute deviations; M is the mean
 
value of the catch in ; ' the containers in a combined pattern; and n is 
the number of the containers.
 

Distribution Characteristic, DC
 
For a single non-overlapping sprinkler, the DC is the percent of the
 

total wetted area that has infiltered more than the average depth.
 
The DC relates to the uniformity of that portion of the central wetted
 

area 	that may contribute to deep percolation losses even under good manage
ment. 
High DC values indicate that potential deep percolation losses are
 
low and the adequately irrigated area may be relatively large. 
 The DC can
 
approach 100% which indicates an extremely uniform application, providing
 
there is very little overlap or tree interference.
 

Distribution Uniformity, DU
 
The Distribution Uniformity gives an indication of the uniformity of
 

infiltration throughout the field.
 

DU = 	 minimum depth infiltered
 
average depth infiltered x 100
 

The DU is useful as an 
indicator of the magnitude of the distribution pro
blems. 
A low DU values indicates there will be excessive deep percolation
 
losses and a potential high water table if adequate irrigation water is
 
applied to all areas. 
If excessive deep percolation is controlled, the area
 
receiving the minimum depth will be badly under-irrigated.
 

Emmission Uniformity, EU
 

ELI 
is the rate of discharge available to the plant receiving the least 
water expressed as a parcentage of the average rate of discharge per plant. 

EU 	 minimum rate of dischargeper plantaverage rate of discharge per plant
 

Thy EU is an important concept in small single tree basin, trickle, 
and high density undertree sprinkler irrigation systems. Where one or more
 
trees are served by each emitter (bubbler, trickler,or sprinkler), the min
inium and average emitter discharges can be substituted in the EU formula.
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However, in trickle irrigation where several emitters may supply a single
 
plan, the minimum and average discharge of the group of emitters used per

plant should be considered. 
 (The minimum should be defined as 
the average
 

of the low 1/4 of 
the groups.)
 

Often these systems with closely spaced emitters are only designed
 
to wet part of the potential volume. 
 (Such systems would be classed in
 
the intention1 under-irrigation group.) 
 For these systems the E
a has sig
nificance when defined in volume terais, 
and EU is comparable to DU. 
For
 
trickle and micro basin systems where there is no drift loss, EU 
- DU if
 
each emitter group wets a 
similar area 
(or volume) of soil.
 

For trickle, basin and other irrigation systems with no runoff, 100 
- E
 
is essentially the percentage of the applied water lost to 
deep percolation.
 
Consequently the AE of such systems equals the proportion of the applied
 
water which is stored in the root zone times the uniformity of application.
 
Therefore, for 
trickle and micro basin irrigation systems
 

E x EU
 
AE  a100
 

and assuming all applied water 
infiltrates
 

Es x EU 
is
 

AE 
100
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